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Abstract 

The Intemet has become a major vehicle for people to engage virrual cooperative 

interaction in which loosely associated individuals interact t h u g h  a complex social 

network to mutual benefits. It has given new prominence to human discourse as a 

continuhg source of knowledge- With the growth of usage of listservers and the World 

Wide Web, it is important to model and support the processes by which knowledge is 

acquired and disseminatecl through the Internet (i-e., the net). The emerging 

cyberorganism consisted of distributed intefigent agents, that is the Internet communiy 

ut large, provides a 'cybernetic living expert system' with a scope and sale weli beyond 

that yet conceivable with cornputer-based systems alone. This dissertation develops a 

living systems conceptual h e w o r k  for modehg socio-technicd processes on the net; 

describes various forms of support mechanisrns on the net and categorizes them in terms 

of the model; applies the conceptual model to generate techniques and methodologies for 

investigating communication, social and knowledge processes within the Intemet 

community; and integrates those processes in the cyberorganisrn framework. 

This dissertation is divided into two parts. The k t  part introduces and develops the 

cyberorganism framework for modeling virtual cooperative interaction. The soçio- 

technicd origins and evolution of the net are investigated and the nature of the net as a 

living system is explored and examined. The author then analyzes system imperatives, 

structures, and processes involved in the cyberorganism. In the second part, the author 

investigates the couceptual framework's utility and application, and outlines techniques 

and methodotogies for investigation of vutual cooperative interaction. Dernonstrations of 

the utility of the cyberorganism framework correspond to the three system levels in the 

cyberorganism: team, special interest community, and the Internet community at large. 
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Introduction 

The overail aim of the research reported in this dissertation is to develop a mode1 of the 

socio-technical dynamics of the Intemet in supporthg cooperative interactions and to 

formulate methodologies and techniques for investigating the model. 

This dissertation is about modeling the Internet as a living system. A biosocial metaphor 

for network computing, pattemed on the natural evolution of biological organisrns is used 

through out the current work It presents a theoretical h e w o r k  for the investigation of 

human-computer interaction in networked computing environments. In particular, it 

focuses on the nature of human-cornputer symbiosis and virtual cooperative interaction. 

Conceptualiy the Intemet is a lot of things. It is a network of computers; more precisely, it 

is not just a network, but a network of networks-inter-networks-and hence its name. It 

is also software, computers, and other technologies; the net is more important in what it 

enables than what it is (Weintraut, 1997). It is a catalyst of change; a new medium for 

communication, social, and knowledge processes; and, an emergent, complex system. 

Over the years the Intemet (the net) has become a major resource for people to engage in 

virtual cooperative interaction in which loosely associated individuals interact through a 

complex social network to mutual benefits. This has given new prominence to human 

discourse as a continuing source of knowledge. With the growing usage of iistservers and 

the World Wide Web, it is important to model and support the processes by which 

knowledge is acquired and disseminated through the net. One objective here is to provide 

a coherent systems perspective of computer-mediated interactions involving individuals, 

groups, and communities. 



The main characteristics of systems thinking emerged simultaneously in several 

disciphes iiuring the first haif of the century, especiaiiy during the 1920s. Systems 

thinking was pioneered by biologists, who emphasized the view of living organisms as an 

integrated whole. It is further enriched by Gestalt psychology and the new science of 

ecology (Capra, 1996). Some of the central ideas of systems perspective are: 

co~e~tedness ,  relationships, context. According to the systems view, the essential 

properties of an organism, or living system, are properties of the whole, which are not 

specific to the parts. They arise h m  the interactions and relationships among parts. 

These properties are destroyed when the system is dissected, either physically or 

theoreticaiiy, into isoiated elements. Although we cm discern individual parts in any 

system, these parts are not isolated, and the nature of the whole is always different from 

the mere sum of its parts. 

Another key criterion of systems thinking is the ability to shift one's attention back and 

forth between systems. Throughout the living world we find systems nesting within other 

systems, and by applying the same concepts to different levels-for example, the concept 

of growth to an organism, a city, or an economy-we can often gain important insights. 

On the other hand, we also have to recognize that, in general, different system Ievels 

represent levels of different complexity. At each level, the observed phenornena exhibit 

properties of a particular level are caIled "emergent' properties, since they emerge at that 

particular level (Capra, 1996). 

The systems framework characterizes the hternet as an open, dynamic sysrem of inter- 

connecred machines, users, and resources. Here, various constructs involved in network 

computing, human cognitive processes, social systems, and information retrîevai/ 

transmission are identified and explored for their inter-relationships. As a result, the 

studies of the virtual cooperative interaction on the hternet draw upn concepts, theories, 

and research findings from several other disciplines-notably. psychology, sociology, 

sociobiology, and population ecology. 
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In this dissertation, 1 wiIl employ Miller's (1978) Enrùrg system rheury as the theoretical 

foundation. The theory treats individuals, groups, organizations, and communities as 

levels of living systems possessing many characteristics in cornmon-namely, the 

essential characteristics of Me itself- Within this theoreticai fkamework various aspects of 

human-cornputer interaction (Ha and computer-supportive cooperative work (CSCW) 

that were usuaily treated as  separate and distinct, using terminology that makes it difncult 

to see connections between them, become part of a whole (Tracy, 1989). For example, 

awareness support becomes a basic link between coordination, information resource, 

discourse, motivation, reinforcement and ali other issues involving vutual cooperative 

interaction. Together, those topics add up to different perspectives on a single entity, a 

living system that is the Internet. 

1.1 Growth and Development 

The growing availability of collaborative systems and services on the Internet have 

expedited innovative knowledge creation/dissemuiation processes. These advanced 

information infrastructures include: digitai journals, eiectronic iibrarïes (Gaines, 1993a), 

resource discovery environments (Bowman, DanWng, Manber & Schwartz, 1994), co- 

authoring systems (Baecker, Nastos, Posner & Mawby, 1993) and virtual scientinc 

communities (Schatz, 1991). A major motivation behind the current research is to 

investigate the nature of distributed cooperative interaction among networked 

collaborators who use the Internet as an integral part of their working environments. 

In recent years, the nurnber of cornputers comected through the Internet has grown from 

some 28 thousand at the beginning of 1989, to over 16 million at the beginning of 1997. 

Figure 1 shows data plotted fiom the Internet Domain Surveys undertaken by Network 

Wizards using a sampling methodology involving checking 1% of machines (Lottor, 

1997). The 1997 figures may be put into perspective by noting that it constitutes one 

machine on the net for every 500 people on the planet. The growth rate has been 

consistently some 100% a year so that, if this were sustained, within seven years there 

would be one hternet computer for each person. The size and growth rate of the net have 



aiready made it a substantial medium for communication. Universities and other research 

organizations were the prirnary source of the initial growth, net access bewne routinely 

available to scholars in the late 1980s, and to the general public in North America and 

parts of E m p e  in the mid 1990s (Gaines, Chen & Shaw, 1997). 

Figure 1 Growth of Hosts on the Internet 1989-1997 

A fast evolving segment of the Intemet, the web was originally conceived and developed 

at CERN for the purpose of assisting and facilitating collaborative interactions among 

high energy physicists, working at various institutions in different countnes, to conduct 

joint research projects (Berners-Lee, Cailliau, Luotonen, Nielsen & Secret, 1994). Its 

conceptual ancestry can be traced to Memex, the archetype hypertext system for scientists 

(Bush, 1945). Since 1993, it has diffbsed at a phenomenal rate from its origin and 

gradually has subsumeci many popular Intemet communication services like USENET 

newsgroup, electronic mail. The original charter of the web can be summarized in the 

foiiowing quote: 
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The World Wide Web (W3J was developed to be a pool of human knowledge, 

which would allow collàborarors in remute sites ta share their ideas and al1 

aspects of a common project (Berners-Lee et al., 1994). 

The popularïty of the web can be attributed to its emergent growth property: the ability 

for a new state of being to emerge naturaIly fiom a synergy among existing systems 

(Kauffinan, 1993; Kauffman, 1995). The web is stnictured such that if it was used 

independently for two projects, and later relationships are found between the projects, 

then no major or centralized changes have to be made, but the information can be linked 

to represent the new state of knowledge. This property of emergent growth has allowed 

the web to expand rapidly h m  its origins at CERN across the Internet irrespective of 

national or discipiinary boundaries. Hençe the dynamics of the web are based on three 

fundamental notions: (i) computer-supported cooperative work; (ii) hypermedia; and (iii) 

trans-boundary, ernergent growth (Bemers-Lee et al., 1994). 

The phenomenai growth of the Internet and the World Wide Web presents a stimulating 

avenue for research in advanced distributed information systems, especiaUy for research 

into how social and psychological processes operate and are structured in networked 

environments of various sues and configurations (e-g., local research networks, global 

scholarly communities). For instance, fecentiy we have seen emergent behaviours and 

interactions on the net and psycho-social studies about the- such as: interactivity in 

computer-mediated communications (Rafaeii, 1988; Rafaeli & Sudweeks, 1997); flaming 

behaviours in newsgroups (Mabry, 1997); theabicai perfomiance on hternet-Relay-Chat 

(Danet, Ruedenberg & Rosenbaum-Tamari, 1997); rhetoricai dimensions and conml 

structures in USENET newsgroups (Jones, 1997; Smith, McLaughlin & Osborne, 1997); 

mirrored social constructs in Multi-User-Dimension (MacKinnon, 1997); and dynamics 

of virtual cooperative interaction (Chen & Gaines, 1997~). Those, and many other 

engaging issues, are becoming important as virtual groups, and communities are rapidly 

forrning on the htemet (Sudweeks, McLaughlin & Rafaeli, 1997). 



The growth of the web, while creating a rich new resource, also creates problems of 

information overIoad- The management of the diffuse communities collaborating through 

the web raises human factor issues going beyond those of the coordination of srnaller, 

goal-directed groups with weii-defineci roles and tasks. What are the responsMities of 

information providers in supporting users of whom they are unaware, and who may be 

using the information in very different ways from those originalIy envisioaed? The web 

supports the collaborative activities of small wodc groups, but it also supports those of 

weii-dehed scholarly sub-disciplines, and those of the much l e s  defïned community at 

large. To study and support coilaborative activities on the net, we need a conceptual 

framework that identifies the major distinctions among "virnral groups" of widely 

differing sues and structures, and arnong the vanous d e s  that originators, recipients, and 

intermediaries can play (Chen & Gaines, 1997a). 

The fundamental nature of social behaviours on the Intemet c m  be characterimi as 

virtual cooperative interaction. The word "virtuai" has two senses here: first, it denotes 

the notion of virtual space, Le., the cooperative interaction occurs in a non-physical space 

which aliows participants to be situated in geographidy separate Iocations; second, it 

denotes that the intention to engage in cooperative interaction itself may not necessarily 

pre-exist or be conscious. Traditional notion of groupware focuses on the first sense (tele- 

presence in viauai space); however, there is a need to extend the notion of cooperative 

interaction to encompass the latter sense of virtual cooperative interaction (Chen & 

Gaines, l996a). 

Quite often contribution and exchange of information resources on the net/web involve 

cooperative interaction without pre-planned coordination. In fact, participants on the web 

may have no intention to cooperate in the first place. Usually, a resource provider and a 

resource user are unaware of each other's existence und their fkst interaction. 

Neveaheless, the interactive process between them is stiU loosely cooperative in nature. It 



ciiffers fiom the traditional team-oriented cooperation where group tasks, goals, and 

purposes are usuaily well-defhed. 

For exarnple, a person who is interesteci in learning about the Java programming language 

may discover someone's personal web site fidl of useful Java information resowces and 

hyperlinks to other Java related sites, The resource provider in this case is ody  vaguely 

aware that some visitors have checked out her web site, and she is satisfied that her web 

pages seem to attract people with similar înterests in Java Once in a while, a grateful 

visitor (Le., a happy resource user) may send her a thank-you note via e-mail or/and ask 

questions about Java. But most of the tirne she is unaware of who has actually utilized her 

information resource. 

This is an unusuai form of cooperation where a resource provider might never know the 

identity of her resource users, but nevertheless, stiil continues to contribute anyway. 

Typicaiiy, on the web, the only feedback she may receive might be the frequency of 

accesses to her information resources either through log-files or counter mechanisrns. 

What does she gain in r e m  in such a seemingly one-way cooperative interaction? 1s it 

simply an expression of aitnllsm? What are some possible motivations for her to 

contribute to the web? In general, how wodd one ensure the continual contribution of an 

information provider? (Chen & Gaines, 1996a; 1997b; 1997~). 

One of the major problems of collaboration on the web is that of coordination signais. In 

other words, how can we maintain awareness between remote research partners when 

changes occur in one location that affect activities in another. Such siruarionai awareness 

(Norman, 1993) is an important issue for supporting task-oriented collaborative projects 

of research groups or organizations. At the other end of the spectnim, the issue of locating 

where a specific information resource is on the web, i.e., resource awareness, is essential 

for supporting the research community at large. Group awareness (Smith, 1994) is 

essential in order to provide smooth coordination among members in a collaborative 

project team. By extending the notion of group awareness to cormunity awareness, the 

Intemet, as a global collective system, has become an emergent complex system of virtuai 



communities that transcends the traditional boundaries of both physical and social 

communities (Chen & Gaines, 1997a). 

1.3 The Living Internet 

As we have observed over the years, the growth and development of the net has been very 

rapid with litrie central planning, and despite its widespread use, there is iittle information 

as yet on the sociai dynamics of net technologies. Many systems have been developed to 

cope with the information overload generated by direct access to the net (Hearst, 1997; 

Lynch, 1997)- The wide variety of indexing and search tools now available have in 

common the fact that they support selective attention and awareness in the communities 

using the net. It would be useful to be able to analyze the design issues and principles 

involved in these tools in terms of the knowledge and communication processes in the 

virtual communities using these tools (Chen & Gaines, 1996a). 

The Internet has provided major new channels for the knowledge creation and 

dissemination in Wtual communities. Increasing international co~ectivity has made the 

net accessible to special-interest communities world-wide, and elecrronic mail and 

listsewers now provide a major communication medium supporting discourse in these 

communities. Until recent years, limitations on the presentation quality of online fde 

formats restricted the publication capabilities of the net to rapid dissemination of files 

p ~ t a b i e  in paper fom. However, advances in online presentation capabilities now aIlow 

high-quality typograpbic documents with embedded figures and hrperlinks to be created, 

disnibuted and read online. Moreover, it has become possible to issue active documents 

containing animation, simulations, and supporting user interaction with computer services 

through the document interface. The major part of this functionality has become 

accessible through the protocols of the World Wide Web, and the web itself is seen as a 

precursor to an information superhighway subsuming ail existing communications media 

f Gaines & Chen, 1996). 



Marty visions of humanity working in groups suggest the analog that people on the 

Internet are organized like neuroas in a brain. Tbey ask the question as to whether, when 

connected together appropriately (with the right d e s  of intercomection), the human race, 

with the entirety of its cornputers, will in fact be capable of signincantiy greater things 

than today. Ceaainly, a networked cornputer society will act as a whole, as an organisml 

(Bernes-Lee, 1997). The effect of working together that some envisage is greater than 

that. If the whole were really to behave like an organism, îhen it wouid be beyond the wit 

of any individual to comprehend the state of operation of the whole. WiIl the organkm as 

a whole develop its own goals and ways of achieving them? (Berners-Lee, 1997). 

A living systems perspective ailows us to mode1 the webinet as an emergent, cybernetic 

organism, or cyberorganism (Chen & Gaines, 1997a). It is a global living system 

developing, evolving and inhabiting in an information sphere or infosphere, analogous to 

a biological organism living inside a biosphere. Using this living systems conceptual 

framework, we can analyze and classify the types of information systems which support 

communication, social and knowledge processes for virtual communities. 

1.4 Objectives 

The growth of the Intemet, while creating a rich new resource, also creates probiems of 

information overload. The management of the diffuse communities collaborating through 

the net raises socio-technical issues going beyond those of the coordination of smaüer, 

goal-directed groups with well-dehed roles and tasks. Vircual cooperative interaction 

highlights the fact that cooperative interaction on the net involves more than tradition 

task-oriented, group collaboration; sometirnes, the intention to engage in cooperative 

interaction itself may not necessdy pre-exist or be conscious, nevertheless the resulting 

interaction is cooperative in essence. 

' It is analogous to a large-scale society of mind (Minse, 1985). 



The overall aim of the research reported in this dissertation is to develop a model of the 

socio-technical dynamics of the Internet in supporthg cooperaùve interactions and to 

formulate methodologies and techniques for investigating the model. 

The foilowing are objectives of this dissertation research: 

To determine the appropriate form of model for îhe Intemet in supporthg virtual 

cooperative interaction. 

To characterize the processes of cmperative interactions that have evolved on the 

Internet- 

To analyze Miller's living systems theory for its application to the socio-technical 

cooperation through the Internet- 

To define the socio-technicai processes underlying vimial cwperaave interaction. 

To analyze the roles of awareness and its technical support in virtual cooperative 

interaction. 

To develop methodologies and analysis software for modeling discourse patterns and 

social structure in Wtud cooperative interaction. 

To evaiuate the methodologies and apply them to a sample virtual comunity. 

To develop techniques and methodologies for analyzing diffusion processes in the 

Internet community at large. 

1.5 Dissertafrrtafron Structure 

The rest of this dissertation is divided into two parts to address the above objectives: 

L The first part introduces and develops the cyberorganisrn fhmework for modeling 

virtual cooperative interaction. It investigates the socio-technical origins and evolution of 

the net. The nanire of the net as a living system is explored and examineci. It then 

analyzes system imperatives, stnictures, and processes involved in the global 

cyberorganism 



Chapter 2 introduces historical background about the orïgins of the net and virtual 

cooperative interaction. It traces the foUowing developrnents: (i) human-computer 

symbiosis; (ü) ARPANET, its development and evolution into the Intemet; (iü) 

cultures and social n o m  of scientifïc enterprise as the social and psychological 

foundations for the development of the virtual cooperative interaction. 

Chapter 3 develops the cyberorganism hnework  m e r  by iatroducing 20 critical 

subsystems' in living systems. Relationships among subsystems are examined. The 

chapter concludes with a listing of critical subsystems within the emerging global 

cyberorganism. 

Chapter 4 focuses fiuther on information subsystems and processes described in 

Chapter 3, particularly the decider, charme1 and net, associator, memoxy, and timer 

subsystems. They involve awareness issues which are crucial for coordination 

processes. System awareness is needed for maintenance of feedback loops within the 

living system. 

Chapter 5 examines five key elements in WtuaI coopedve  interaction: discourse 

patterns; tirne-dimension; awareness hierarchy; motivations for cooperative behaviors; 

and, emergence and maintenance of viaual cooperative interaction. 

II. The second part investigates the conceptual h e w o r k ' s  utility and application. It 

outlines techniques and methodologies for investigation of vimial cooperative interaction. 

Its demonstrations of the utility of the cyberorganism framework correspond to the three 

system levels in the cyberorganism: team, special interest c o m u n i ~ ~ ,  and the Internet 

c o m m m i ~  ut Zurge (Le., group, organization, and community within Miller's theory). 

Chapter 6 presents awareness support mechanisms such as CHRONO and 

methodological dimensions for those mechanisms. The main interests are awareness 

maintenance for teams and special interest communities. 

Chapter 7 describes systematic methodologies for investigating social and 

psychologicai structures in special interest communities through iistserver analyses. It 
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introduces time-series, sociometric and groupdynamic approaches in analyzing 

vitality, socid structure, and psychological dimensions in virtual communities. 

Chapter 8 demonstrates the listserver analysis software: ListA and applies the 

metiiodologies descn'bed in Chapter 7 to a special interest comrnunity as a sample 

case. 

Chapter 9 specifïes constructs and methodological approaches for tracking memetic 

diffusion and dissemuiatîon processes. It investigates the reproduction, migration and 

dissemination of vehicles/memes ia the Internet cornrnunity at large. 

FinaUy, Chapter 10 summarizes major contributions of this dissertation, and concludes 

the with future research direction. 



CHAPTER 2 

The Living Intemet and its Origins 

In oder CO study and support collaborative activities on the net, we need a conceptual 

b e w o r k  that identifies the major distinctions among 'tirtual groups" of widely 

differing sizes and stnicaires, and among the various d e s  that originators, recipients, and 

intermediaries can play. 

A living systems perspective aiiows us to mode1 the net as an emergent, cybernetic 

organism, or cyberorganism. It is a global Iiving system developing, evolving and 

inhabiting in information sphere or infosphere, andogous to a biologicd organism living 

inside biosphere. Using this concepmai friunework, we can anaiyze and classify the types 

of information systerns which support communication, social, and knowledge processes 

involving virtual cooperative interaction. 

2.1 Living Systems Perspective 

The basic living systems theory was built upon a search for the common properties of aii 

living systems. The theory is the He's work of James Gner Milier (Miller, 1978; MilIer 

& Miller, 1990; Miiler & Miller, 1992). It should be noted at this point that the basic 

theory is in flux, and will continue to be so. The theory demonstrates that Living systems 

exist at eight levels of increasing complexity h m  ce& t h u g h  organisms, to 

communities, societies and supranationaIs (BaiIey. 1994). 

Living systems are concrete, open systems possessing the characteristics of life. That 

means they are composed primady of sub-compounds and are generated by genetic 

andior memetic templates, AU living systems tend to maintain steady States (or 

homeostasis) of many variables, keeping an orderly balance among subsystems which 



process matter-energy and information. They actively regdate themselves to maintain 

steady states of negentmpy, as weU as to grow, develop, and propagate. This motivates a 

teleological stance to living systems in which they seem to stnve purposefdly to preserve 

their own system or sîructure against entropy, the universai tendency toward 

disintegration. 

Those processes in subsystems which maintain steady States are udjustment processes. 

They operate based on the notion of feedback. m e n  signals are fed back over the 

feedback charnel in such a msnner that they increase the deviation of the output h m  

steady state, positive feedbuk exists. When the signals are reversed, so that they decrease 

the deviation of the output fiom steady state, it is mguzh feedback. Positive feedback 

alters variables and destroys their steady states in systems. Thus, positive feedback can 

initiate system changes and growth. Negative feedback maintains steady states in systems. 

IL canceIs an initial deviation or error in performance (Miller, 1978). 

Cybernetia-the study of methods of feedback control-is an important part of the 

systems theory. It has led to the recognition of certain forma1 identities among various 

sorts of nonliving and living systems. In a complex system, control is achieved by many 

finely adjusted, interlocking processes invoIving transmissions of matter-energy and 

information (Miller, 1978). The word, cybemetics is derived h m  Greek-kyberneres, 

meaning "steersman7'-which Wiener (1948) defined as the science of "'confrul and 

communication in the animal and the machine". Originaiiy cybernetics were concerned 

with patterns of communication, especially in closed Ioops and networks. Later 

investigation led to the concepts of feedback and self-regdation and then, to self- 

organization. 

This attention to patterns of organization lead Wiener to recognize h t  the new notions of 

message, control, and feedback referred CO patterns of organization-that is, to 

nonmaterial entiti- crucial to a full scientific description of Me. Later, he expanded 

the concepts of pattern, ftom the patterns of communication and contrd that are common 

to animais and machines to the general idea of interaction pattern as a key characteristic 



of Me: "we are but whiripooIs in a river of ever-fiowing water; we are not s t u f f  that 

abides, but patterns that perpetuare thernselves" (Wiener, 1950; Capra, 1996). 

Living systems, as open systems, exhibit interaction patterns with their surrounding 

environment and other living systerns. They must regularly acquire resources to replace 

those that are consumed by the transformation processes of the system or lost through 

dissipation and extrusion- Some resources are derived from the noniiving part of the 

environment, but much of the input comes from other living systems- The products or 

wastes extnided by one system rnay be valuable inputs to others (Miller, 1978). 

Figure 2 Systems Dyad 

Much of viaual cooperative interaction is involved with the exchange of resources 

between cybernetic living systems. Such exchanges will be a major theme of this 

dissertation. To portray them we wiii employ a simple exchange model cailed system 

dyud (Tracy, 1989), shown in Figure 2. This model emphasizes the fact that the typical 

exchange is two-way, and that other originator systems and receiver systems may exist. In 

some cases, the interdependence between the systems becomes so great the dyad itself 

becomes a supra-living system, 

Establishing feedback loops between cybernetic living systems is essentid in 

coordinating resource exchanges among them. In order for them to engage in mutual 

cooperative interaction, they initially need to be aware of the existence of one another. 



Afterwards, they n e d  to be aware of what each is doing in order to continue the 

interaction. Here mvareness mechisms in supra-living systems transmit coordination 

signals among its subsystems or components. They constitute the feedback chameh and 

regulate the adjustment processes within the supra-system. 

Living systems include dl forms of animal and plant life as weii as organized groupings 

(social systems) of orgaaisms. Miller identified eight levels of living systems: cell, organ, 

organism, group, organization, society, cornmunity and supranational. In this dissertation, 

we will be concemed p M y  4 t h  the subset of human systems and with the middie 

levels-individuais, groups, organizations, and communities. 

2.1.1 Evolution of Life 

Evolution, broadly speaking, is the self-organizing process, not ody of Me, but of the 

universe itself. The ordering of matter into elementary particles and then into planets and 

stars was a necessary prelude to iife on earth. Life arose out of the conditions set by those 

eariier eveats (Hoagland & Dodson, 1995). Over the 1 s t  3.8 billion years a continuous 

biosocial evolution has occurred in the overail direction of increasing complexity. The 

living systems theory asserts that al1 of the great variety of living entities that evolution 

bas produced are a complex stnictured open-system. They maintain, withui their 

boundaries, their thermodynamicaiiy improbable energy states by continuous interactions 

with their environments. Inputs and outputs for both matter-energy and information are 

essential for living systems. The total inputs are lower in entropy and higher in 

information than the total outputs (Miller & Miller, 1990). Growth was directed by the 

structure of atoms and molecules that perrnitted some combinations and inhibitecl others. 

In this scenario we see at the elemental level two of the prerequisites of life: available 

matter-energy and information that provides a pattern or template for growth (Miller, 

1987). 



Our story begins on the streaming, turbulent surface of early earth, sirniiar to locations 

like the hot sprhgs thaî exist today, where we find bactena caiied Archaea. These 

organisms are known to be very ancient, and they thnve in tempera- aear the boiling 

point of water. Nucleotides and amino acids were probably plentifhi before life appeared. 

Not only c m  these essentiai building blocks for DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), RNA 

(ribonucleic xid), and protein be made surprisingly easily and tbus niay have been 

assembled spontaneously nght here on earth, but they have ken  found in space dust and 

meteorites that are likely to have showered down on earth oves the eons (Hoagland & 

Dodson, 1995). 

Once, the k t  reproducing nucleotide chains-probably RNA-had been forme4 some 

of them developed a remarkabIe ability: they could copy themselves. They were not alive 

in any sense, but simply floated about the pre-biotic soup, mindlessly self-replicating. A 

self-replicating molecule needs two specid properties: it must be a template-(l) a 

sequence of units (nucleotides) dong which a cornplementary sequence of similar units 

can be ordered. (2) It must be an enzyme, able to pull 6.ee uucleotides h m  the 

surrowdings and bond them together h g  the template. (Hoagland & W o n ,  1995). 

Eventuaily certain molecules became so large and complex that they took on the 

characteristics of life. That is, they became capable of acquiring resources fiom their 

environment and building replicas of themselves. The information aspect of the molecule 

was then able to reproduce itseif with another collection of atoms, adding structure where 

it did not exist before (Tracy, 1989). The molecule becomes a template for building new 

molecules in its own image. Thus, it becornes a replicator (Dawkins, 1989b; HdI, 1988). 

The ability to obtain resources from the environment meant that the molecule could add 

to its store of matter-energy in order to grow or replace losses. The molecule, or at least 

its information aspect, become potentidy immortal, limited only by continued 

availability of resources and existence of favourable conditions in the environment. 



These living, reproducing molecules eventuaiiy developed ways of surrounding 

themselves with a captive environment and evolved into the fkst ceiis. Single-ceiied 

organisms developed into muIti-ceLied organisms. Specialization arnong certain groups of 

ceils evolved into speciaiized organs, permitting more elaborate organisms to develop. 

Cells, organs, and organisms fonned three levels of living systems, each having the basic 

characteristics of life (Miller, 1978; Tracy, 1989). In essence, evolution proceeds by 

gradua1 tinkering. Cornplex living systems had, at one tirne, cruder and sitnpler 

predecessors. Small improvements then accumulateci in such a way as to produce a big 

change over time. However, evolution proceeds without a foreseen purpose or direction. 

Random changes, cumulative selection (Le., innovation that builds on top of prior 

innovations), and many successive generations are what d o w  evolution to work 

(Hoagland & Dodson, 1995). 

Dawkins (1989b) depicts the development of Iiving systems fiom the unique viewpoint of 

genes. Some basic definitions are useful here. Fit, a gene is a unit of herem.  

Technicaiiy the term gene refers to 'any hereditary information for which there is a 

favorable or unfavorable seIection bias equal to several or many times its rate of 

endogenous changey- More generaily, gene means 'that which segregates and recombines 

with appreciable frequency' (Dawkins, 1989a). Second, genotype is the genetic 

constitution of an organism at a particdar locus or set of loci. Sornetimes used more 

loosely as the whole genetic counterpart to phenotype. Third, phenotype denotes 

attributes of an organism, the joint product of its genes and their environment during 

ontogeny. A gene may be said to have phenotypic expression in, Say, eye colour. The 

concepts of phenotype is extended to include functionaUy important consequences of gene 

ciifferences, outside the bodies in which the genes sit @awkins, 1989a). 

Genes have the ability to replicate themselves and to serve as templates for the growth of 

surrounding systems- This abi1it-y allows genes to promerate structures that enhance the 

potential for genetic survivd. Thus celis, organs, and organisms may be seen as "survival 



machines" built by genes to cope with such environment changes as the thinning of the 

primordial soup and the development of predators uracy, 1989). They al I  are survival 

machines for the same kiad of replicator-DNA molecule-but there are many different 

ways of making a living in the world, and the replicators have built a vast range of 

machines to exploit them. A monkey is a machine that preserves genes up trees, a fish is a 

machine that preserves genes in the water (Dawkins, 1989b). 

In some ways, human culture and social behaviour cm be traced to genetic sumival. Even 

social systems such as the family and the hunting pack can be linked to the struggle of 

genes for swivai and propagation. At the social Ievel, however, a new element-the 

meme (Dawkins, 1989b)-is encountered. The wod, meme, conveys the idea of a unit of 

cultural transmission, or a unit of imitation (cornes fkom the Greek root of 'Mimeme'). 

Memes are self-replicating ideas. For example, concepts such as nationalism and 

democracy ate memes, because they tend to generate social systems that pass the concept 

from generation to generation. But a rneme can be something as simple as a catchy tune 

or a fashion design, so long as it induces living systems to propagate it (Dawkins 1989b; 

Dennett, 1995; Hull, 1988). 

Memes share many similar characteristics with genes. The essence of memes, as with 

genes, is information (Le., pattern or s t m c t ~ ~ ~ )  that is capable of replicating itself. Memes 

are potentidy imrnortal, although subject to mutation. As genes generate various patterns 

of life at the cellular, organic and organismic levels, memes generate a variety of cultural 

patterns among individuals, groups, organizations, communities and societies. Memes 

require suMvaI machines or vehicles (Dawkins, 1989b; HulI, 1988) for their 

maintenance, actualization and propagation. Genes and memes form the template or 

churter-a set of instructions outlining the basic structure and processes of the living 

system. This set must exist fkom the moment of origin of the system, although it may 

subsequently be modified. Genes provide the basic template for cells, organs, and 

organisms. Memes and genes together provide the charters of social systems. 



To the extent that common structures and functions can be idennfied at ail levels arnong 

these living vehicles of genetic and memetic information, these common features may be 

regarded as the basic requisites of a living system. Hence, the living systems theory is the 

study of the fundamental stnictures and processes found in the survival macbines that are 

generated by genes and niemes (Miller 1978; Tracy 1989). 

2.1 -2 Imperatives of Life 

Three broad purposes or imperatives of Me are exhibited by genes, memes and their 

surviving vehicles-Le., the host living systems. 

The first is immediate survival of the system through maintenance of steady states. When 

opposing variables in a living system are in balance, the system is in equilibrium with 

regard to them. Ia the near term, a living system consists of a larger number of 

relationships or variables that must be held at, or near, steady states (Miller, 1978). For 

example, the human body must maintain a fairIy constant heartbeat, metabolism, 

temperature, flow of oxygen, level of iron in the blood, and so on (Tracy, 1989). Likewise 

a computer network must maintain a reasonably steady bandwidth flow, processing 

resource, supply of electric energy, number of users, and so forth. In order to maintain 

such steady states under entropy conditions, the system must also reguiarly take in fresh 

resources such as eating food or adding communication bandwidths. For memes the 

system must also maintain memory a d o r  social order. 

There is a range of stability for each of numerous variables in di living systems. 

Ordinarily, there is a standard range of rates at which input enters a system. If the input 

rate falls below this range, it constitutes a la& stress. if the input rate goes above this 

range, it is an excess stress. Systems undergo stress in various ways. One class of stress is 

the matter-energy stresses, including: (a) matterenergy input lack or underload- 

starvation or inadequate fuel input; (b) matter-energy input excess or overload and (c) 

restraint of the system, binding it physidy. Another class of stress is the information 

stresses, including: (a) information input lack or underload, resulting fiom a de& of 
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information in the environment or h m  improper function of the extemal sense organs or 

input transducers; (b) injection of noise into the system which has an effect of 

information cutoff, much like the previous stress; and (c) information input excess or 

overload. Information stresses may involve changes in the rate of information input or in 

its meaning (Milier, 1978). 

Adaptation to change, when the basic aim is to maintain the heaith and integrity of the 

system, fails within the maintenance imperative. For instance, the maintenance of the 

steady state of message fiow is essential for the health and vitality of a listserver-based 

virtual community. A virtual community needs to monitor and regulate the information 

flow among its members. It has to adapt to changing patterns of topical interests and 

social behaviours of its members. Message overflow or undefflow on a list can induce 

information stresses and strains to the well-king of the system. 

The second imperative is actualization of the system's potenrial- Actualization generally 

requires both growth (Le., incorporation of addiaonal elements into system) and 

development (i.e. elaboration of the system to cope with greater complexity in the 

environment). The objective of this sort of change is purposefd expansion of the 

system's capabilities, not simply adaptaiion CO maintain the existing system (Miller, 

1978). Growth and development are long term survival strategies built into the templates 

of living systems. kirger and more elaborate systems tend to be becter able to control 

their envuonment; they feed on simpler systems. For example, the WWW-a more 

elaborate system-feeds on simpler systems like F P  and Gopher. Furthemore, rnemes 

may demand actualization- Ideas such as artificial intelligence, information 

superhighway, capitalism and cornmunism cannot simply remain on the drawing board; 

they must be tried. Some memes seem inevitably CO spawn decades, even centuries of 

investigation, analysis, elaboration, and development into practice or hardware (Tracy, 

1989). 

The third imperative is propagation of the system rhrough reproduction andror 

dissemination. Each gene strives to perpetuate its peculiar pattern. The current survival 



vehicle camot be maintained forever, but in theory, the gene or meme cm. Reproduction 

is the ultinme mechanism for genetic survivai. For memes, dissemination serves a simiIar 

function. The more widespread an idea is, the more likely it wili survive (Miller, 1978; 

Tracy, 1989). 

Figure 3 Levels of Living Systems and Non-living Environment 

2.1.3 Living Systems Characteristics 

Social systems exhibit many of the same basic characteristics as cells, organs, and 

organisms. Miller (1987) identifiecl five higher levels of living systems; group, 

organizations, communities, societies, and supmationals. Systems at each level serve as 

suprasystems for systems at the next lower level. Thus, the United Nations (a 

supranational) is a supra-system, dbeit a weak one, for nations (societies) of the Eaxth. 

The IBM Corporation (an organization) is supra-system for its employees as  well as 

component of its suprasystems, the United States and other nations in which it operates. 

The eight levels of living systems and their relationships to each other and to the non- 

living environment are shown in Figure 3 (Miller & Miller 1990). 
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Suprasystems provide a ce* amount of guidance and îraining for their component 

systems. For example, the f d y  (a group) provides training for its member organisms in 

language, custorns, morais, sumival techniques, and many matters. Thus, there is a 

passing down of memetic heritage just as there is a downward flow of the genetic heritage 

(Tracy, 1989). 

By means of an exhaustive review of literarure in the life and social sciences-biology, 

botany, microbio~ogy, physiology, zoology, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and 

political science-mer was able to extract a set of general characteristics of aII living 

systems. Living systems theory applies to persons, groups, organizations and 

communities because they aü share certain characteristics of life m e r ,  1978; Tracy, 

1989; Miller & m e r ,  1990). These characteristics are listed below: 

1. They are open systems, receiving inputs, processing them, and releasing outputs. 

2. They are concrete systems largely composed of organic compounds, although they 

may include non-living components. These non-living components can be considered 

as extended phenorypes of the genes and memes (Dawkins, 1989a). Human artifacts 

are good examples (e-g., dental fillings, clothes, weapons, tmls, buildings). 

3. They posses a template fiom the moment of offgin. The template may be encoded in 

genetic materid (e-g., DNA, RNA), written document (e-g., constitution), or oral 

culture and custom (e-g., fairy tales, social n o m ) .  The template provides primary 

instructions for the development and functioning of the system's structures and 

processes. Additional instructions may corne h m  the templates of subsystems and 

suprasystems. 

4. They can exist ody in an environment that stays within narrow ranges of temperature, 

air pressure, and other variable. They monitor and act upon environment to tq to 

maintain these necessary conditions. 



5. They maintain steady States of negentropy, but at the same time they tend to grow in 

size and complexity and to reproduce themeIves or disseminate parts of their 

structure. 

6. They are consisted of critical subsystems which cary out essentiai processes for 

survival. Smooth coordination and cooperation among those subsystems require 

feedback loops orland awareness supports. 

7. They each posses a decider subsystem thaî controls the interactions of a i i  other 

subsystems and components of the system, The decider also mediate conflicMg 

instructions from various subsystems and suprasystems. 

8. They also posses or have access to other criticai subsystems having functions of 

reproduction, matter-energy processing, or information processing. Or they have 

symbiotic or parasitic relationships with other Iiving or non-living systems which 

carry out the processes of any such subsystem lack. 

9. Their subsystems are integrated by template and decider into an actively self- 

reguiating, developing system with purposes and goals. 

We have already discussed several of these characteristics, including the fact that living 

systems are concrete, open systems, that they display imperatives of maintenance, 

actualization, and propagation. The subsystem structure of living systems wiil be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Perhaps the only characteristic that requires elaboration 

at this point is the need for a supportive environment Life was created onginaliy out of 

an environment that provided the necessary matter and energy to sustain certain chernical 

reactions. Ce1 developed some ability to store needed resources and protect themselves 

fiom adverse conditions, and each successive level of living systems expanded these 

capabiiities. The scientific literature on plans for deep-space exploration provides an 

interesthg glimpse of how living systems continue to extend the range of environments 

wittiin which life can exist (Tracy, 1989). Nevertheless, there are still limits to the ability 

of living systems to sustain themselves. Boundary and supporter subsystems break down 
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when there is too great a differentiai of temperahue or pressure between a systern and its 

environment (Miiier, 1978; Tracy, 1989)- 

Considering the characteristics of living systems as a whole, everything seems aimed at 

presemation and extension of the system. Living systems act to stem, and in a limited way 

reverse, the universal tide of entmpy, They do so by maintaining, actualizing, and 

propagating their own paaicular brand of order. These are their primary imperatives, as 

mandated by their templates (Tracy, 1989). 

To understand the origins of the Intemet is to understand how it got where it is today and 

more important how it is poised to continue this evolution into a cybernetic living system. 

As stated earlier, repiicators like genes and memes are the basic templates for living 

systems. Original memes, or ideas for building the Internet, required suitable 

environments and conditions- Once a prutu-system (Lilre ARPANET) came into existence, 

in addition to its need for the immediate stuvival through system maintenance, the second 

imperative of life dictated the drives for actualization of its potential through growth and 

development. The third imperative eventuaiiy encouraged the propagation of the network 

system through reproduction and/or dissemination. In the following subsections, an 

evolutionary story of the Internet will be told. From analyses of its origins; we will see 

how it grows and develops in complexity, eventually becoming a cyberorganism. 

2.2 Genesis 

After the surprise 1957 launch of the Soviet satellite Sputnik, the US Department of 

Defense (DOD) estabiished the Advanced Research Project Agency, or ARPA, to 

strength national security through far-researching research. Like the primordial soup for 

the organic replicators to corne into being, ARPA together with its associated research 

universities and institutions became an ideal environment for memes that eventually 

would lead to Internet to develop and repiicate (Dertouzos, 1997). 

The DOD viewed the computer, which was still an emerging technology, as potentiaiiy 

important to military command and control. But the director of the agency's Information 



Processing Technique Office, the late J. C. R. Licklider, had a broder view. A 

psychologist, Licklider saw a new era in which cornputers and people would act in 

concert creating a hum-computer symbiosis (Licklider, 1960). 

2.2.1 Human-Cornputer Symbiosis 

Mutualistic interactions between living systems are an integral part of Me. Some 

mutualistic relationships are so pervasive that they afféct aimost all life forms. Most 

animais rely on the rnicroorganisms in theic gut to properly digest and metabolize food. 

Termites require celiulose-digesting microorganisms in their &ut to obtain al1 possible 

nourishrnent that their diet of wood can provide. In retum those rnicroorganisms receive 

digested wood as their foods (Wilson, 1975). 

Human-cornputer symbiosis was a cognitive meme that "human brains and computing 

systems WU eventually be coupled together very tightiy, and that the resulting partnership 

will think as no human brain has ever thought and process data in a way not approached 

by the information processing systems we know today" (Licklider, 1960). Consequently 

this meme naturaiiy allied itself to a cornpanion meme-a conceptuai framework caiied 

augmented knowledge workshop developed at Stanford Research Institute in 1962 

(Engelbart, 1988). The fkamework's objective was to augment knowledge-work capability 

of human minds with new computer technology. Metaphoricaiiy, this CO-meme depicted 

computer augmented collaborative group as a new orgunism which can achieve new 

Ievels of sensory capability, speed, power, and coordination as to become a new species. 

It eventualiy led to the development of many classicai concepts in human-computer 

interaction, like the mouse input device, integrated text and graphies, multiple windows, 

and editing across windows, (Goldberg, 1988). 

2.2.2 Anarchic Survival Meme: the RAND Proposal of 1964 

Some 30 years ago, the RAND Corporation, a foremost Cold War think-tank in the 

United States, faced a strategic problem: how could the US authorities successfully 



communicate after a nuclear war? Post-nuclear America would need a command-and- 

control network, linked fiom city to city, state to state, base to base. But no matter how 

thoroughly that network was armored or protected, its switches and wiring wodd aiways 

be vulnerable to the impact of atornic bombs. A nuciear attack would reduce any 

conceivable network to tatters (Sterling, 1993). 

And how would the network itself be commanded and controlIed? Any central authority, 

any network central command, would be an obvious and irnmediate target for an enemy 

missile. The centre of the network would be the very h t  place to go. The RAND 

proposal was made public in 1964. In the first place, the network would have no centrd 

authority. Furthemore, it would be designed h m  the beginning to operate while 

significantiy dangled. The principles were simple. The network itself would be assumed 

to be unreliable at ail times. It would be designed h m  the beginning to transcend its own 

unreliability. AU the nodes in the network would be equal in status to aiI other nodes, 

each node with its own authority to originate, pass, and receive messages. The messages 

themselves wodd be divided into packets, each packet separately addressed, Each packet 

would begin at some specified source node, and end at some other specified destination 

node. Each packet wouid wind its way through the network on an individual basis (Baran 

et al, 1964). This RAND survival meme for a decentralized network would become a 

catalyst for building the first proto-system: ARPA.NET. 

2.2.3 ARPANET: First Four Network Nodes in December 1969 

During the 60s, the Pentagon's ARPA was sponsoring computer research at leading 

universities and research labs in the United States. These projects and their cornputers 

provided an ideal environment for an experimental network project (Roberts, 1988). 

Gradually this intnguing meme of an anarchic. survival-resilient, decentralized, packet- 

switching network began to circulate arnong researchers at RAND, ha and UCLA. The 

National Physical Laboratory in Great Britain set up the first test network on these 

principles in 1968. Shortly afterward, the ARPA decided to fund a larger, more ambitious 

project in the USA. The nodes of the network were to be high-performance mini- 



computers at the tirne. These were rare and valuable machines which needed to be 

networked to key researchers, for the sake of national research-anddeveiopment projects. 

In fall 1969, the k t  such node was installed in UCLA- By December 1969, there were 

four nodes on the infant network, which was named ARPANET, after its Pentagon 

sponsor. The four computers codd transfer data on dedicated high-speed transmission 

lines. They could even be programmed remoteiy from the other nodes. IThanks to 

ARPANET, scientists and researchers could share each other's computer faciiities by 

long-distance. This was a very vaiuable service, for computer-time was precious in rhe 

early 1970s. As soon as the first four nodes were brought up and tested in December 1969 

the network grew very rapidly. One year later, in December 1970, the network had grown 

to 10 nodes and 19 host cornputers. By April 1971, there were 15 node with 23 host 

computers; and by 1972,37 nodes (Roberts, 1988). 

By the second year of operation, however, the emergent behaviours of network computing 

became ciear. Users on the ARPA.NET had warped the computer-sharing network into a 

dedicated, high-speed, federally subsidized electronic post-office. The main t r a c  on 

ARPANET was not long-distance computing. Instead, it was news and personal 

messages. Researchers were using ARPA.NET to collaborate on projects, to trade notes 

on work, and eventuaily. just to gossip (Sterling, 1993). People had their own personal 

user accounts on the ARPANET computers, and their own personal addresses for 

electronic mai1 (email). Not only were they using ARPANET for person-to-person 

communication, but they were very enthusiastic about this particular service-far more 

enthusiastic than they were about long-distance computation. It wasn't long before the 

invention of the e-mail listserver, an ARPANET broadcasting technique in which an 

identicd message couid be sent automaticaliy to large numbers of network subscriirs. 

Three key activities "les' h m  the ARPA.NET to today's Internet. The iïrst was the 

formation of a chah of grass-mots groups that wouid steer the future Internet standard in 

the earIy 1970s. This approach rnarked a major break in the way standards were fonned. 

Instead of the top-down processes that took years to arrive at a consensus, the new groups 



operated in an infonnal manner, seeking advice, trying a quick idea here, giving out some 

code these, to see if it '%WB' and untii it 'Tek right". These seemingiy ad hoc processes 

moved the networking effort steadily forward. InteresMgIy the web would foiiow the 

same path. The second was the wick adaptation of TCP/IP protocol-a method of 

addressing many different networks using a long number. The tbird key event is the 

emergence of local area networks (LANs), which hwked computers and workstations 

together w i t h  building. The LANs became possible largely because of the invention of 

the Ethernet Through the rapid growth of personal computers and workstations in 1980s, 

LANs came into widespread use and placed a huge demand for comectivity on the 

burgeoning Internet (Dertouzos, 1997). 

2.2.4 RFCs: Gametes and Zygotes for Memes in 1969 

The first key to the rapid growth of the ARPANET into INTERNET has been free and 

open access to the basic documents, especialiy the specifïcations of the protocoIs. (Leiner, 

Cerf, Clark, Kahn, KZeinrock, Lynch, Postel, Roberts &WoIff, 1997). The beginning of 

the ARPANET in the university research community promoted the academic tradition of 

open publication of Zdeas and results. However the normal cycIe of traditionai academic 

pubkation was too forma1 and too slow for the dynamic exchange of ideas essential to 

creating networks. In 1969, a key step was taken by Crocker (1969) in establishing the 

request for cornments (or WC) series of notes. These memos were intended to be an 

informa1 fast means of distribution for sharing memes among network researchers. At 

k t  the RFCs were printed on papa and distributeci via postal mail. As the File Transfer 

Protocol came into use, the RFCs were prepared as online fies and accessed via FïP. S M  

(Stanford Research Institute), in its role as Network Information Centre, maintained the 

online direc tories. 

RFCs are like gametes for memes. A gamote is a sexual ceU capable of fusing with 

another in reproduction. The circulation effect of the RFCs was to create a positive 

feedback hop, so memes or proposais presented in one RFC wouid trigger other RFCs. 

Such a series of memetic m g  processes is analogous to genetic recombination in 



sexual reproduction. It is complex and remarkably uniform in its objective for providing 

evolutionary plasticity. Biologists very commonly regard sexual reproduction as a biotic 

adaptation. The general machinery of sexual production is directed at the goal of 

producing, with the genes of two (or nwre) parental vehicles, offspring of diverse 

genotypes (Williams. 1966). Likewise when consensus (a stable recombined set of 

memes) would come together, a specification document would be prepared: such 

specifications would then be used as the basis for implementations by the various 

research teams. Specifications resulting fkom RFCs are now viewed as the "documents of 

record" (Leiner et al, 1997) in the Intemet engineering and standard community. RFCs 

will continue to be criticai to net evolution while ft.Irthe~g the net's initial sole of 

sharing information about its own design and operations. Like a z y g o h t h e  cell formed 

by the union of gametes; the f k t  cell in development of a new organisni-for genes, a 

resulting specification becomes the de facto zygote for memetic transmission and 

development- 

2.2.5 TCP/IP Network Protocol: New Development in 1977 

Throughout the 1970s, ARPA's network grew. Its decentralized structure made expansion 

easy. Unlike standard corporate cornputer networks, the ARPA network could 

accommodate many different kinds of machines. As long as individual machines could 

speak the packet-switching linguafianca of the new, anarchic network, their architecture, 

and their operation system (OS), and even their ownership, were irrelevant, 

The ARPA's original standard for communication was known as NCP, 'Network ControI 

Protocol," but as time passed and the technique advanced, NCP was superseded by a 

higher-level, more sophisticated standard known as TCEWP. TCP, or "Transmission 

Control Protocol," converts messages into strearns of packets at the source, thea 

reassembles them back into messages at the destination. IP (Intemet h t o c o l  ), handles 

the addressing, seeing to it that packets are routed across multiple nodes and even across 

multiple networks with multiple standards -not only ARPA's pioneering NCP standard, 

but others like Ethernet, FDDI, and X.25. 
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As early as 1977, TCP/IP was being used by other networks to link to ARPANET. 

ARPANET itself remained fairly tightly controiied, at lest  und 1983, when its military 

segment broke off and became MlLNET (Sterhg, 1993). But TCP/IP linked them alI. 

And ARPANET itself, though it was growing, became a smaller and smaller 

neighborhood amid the vastly growing network of other linked machines. 

2.2.6 Birth of the Internet: Dissemination/Reproduction in 1984 

As the '70s and '80s advanceci, many very different social groups found themselves in 

possession of powerfbi computers. It was faidy easy to lînk these computers to the 

growing network-of-networks. As the use of TCPm became more common, other entire 

networks feu into the digital embrace of the Mernet. and messily adhered. Since TCPm 

was public-domain, and the basic technology was decentnhed and rather anarchic by its 

very nature, it was difncult to prohibit people from i i n k i ~ g  up somewhere-or-other. In 

point of fact, no one wanted to stop others from joining this branching complex of 

networks, which came to be known as the Intemet (Sterling, 1993). Connechg to the 

Intemet cost the taxpayer linle or nothuig, since each node was independent, and had to 

handle its own financing and its own technical requirements. Like the phone network, the 

computer network became steadily more valuable as it embraced larger and larger 

temtories of people and resources. 

In 1986, the US National Science Foundation (NSF) initiated the development of the 

NSFNET which provided a major backbone communication service for the Intemet. With 

its 45 megabit per second facilities, the NSFNET carried on the order of 12 billion 

packets per month between the networks it links. The National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) and the US Department of Energy contributed additional 

backbone facilities ia the form of the NSINET and ESNET respectively. In Europe, major 

international backbones such as NORDUNET and others provide connectivity to over one 

hundred thousand computers on a large number of networks (Williams, 1996). 

Commercial network providers in the US and Europe are beginning to oEer Intemet 

backbone and access support on a cornpetitive basis to any interested parties. 
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The use of TCPm standards for computer networking is now global. "Regional" support 

for the Intemet is provided by various consortium networks and 'local" support is 

provided through each of the research and educational institutions- Much of this support 

has come fiom the federal and provincial governments, but a considerable contribution 

has been made by industry. In Europe and elsewhere, support arises from cooperative 

international efforts and through national research organizations. DuRng the course of its 

evolution, particularly after 1989, the Intemet system began to integrate support for other 

protocol suites into its basic networking fabnc. The present emphasis in the system is on 

multi-protoc01 inter-working, and in particular, with the integration of the Open Systems 

Interconnection (OSI) protocols into the architecture. 

Both public domain and commercial implementations of the roughly 100 protocols of 

TCP/IP protocol suite became available in the 1980's. During the early 1990's, OS1 

protocol implementations also became available and, by the end of 1991, the Intemet has 

grown to include some 5,000 networks in over three dozen countries, serving over 

700,000 host cornputers used by over 4,000,000 people (Wiiliams, 1996). 

2.2.7 Conception of the World Wide Web in 1989 

The World Wide Web was conceived by Berners-Lee in March 1989 (CERN, 1994) as a 

"hypertext project" to organize documents at CERN in an information retrieval system 

(Bemers-Lee and Cailliau, 1990). The design involved: a simple hypercext markup 

language; distributed servers running on machines anywhere on the network; and access 

through any terminal, even line mode browsers. The web today stdi conforms to this basic 

model. Major usage began to grow with the February 1993 release of Ancireessen's 

(1993) Mosaic for X-Windows. Whereas the original web proposal specificaliy States it 

will not aim to "do research into fancy multimedia facilities such as sound and video" 

(Bemers-Lee and Cailliau, 1990), the EïïTP protocol for document transmission was 

designed to be content neutral and as weU-suited to multimedia materid as to text. The 

availability of the rich X-Windows graphic user interface on workstations supporthg 

color graphics and sound led naturally to multimedia support, although the initiai 
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objective of meaningful access through any terminal was retained. Much web material 

c m  sa be browsed effectively through a line made browser. 

In March 1993 the web was still being presented (Berners-Lee, 1993) as pnmarily a 

hypermedia retrieval system, but in November that year a developrnent took place that so 

changed the nature of the web as to constitue a major new invention in its own right. 

Andreessen (1993) issued NCSA Mosaic version 2 using Standard GeneraIized Markup 

Language (SGML) tags (Goldfarb, 1990) to encode definitions of Motif widgets 

embedded within a hypermedia document, and aiiowed the sta te  of those widgets within 

the client to be transmitted to the semer. Suddenly the web protocols transcended their 

original conception to support graphic users interfaces providing access to interactive, 

distributed, client-semer information systems (Rice, Farquhar, Piernot and Gruber, 1996). 

This change was again serendipitous since the original objective of the design had been to 

enable the user to specify retrievai information in a dialog box that was embedded in a 

document rather than in a separate window. However, the solution generalized h m  an 

embedded dialog box to any Motif widget including buttons, check boxes and pop-up 

menus. The capability of the user to use a web document to communicate with cornputer 

services aliows active documents to be published on the web that, for example, provide 

data analysis, animation and simulation, and hence offer major new capabilities for 

scholarly communication (Gaines, Chen & Shaw, 1997). 

2.2.8 Growth and Transformation of the Entemet in 1990s 

The exponentiai growth to ubiquity of access of the net and web are quantitative 

measures of the fundamentai utility of the services provideci, especialiy when one notes it 

was that growth that led to public awareness of the significance of the information 

highway. Internet access and usage has grown because it satisfies a need-there was ver- 

litue 'marketing' of the semices during the basic growth period (Gaines, Chen & Shaw, 

1997). 



In the 1990s, the Internet continues to grow at exponential rates. Sorne estimates are that 

the vohme of messages transferred tbrough the net grows 20 percent a month. In 

response, government and other users have tried in recent years to expand the net itself. 

Once, the main NSFNET backbone in the US moved data at 1.5 million bits per second. 

That proved too slow for the ever increasing amounts of data king sent over it, and in 

recent years the maximum speed was increased to 15 million and then 45 million bits per 

second. 

Another major change has been the development of commercial providers like Merit that 

provide inter-networking services at speeds comparable to those of the government 

system. ARPANET itself f o d y  expired in 1989, a happy victim of its own 

overwhelming success. Its users scarcely noticed, for ARPANET'S functions not only 

continued but steadiIy improved. In fact, by mid-1994, the US government had removed 

itself h m  any day-to-day control over the workings of the net, as regional and national 

providers continue to expand (Gaffin & Heitkotter, 1994). 

The original usage of ARPANET by the scientific and engineering communities grew 

through the 1970s and in 1984 the National Science Foundation in the USA funded a 

program to create a national academic infrastructure connecting university computers in a 

network, NSFNET, In 1987 the net had grown to such an extent that NSF subcontracted 

its operation to Merit and other commercial providers, and in 1993/1994 the network was 

privatized and its operation taken over by a group of commercial service providers. E m d  

on the Internet commenced in 1972, news distribution in 1979, gopher in 1991, and web 

browsers with multimedia capabilities in 1993 (Gaines, Chen & Shaw, 1997). 

AR October 1995 survey (CommerceNet, 1995) estimates that 8% (18M) people aged 16 

or above in North America had used World Wide Web in the previous 3 months. The 

Lycos (1995) search robot had indexed 10.75M documents in October 1995 which was 

estimated to be 91% of the total web corpus, and the overd growth rate of documents 

published on the web was over 1000% in 1995. The growth rate of overall interna trafic 

is some 100% a year. However, web &c was growing at some 1,000% a year when last 
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accurately measured using NSFNET statistics for 1993194. The growth of web trafic is 

widely recognized as a major impediment to its effective application, and a nurnber of 

commercial services developed to operate through the web have been discontinued 

because the current infiastnicture cannot sustain the traffic (Bayers, 1996). 

The growth of the web relative to all the other services is apparent if one plots the 

proportion of the data accounted for by each service. The Ment statistics can be used 

tbrough to their termination in April 1995 on the assumption that the dative t r a c  on 

the original backbone is representative of that on the whole Internet after November 

1994. Figure 2 shows the proportion of FïP, web (IFITP), Gopher, News, Mail, Tehet, 

iRC and DNS data on the NSFNET backbone fkom December 1992 through A p d  1995. 

It can be seen that the proportion of a l i  services exœpt FTP and H ï T P  remain rdatively 

constant throughout the period, declining slightly towards the end. However, the 

proportion attniutable to FTP decreases while that due to the web EflTP protocol 

increases and becomes p a t e r  than that through: IRC in October 1993; Gopher in March 

1994; mail in July 1994; news in November 1994; and FTP in March 1995. This 

corresponds to the basic web protocol becoming the primary canïer of net data trafic 

with a 25% and growing share when 1 s t  rneasurable. 



Figure 2 Proportion of FIT, web (E'iTP), Gopher, News (NNTP), Mail (SMTP),  

Teinet, IRC and DNS traffic on the NSFNET backbone 1992-1995 

It shouid be noted that one factor in the growth relative to other services is that the web 

traffic consists of large documents with embedded graphies. These statistics do mr 

indicate that the number of web transactions exceeds the number of email msactions. It 

should dso be noted that web browsers typicaiiy support many of the protocols shown 

including FTP, Gopher and News, but their usage of these protocols wiii show up under 

those protocols in the statistics. The crossover of web and FTP curves in Figure 2 shows a 

transition in the servers being primarily accessed, fiom FTP servers to web H T ï P  servers 

(Gaines, Chen & Shaw, 1997). 

In 1971, a mere twenty-six years ago, there were only four nodes in the ARPANET 

network. The growth to over one million nodes, the growing commercial usage of 

Internet services, and the multimedia capabilities of the web in the 1993/1994 period 



combined to persuade government and industry that the Internet was a new commercial 

force comparable to the telephone and television industries, and metaphors such as 

infomtion superhighway, digital iibrary, electronic market place, digital world and 

cyberspace (Steak, 1996) came into widespread use- 

Much of the information found and retrieved h m  the net is generated as needed through 

discourse on Listservers--the Intemet is a mixed community of publications and 

intelligent human agents that b t h  stores knowledge and generates it on demand. When 

the information needed camot be found through reîrieval then it may be requested 

through discourse, a phenornenon prophesied in the early days of timeshared computing: 

"Nu compcmy ofering time-shared computer services has yet taken advmtage of 

the communion possible between al1 users of the machine ...rffiFy percent of the 

world's population are connected through tenninals, then questions from one 

location may be m e r e d  no? by access to an internai data-base but by routing 

them to users elsewhere-who better to anmer u question on ubstruse Chinese 

history than an abstruse Chinese hisrorian. " (Gaines, 197 1) 

The community of distributed intelligent agents that is the living Internet provides an 

'expert system' with a scope and scale well beyond that yet conceivable with computer- 

based systems alone. Cornputer-based discovery, indexing and retneval systems have a 

major mle to play in that community, but are onIy one aspect of internet information 

systems. 

Kr01 (1993) captures the essence of these considerations in Intemet RFC1462 which 

replies to the question 'What is the Internet" with three definitions: 

1 a network of networks based on the TCP/IP protocols, 

2 a community of people who use and &velop those networks, 

3 a coUection of resources that cm be reached from those networks. 



These are complementary perspectives on the net in terms of its technological 

infrastructure, its cornrnunities of users, and their access to resources, respectively. 

Models of computer-mediated communication must take into account ail three 

perspectives: how agents interface to the network; how discourse occurs within 

communities; and how resources are discovered and accessed (Gaines, Chen & Shaw, 

1997). Those integrative perspectives foretell the evolutionary direction of human- 

computer symbiosis with respect to cyberspace: 

Cyberspace; a new universe. a parallel imiverse creared and sustained by the 

world's computers a d  cornunication iines. A world in which the global tr@c 

of knowledge, secrets, measurements, idicators, entertainment and alter-hwnan 

agency takes on fonn: sighrs, s o d ,  presence never seen on the surface of the 

earth (Benedikt, 1991). 

Cyberspace is a word coined by Wiam Gibson (1994) that gives a name to a new stage 

of infosphere, a new and irresistible development in the elaboration of human culture and 

actualization. Networked computers are the enabling media which extends human senses 

in this emergent vïrtual world (McLuhan 1964; McLuhan & McLuhan, 1988). Taking a 

collective stance (Gaines, 1994b) to Krol's (1993) definitions, we can consider the 

Internet as a whole as an emergent, global cybemrgaaism which develops, iïves, and 

inhabits in cyberspace. 

The net as the global cyberorganism may lead to an ultimate form of human-cornputer 

symbiosis every much like the emergent of eukaryotic cells (those celis having a weLi- 

defined nucleus and which higher plants and mimals). Within each hurnan ceil there are 

numerous tiny bodies cailed mitochondria The mitochondria are chemicd factones, 

responsible for providing most of the energy we need (Dawkins, 1989b). The 

mitochondria that occur in eukaryotic celis are thought to have originated as separate 

organisms2 that taok up residence inside d e r  cells (such as hurnan cells). The symbiotic 

2 Mitochondria have tbeir own separated DNA strains within eukaryotic celIs. 
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origin of mitochondria in human cells had been weil documenteci (Margulis, 1981; 

Dawkins, 1989b; Dennett, 1985). Eventually neither living system was able to survive 

without the other-a situation cailed obligative symbiosis. SimiIarly without network 

computers we have no access into cyberspace; and the network computers need us to 

provide survival vehicles for memes to flourish in cyberspace. 

Imagine a systems dyad 2) of two different types of systems: human and 

cornputer, The systems dyad of an individual using a network computing device (e-g., 

network workstation, mobile digital assistant) can be visualized as an eukaryotic 

'qbercell' within the cyberorganism. Online virtual communities, in this respect, can be 

considered as 'cyberorgans' made fiom organizations of cybercells. Hence the internet 

then becomes a global cyberorganism growing and flouishing inside cyberspace. It 

becomes the primary survival vehicle for carrying on memes of what philosopher Sir Karl 

Popper (1972) terms "World 3" objects, the expressed products of the human mind that 

continue to exist Uidependently of their originators. 

In this paradigm, the world as a whole consists of three, interconnected worlds: World 1, 

the objective world of material, natural things and their physical properties; World 2, the 

subjective world of consciousness- with intentions, calculations, feehgs, thoughts, 

dreams, mernories, and so, in individual min&; World 3, the world of objective, real, and 

public structures which are the not-necessarily-intentional products of the mincis of living 

creatures, interacting with other and with the naniral WorId 1 (Popper, 1972). Anthills, 

birds' nests, beavers' dams, and similar highly complicated structures built by animais to 

deai with the environment, are forerunners. But many World 3 structures, Popper noted, 

are abstract: they are purely informational (e.g., forms of social organization, pattern of 

communication). Thus language, mathematics, law, religion, philosophy, arts, the 

sciences, and institutions of all kinds are all edinces of sort, like the libraries we build, 

physically, to store their operating instructions, their ''programs" (Benedikt, 1991). 

Mankind's developing belief in, and effective behaviour with respect to, the objective 

existence of World 3 entities and spaces meant that we could examine them, evaluate, 
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criticize, extend, explore, and make discoveries in them, in public. They could evoive just 

as natural things do. In short, books, video tapes, CDS, libraries, temples, cathedds, 

rnarketplaces, courts are a i l  physicai manifestations-or should we Say, the physical 

components of-objects that exist more wholiy in World 3. They are "objects" which are 

patterns of ideas, images, sounds, stories, patterns of pure information-i.e., meme. And 

cyberspace is the Iatest fiontier of World 3. 

One characteristic of living systems is that they can exist only in an environment with 

suitable conditions for its survival. The gIobal cyberorganism, so called the hternet, is the 

emergent, living system which lives, evolves, and inhabits in this World 3 environment 

caiied cyberspace. 

2.3.1 Physiology of Cyberorganism: a Taxonomy of Intemet Services 

Physiology is the systematic study of the bodily fiinctions of living organisms and ttieir 

parts. In examining the functionaIity of the a living system it is useful to classify its major 

components of its subsystems in terms of the signincant distinctions that determine their 

relative utilities. A general taxonomy of Intemet services thus characterizes the major net 

services in terms their uulity for computer-mediated communication, access to services or 

search. 

It is tempting to consider the net as a new publication medium in which electronic 

documents emulate paper ones, and where the basic human factor issues are those of 

indexing and information retrieval. This makes the vast existing literature on information 

reûieval, its techniques and human factors, relevant to the net. However, this addresses 

only one aspect of computer-mediated communication, neglecting its fùnction of 

supporting discourse within communities. 



F i  4 General Taxonomy of Internet Services 

The taxonomy sub-classifies such communication in terms of whether it is individuai-to- 

individual discourse or cornmunity discourse; synchronous with the participants 

convershg in reaI time or asynchronous with substantial tirne delays in responses. It sub- 

classifies asynchronous community discourse by whether the charnel is slow or fast, and 

whether the community is centraiiy registered or not. It sub-cIassfies service access in 

terms of whether it is: publication or interaction; presented or just fetched; text or rich 

media It subclassines search by whether it is: indexing communication or services; by 
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resource name or content; by keywords or by change in contents; and whether index terrns 

are generated manuaiiy or automatically (Gaines, Chen & Shaw, 1997). 

Below are the classifieci components presented in Figure 4: 

Talk, the facility for one user to send a message directly to the terminai of another 

user. This provides individuai, synchronous computer-mediated communication. 

Ernail, the facility for one user to send a message to the mailbox of another user. This 

provides individual, asynchmnous cornputer-mediated communication. 

Interner Relay Chzt (IRCI, the facility for a user to join a chat group and send a 

message directly to the terminais of the group. This provides community, synchronous 

computer-mediated communication. 

News, the facility for a user to mail a message to a registered newsgroup archive and 

to access messages in the archive. This provides community, asynchronous computer- 

mediated communication. Because the archives are maintained on a local semer and 

updated through a chah of secvers the updating is slow, possibly taking severai &YS. 

Listserver, the facility for a user subscribe to a listserver and mail a message to it 

which it mails to all mernbers on the list. This again provides comunity, 

asynchronous computer-mediated communication. Because the mailing to the list is 

fast (except for moderated groups where the mail is manualiy checked), listservers 

provide more interactive discourse than newsgroups. However, the registration of 

newsgroups makes them easier to discover, and, for high-volume discourse, users may 

prefer that it is not posted to their mailbox. 

Multi-User Dimension (MUD), the facility for a user to 'enter a dimension', 

communicate directly with others there, and leave and retrieve documents. This 

provides community, computer-mediated communication and text resource access. 

Gopher, the facility for a user to reheve a text document fiom a hierarchically 

stmctured archive. 



World W& Webfile access, the facility for a user to retneve multi-media documents 

from an archive through hypertext links embedded in the document. 

Telnet, the facility for a user to interact with a remote machine through a console 

window providing a command line interface. This provides remote interactive access 

to seMces providing textual interaction. 

World W d e  Web service access, the facility for a user to enter information into an 

HTML form and transmit it to a remote server. This provides remote interactive 

access to senrices providing rich media interaction. 

File Trnnrfer Process (FTP), the facility for a user to retrieve a file by site and name. 

This provides general file access but FP clients generally lack the capabiiity to 

present the mes reûieved 

Internet Address Finder, a service for a user to search for the email address of a 

person by their name. One of the problems of the net is the lack of an overall directory 

of users, 

LISZT, a s e ~ c e  for a user to search for a listserver by its name. This attempts to 

overcome the problem that there is no central directory of listservers. 

Archie, a facility for a user to semh the net for files by name. This provides search 

facilities for files with known names. 

Yahoo, a facîlity for a user to search the net for resources by name and key word 

through a rnanually entered classification. This provides search facilities for resources 

specified by their name or type. 

Alta Vista, a facility for a user to search the net for resources by content This 

provides search facilities for resources with specified content 

CHRONO, a facility for a user to search a site through a list of changed resources in 

reverse chronological order. This provides search facilities for resowes by recency. 
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In summary, the taxonomy in Figure 4 presenting the major services on the net in terms of 

a smaii set of fundamental distinctions: 

At the top level, the major net services are characterized in terms of their utility for 

access to resources or awareness of resources. 

Access is subclassified as to discourse, publications or services. 

Discourse is sub-classified by whether it is:- 

- agent-to-agent discourse or community discourse; 

- synchronous with the agents conversing in reai time or asynchronous with 

substantiai time delays in responses. 

Asynchronous community discourse is sub-classified by whether the channel is siow 

or fast, and whether the community is centrally registered or not. 

Publications are sub-classified by whether they are:- 

- just fetched or presented when fetched; 

- text or rich media. 

Services are sub-classified by whether they are text or rich media 

Resource awareness is sub-classified by whether it is: 

- by resource name or content; 

- by keywords or by change in contents; 

- by keywords generated manually or automatically. 

The general taxonomy described above is not exhaustive; it only serves as a generative set 

of fundamental attributes. Since the net is constantly evolving, the net sexvices depicted in 

Figure 4 should be considered as examples. New net services such as organizational 

conferencing mechanisms in Lotus Notes and BSCW can be considered as asynchronous 

systems in supporting community-onented CMC. Similarly, recent "virtual worlds" 

which utilize avatars (i.e., 2Dl3D virtual representations of participants) can be 

considered as multimedia extensions for MUD (synchronous community interaction). 

Active WorldF and Palace are good examples. 
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2.4 Socitrlity and fiowledge Creativïîy within Cyberûrganism 

As stated earlier, the Intemet not only is a network of networks based on the TCP/IP 

protocols, but aiso a community of people who use and develop those networks. In 

addition to the functionaVstructurai perspectives given by the general taxonomy, the 

cyberorganism framework needs to address the origin and development of social n o m  

and structures in this networked community. Chapter 1 briefly touched the topic of virtual 

cooperative interaction (which we wiii examine further in the subsequent chapters). In 

this section, we will explore the deep mts of vimrd cooperative interaction within the 

cyberorganism. 

One manifestation of virtual cooperative interaction on the net is that of homepage. The 

proliferation of personai homepages with cross-linkage of webpages by people who share 

common interests has made the exploration process on the web (Le., net surfing) a social 

experience. Such a seemingly intrinsic rewarding experience can often be characterized as 

serendipitous and not necessarily task-onented (as in traditionai groupware). Through 

homepages, individuais mate their own virruul persona on the web without any 

awareness of whom their eventual audience might actuaily be (i-e. without extemional 

awareness of particular recipients). However they often have a sense of who the potential 

audience might be (Le. with intensional awareness of the type of recipient). 

Sometimes individuais provide information resources to the web as a by-product during 

some self organization processes of their own knowledge. This type of unintentionai 

v i m l  contribution typified the World 3: the world of objective and public structures 

which are the no?-necessarily-intentionai products of the min& (Popper, 1972). As 

observed earlier during our discussion of virtuai cooperative interaction, this form of 

apparently cooperative behaviour is prevaient on the web. Why do such pro-social 

behaviours exist on the net? And how did it come into existence in the hrst place? How 

does a knowledge resource grow h m  contributions of people who share particular 

common interests? Also what is tfie growth pattern of this knowledge resource? 



At the beginning of this chapter we saw the ongin and evolution of the Internet, Its deep 

mots were the coilaboration among scientific and research communities. Researchers and 

scientists were the originators of the ARPANET, NSFNET, and eventually the 

INTERNET. They established and buiit the core foundations for the net not only in the 

technical sense, but aiso in the cultural sense. They seeded the original memes and 

became the social n o m  of the net culture. The Intemet community as a whole consists of 

social systems that are themselves living systems. By tracing the social value systems of 

the scientific enterprise, we can better understand the motivation and reinforcement 

processes involved in virtual cooperative interaction. They are key adjustment processes 

provide control and feedback loops in maintain the steady States of living systems. 

2.4.1 Social Noms of Science: Ongins of the Net Culture 

Sociology of science provides both the historical background and the nature of 

coliaborative ethos for the scientific enterprise. They are the deep roots of the net culture. 

BIume (1974) has examineci social symm of science. Sociologists use the tem, social 

system, to stress pattern of interaction between individual characteristics of the system in 

question, recognizable, and not subject to unanticipated change. Maintenance of these 

characteristic patterns of actions is inductive of their mutuaUy rewarding n a m  for 

participants. The permanence of socid systems and of econornic, religious and other 

subsystems indicated that the rewards received by participants in response to prescribed 

behaviour are unchangingly desirabIe and obtainable. Some sociolo@sts have emphasized 

the "exchange" element in the operation of social systems as depicted by the systems dyad 

in Figure 2. The information exchange process can also be viewed in tenns of 

"communication" and "coordination". Hence the notion of responsibility for maintaining 

communication becomes important, For example, a researcher needing some information 

has to determine if the effort required to fhd out if that information is on the Internet is 

greater than or less than the effort required to fïnd it in other sources or to regenerate it. 

Similarly, a provider of information resource has to determine how much effort should be 

put into making it accessible to others for the dissemination process. 



Thus the question becomes: what is the precise nature of the commodity of science: what 

do scientists contribute to the scientific community, for which they expect reward? 

2.4.2 Values, Motivations and Reinforcements 

Some sociologists view the contriution of information as cruciaI, although such 

information must be original for the higher rewards. Merton (1957) emphasized the 

importance of origïnaiity and the significance of establishing one's own priority in 

making a discovery. Because originality aione is rewarded, priority disputes are necessary 

for maintenance of the scientinc system. They also produce neurotic anxiety in scientists, 

and deviant patterns of secretive behaviour (Merton, 1969; 1973). 

The sociology of science is sometimes denaed as a part of the sociology of knowledge, 

and yet the mdtifaceted problem of the relationship between knowledge and realify is a 

more general one, at the heart of the larger part of sociology. In Merton's (1973) work on 

the ethos of science-"the emotionaily toned complex of rules and presuppusitions that 

are held to be binding upon the scientisf', the focus has shifted to the explicit concem of 

science as a socid institution rather than a type of knowledge. He describes the normative 

notion of science as (i) a set of characteristic methods by means of which howledge is 

certified; (ii) a stock of accumulated knowledge stemming fiom the application of these 

methods; (iii) a set of cdtural values and mores governing the activities terrned scientific; 

or (iv) any combination of the forgoing (Merton, 1942). 

The institutional goai of science is therefore the extension of certified knowledge. The 

technical methods employed toward tbis end provide the relevant definition of 

knowledge: empiricaiiy c o b e d  and logically consistent statements of reguiarities (i-e., 

predictions). The institutionai imperatives (mores) derive from the goal and the methods. 

And four sets of institutioaal imperatives-universalism, communism, disinterestedness, 

organized skepticism-are taken to comprise the ethos of modern science (Menon, 

1942). The basic idea of interaction between the normative structure and the reward 

structure of science provides a suitable foundation for the understanding of science as a 



social institution. Such interaction results in: (i) the vigorous cornpetition betweea 

scientists for the recognition of priority for scientific discovery (Merton, 1957; Merton, 

1969); and (ii) "the Matthew Effect", that is, the enhancement of the position of aiready 

eminent scientists who are aven disproportionate credit in cases of coiiaboration or of 

independent multiple discoveries (Meaon, 1968). The latter phenornenon is analogous to 

the positive feedback loop in cybemetics (Gaines, 1996). It is a kind of snowballing effect 

that promotes further growth in already successful living systerns. 

One major institutionai device for the comptent appraisai of the quality of scientific 

work is the referee system (which derived fiom the nom of universalism). By tracing the 

evolution of the referee system fiom its origin, a better understanding of the process 

institutionalization in science can be achieved. Various factors are involved in the referee 

processes, such as: evaluative behaviour of editors and referees; status differences in 

submission of manuscripts and in rates of acceptance; patters of ailocation to judge; and 

age structure in science (Zuckerman & Merton, 1971; Zucketman & Merton, 1972). 

Those institutional factors rnust be taken in to account if a new infoxmation technology 

wishes to find wide acceptance by scientists and scholars. 

2.4.3 Knowledge Growth and Social Network 

In terms of the social dynamics involved in scientific growth, Kuh's (1962) analysis of 

scientific change combines periods of continued cumulative growth (normal science) with 

periods of crisis or revolution. In this view, "nomal" scientifc activity in a research area 

is guided by a paradigm that defines the fundamental problems. The attention of scientists 

is directed toward these problems exclusively. As a result, scieniSc knowledge grows in 

a systematic fashion, building upon previous work. In times, however phenornena that the 

paradigm camot explain become increasingly important. When these anomalies can no 

longer be ignored, the field goes through a period of crisis while the old paradigm is 

under attack and a new one is sought. A new paradigm is generally resisted, particularly 

by older scientists, until it has proven its superiority. 



The 'normal' knowledge accumulation growth pattern in a scientific discipline is that of 

logistic curve model, commonly found in evolutionary and population biology (Boyd & 

Richardson, 1985; Brown & Rothery, 1993). The curve is a differential equation 

expressed in Equation 1: where N is the population size; r is the rate of growth; t is the 

rime; and K is the theoretical carrying capacity of the environment (Gotefi, 1995). K 

encompasses many potentially limiting resources, including the availability of space, 

food, sheIter (Hastings, 1997). In the case of scientific growth, carrying capacity 

represents the Iimits of generative power and explanation capability of a discipline's 

current paradigm. 

Equation 1 Logistic Growth Quation 

Mer solving tbe equation, the logistic growth equation can be expressed as Equation 2, 

where No is initial population size: 

Equation 2 Population Sue as a Function of Time 

For example, a typical scientific discipline or field has a cumulative growth pattern of 

publications as depicted in Figure 5 (Crane, 1972). It is represented as a logistic growtb 

curve with cumulative population (i.e., number of publications) versus time inmases in a 

characteristic S-shape fashion with the publications approaching the carrying capacity 

(the generative limited of the current paradigm in the discipline). 
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Figure 5 Logistics Growth Curve 

It has been shown that exponential growth of a scientinc research area reflets a socid 

interaction process in which contact between scientists conmbute to the cumulative 

growth of knowledge. The shift to exponential growth is marked by the appearance of 

new groups of scientists withia the research area These groups of scientists can be 

descnbed Çom two points of view: (i) tbeir structurai aspects: who is linked to whom by 

sociometric ties; (ii) their normative aspects: the types of attitudes and behaviour that are 

expected of their members (Crane, 1972). 

There are two distinct types of subgroups. One type consists of groups of coilaborators. 

For instance, the entire set of scientists in a field may form numerous non-intersecting 

subgroups of various sues. The larger ones contain a few very productive scientists and 

many relative unproductive ones (based on published papers). Studies have shown that 

these groups are linked to one another through their leaders who communicate with each 

other and transmit information infomaily across the whole field (Mullins, 1968). This 

enable them to monitor the rapidIy changing research "front" and to keep up with new 

fmdings during a pend of rapid growth. Thus the second type of subgroups in a research 

area is a communication network or "invisible college" that link groups of collaborators 
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(Crane, 1972). This "invisibIe" communication network is informal in its nature that is 

contrast to the formai communication chamel such as the refereed system. It appears th& 

the large groups of collaborators and the communication network that link them play very 

different roles in the development of the area. Under the leadership of one or two 

scientists, the groups of cohborators recruit and socialize new members and maintain a 

sense of co~xlIILitment to the area arnong members, thus the formation of "solidarity 

groups" (Muilins 1968). 

Concern with the speed and efnciency of scient& communication among scientists has 

produced a number of innovations designed to accomplish these goals. Some involve 

reorganizhg the communication pattern within research areas: (i) changes in some aspect 

of the formai communication system, such as the creation of a new type of 

communication outlet or information service, including the replacement of the informai 

circulation of papers in advance of publication by a formai system that wodd accomplish 

the same purpose; (ii) improvements in arrangements for oral commuaications; (iii) 

replacement of the formal circulation if papers in "pack-ages" in the form of journals by a 

system of selective dissemination tailored to the needs of the individual scientist; and (iv) 

devices to support the scienrist's personai search of the titerature such as by computerized 

information retrieval system. The k t  three types of innovations are primarily designed to 

increase the ''visibility" of materials in the scientist's own research areas. The fourth 

would aid the scientist locating materiais in other areas (Crane, 1972). The development 

of RFC, email discourse, FE', and WPCrW on the net has indeed met those goals of 

improving communication among scientist. and researchers. 

From the cyberorganism perspective, it is only naturai to investigate social phenomena 

such as knowledge growth, communication patterns, and social networks online. It is 

probably the £kst time that researchers in social sciences have an ideal research 

environment for conducting studies in social behaviours. Canying out empirical research 

here combines the best characteristics h m  both the experimental control and the 

ecological vaiidity standpoints. Here we have a public, controllable laboratory for 



conducting experiments which, by its design, gives us a perfect ecological validity; 

similarly, we have an ideal field ground for conducting observational snrdies where 

environmental variables are either under our control or at les t  predictable. In addition, 

online pubiic behaviours can be tracked and documented through automated mechanisms, 

by utilizing the strange nature of the Intemet-the cybernetic living system is completely 

artifïciai and public. By modeling its structure and processes, and how virtuai cooperative 

interactions operate within it, we can systematidy investigate naturaily occurring 

phenomena on the net- 

The following chapters will îùrther examine of the cyberorganism. By the end of chapter 

5 we will have a functioning mode1 of the living Internet. In Part II of this dissertation, 1 

wili layout methodologies and techniques for conducting empiricai investigations of 

vireual communities. 

The chapter traces the origins and evohtion of the Intemet- The fïrst section explores its 

origins in cold war research environments, its actualization through deveiopment and 

growth, and its transformation into a global phenornenon. Memetic mixing and 

transmission via vehicles like gametes and zygotes are essentiai in its rapid development 

and growth. The second section descr i i  the emergence of the global cybrorganisrn. It 

first depicts the world in which the cyberorganism inhabits and thrives: cyberspace is an 

objective, abstract, information environment delineated by Popper's World 3. The 

cybernetic, knowledge-creative, super-organism, cailed cyberorganism, is an aggregated 

living system based on human-cornputer symbiosis. Section 2 concludes with physiology 

of the cyberorganism. The Iast section examines the ongins of v imd cooperutive 

interaction and knowledge creativity. Scientinc ethos, value systems, social n o m  are the 

deep roots for its motivation and reinforcement processes. The chapter concludes with 

suggestions for socid sciences researchers that social behaviours on the net are ideal 

subjects for inquiries. 



Structures and Processes 

A cornmunity is an open system. That is. a cornmunity maintains a relatively stable 

structure and boundary while receiving inputs from the environment, processing them, 

and extruding outputs. The human components of communities-individuals, groups and 

organizations-are dso  open systems. Furthemore, these open systems are composed 

primarily of living e n t i t i e ~ e l l s ,  organs, and organisms (Tracy, 1989). 

Viewed fiom this open systems perspective, the Internet cornmunity as a whole c m  be 

considered a living system just like a colony of social insects (such as honeybees) can be 

considered as a super-organism. Hence the hive is an organism and not merely the 

analogue to the person (Wilson, 1971). A super-organism like an ant colony d e h e d  by 

the erninent entomologist William Morton Wheeler (191 1) has several important qualities 

that qualify it as an organism: (i) behaving as a unit; (ii) undergoing cycles of growth and 

reproduction that are clearly adaptive; and (iii) maintainhg a cornplex, cwrdinated, 

living system. As we have seen in the last chapter atmut the origin, development and 

evolution of the net, the Intemet can be construed as a global cyberorganisrn consisting of 

virtual organizations or special interest communities andogous to 'cyberorgans' which 

are in tuni made up of 'cybercells'-people with network cornputers-the basic units of 

human-computer symbiosis. 

Critical subsystems perform processes that are necessary for Me and must be canied out 

by al i  living systems in order to survive or those processes must be performed for them by 

some other system (Miiler, 1978). Typically, cntical subsystems are not associated wirh 

any single component of the system and are not easily identified by their structure, 



Rather, they are dehed by the functiod system requirements thai they fulnlI; haî is, the 

vital processes they c q  out. 

Physiology and groupware system design focus on structures, whereas social psychdogy 

and human cornputer interaction concentrate on processes. Living system theory tries to 

keep both structures and processes in perspective, reminding us of the fwictional logic 

underlying structures. 

3.1 Critical Subsystents in Living Systems 

Originally, the book Living Systems (Miller, 1978) presented 19 basic subsystems at 

seven levels, and since then, James Grier Miller and his long tirne coilaborator Jessie L. 

Miller, have added a 20th subsystem, the timer, and an eighth level, the community 

(Miller & Miller, 1992). The community level is added between the organization and the 

society. The tirner subsystem is added to the original list of nine information-pmessing 

subsystems, making a totai of 10 (not counting the boundary and reproducer, which 

process both information and matter-energy). The 20 subsystems (shown in TabIe 1) are 

responsible for the ongoing day-to-day operation of the living system, it is these 

subsystems which keep the system dive (Bailey, 1994). 



Table 1 The Twenty Criticai Subsystems of a Living System 

SUBmSTEMS WEICH PROCESS BOTE MATTER-ENERGY AND INFORMATION 

1. Reproducer 

2. Boundary 

SUBSYSTEM WEICE PROCESS MATTER- 
ENERGY 

4. Distributor 

5. Converter 

6. Producex 

7. Matter-Energy Storage 

8. Extmder 

9. Motor 

10- Supporter 

Source: Adapted h m  Miller (1978); Tracy (1989) 

- - 

SUBSYSTEMS WHICH PROCESS 
INFORMATION 

I l .  input Transducer 

12. Interna1 Transducer 

13. Channel and Net 

14. T i e r  

15. Decoder 

1 6. Associator 

17. Memory 

18. Decider 

19. Encoder 

20. Output Transducer 

and MilIer & Miller (1992). 

3.1.1 Critical Subsystems 

The survival and health of individuals, groups, organizations, communities, and societies 

depend on performance and coordination of a set of essential processes. In all, the living 

systems theory identifies 20 critical subsystems carrying out these processes at every 

level. For example, a channel and net subsystem to convey information fiom one part of 

the system to another was found to be necessary in cells as weii as societies. The nature of 



that subsystem rnight var-  but the function remained the same. Some critical subsystems 

process matter-energy, some process information, and some process both (Tracy, 1989). 

A comprehensive presentation of the critical sub-systems in the living systems theory, is 

given by Miller (1978) and Tracy (1989). The foiiowing subsections provide bief 

descriptions and examples of the 20 cntical subsystems in the living systems theory. 

3.1 .l.l Subsystems Pnwressing Matter-Energy and Information 

Reproducer. the subsystem which carries out the instruction in the genetic information 

(remplare) or character of a system and mobilizes matter, energy, and information to 

produce one or more similar systems. For example: in the group level, parents who create 

a new family; in the organization level, any individual, group, or department that 

produces a new organization with an irnplicit or explicit charter simiIar to that of the 

original organization; and at the community level, national legislature that grants state 

status to territory. 

Boundary. The boundary is the subsystem at the perimeter of a system that holds together 

the components which make up the system, protects them fiom environmentai stress, and 

excludes or permits entry to various sorts of matter-energy and information (Miiler, 

1978). At the group level, matter-energy: inspect soldiers of a platwn; information: TV- 

viewing mies in a family. At the organization level, matter-energy: security guards at 

entrance to a firm; information: librarian. At the community level, matter energy: 

agricultural inspection officers; information: movie censors in a tom. 

3.1.1.2 Matter-Energy Processing Subsystems 

Ingestor. The Ingestor is the subsystem that brings rnatter-energy into the system across 

its boundary. At the group level: refreshment chairperson of a social club. At the 

organization level: receptionists and personnel depamnents process inputs of people. And 

at the community level: airport authority of a city. 



Distributor. The distributor subsystem carries matter-energy throughout the system 

wherever it is needed. The matter-energy may corne h m  the environment through the 

Ingestor, h m  another intemal process, or fiom storage. At the group level: father who 

serves dinner. At the organization level: assernbly line, And at the commrinity level: 

county school bus drivers. 

Converter. The subsystem which changes certain inputs to the system into forms more 

useful for the special processes of that particular systern. At the group level: work group 

members who cut cloth. At the organization level: operators of an oil refmery. And at the 

community level: city stockyard organization. 

Producer. The producer subsystem takes matter-energy inputs directfy or from the 

converter and syatbesizes them into new materials. These new materials may be used by 

the system to provide energy, repair damage, or p w .  They may also be extmded as 

trade goods or waste. At the group level: family member who cooks. At the organization 

level: machinery aRifacts in manufactures. And at the community level: bakery and 

restaurant, 

Matter-Energy Srorage. The subsystem which places matter or energy at some location in 

the system, retains it over tirne, and retrieves it. At the group level: family members who 

put away groceries, At the organization level: stockroom personnel. And at the 

community level: county jail officiais. 

Extruder. The extruder subsystem transmits products and wastes across the boundary and 

out of the system. At the group level: kids who put out trash. At the organization level: 

employees in packaging, shipping, and mail rwm. And at the comrnunity level: city 

sanitation department. 

Motor. The motor subsystem rnoves the system itself or parts of it, as weli as components 

of the environment. At the group level: drivers of family cars. At the organization level: 

earth movers or cranes and their drivers of a manufacture. And at the community ievel: 

subway system and city transit authority. 



Supporter. The support subsystem separates the various components of the system and 

maintains the proper spatial relationstiip between them so that they do not crowd each 

other- At the group Ievel: housing construction crew. At the organization level: land and 

artifacts such as buildings and platforms. And at the community level: maintenance crew 

at the capital building. 

3.1.13 Information Processing Subsgstems 

Input Tran.sducer+ The input transducer subsystem serves the same function with respect 

to information that the ingestor serves for maner energy. The input transducer brings 

information-bearing markers across the boundary and into the system. (A marker is a 

physical representation in the form of structure, pattern, or interaction of matter-energy.) 

At the group level: lookout of a gang of thieves. At the organization level: people in such 

departments as marketing research, sales, purchasing, legal, accounts and receivable, and 

product research. These people obtain information fiom the environment. And at the 

conimunity level: representaiives wbo report fiom a state capital to local voters. 

Interna1 nmdrccer. The internai transducer subsystem receives information-bearing 

markers h m  other subsystem or components of the system and converts the markers to 

nerve impulses. It is the sensory subsystem that receives markers changing them to other 

matter-energy f o m  of a sort which can be transmitted within it. At the group level: 

group member wbo reports members' opinions to group decider. At the organization 

level: employees who make intemal reports on the status of, or changes in, variables of 

the system's components or subsystems, such as a factory quality control unit. And at the 

community Ievel: neighùorhood watch groups. 

Channel and Net. The subsystem composed of a single route in physical space, or 

multiple interconnected routes over wbich markers bearing information are transmitted to 

all parts of the system. At the group level: person-to-person communication channels 

arnong group members. At the organization level: people at nodes of organizational 

networks, such as switchboard operators, secretaries, managers at aU levels. And at the 

co~rmünity level: telephone linesmen in a city. 



Timer. The tirner subsystem transmits information to a decider subsystem about tirne- 

related environmental States or about of components of the system. This information 

signals the deciders of subsystems to start, stop, aIter the rate, or advance or delay the 

phase of one or more of the system's processes, to coordinate them in tirne. The timer 

consists of one or more oscillators known as clocks or pacemakers, the phase of which 

cm be met. They rneasure duration or order in time or underiyîng rhythm of various 

sorts. The b e r  synchronizes interna1 processes of the system and coordinates the system 

with its environment (Miller & Miller, 1992)- For example, at the group level, a mother 

wakens other family members on the;  at the organization level, workers take regular 

rnonthly inventory; and at the communîty level, actifacts such as clocks mark the opening 

and closing of schmls and buildings, as well as regulating aafnc lights and parking 

meters. The same can also be applied to a larger time scale, in terms of annual community 

celebrations of local and national holidays. 

Decoder. Each Living system has its private code for information. Data obtained through 

the input and i n t e d  transducers must be decoded and recorded into this private code by 

the decoder subsystem. At the group level: member who explains rules to a project team. 

At the organization level: manager who decodes the angry countenance of an employee 

into thoughts about the employee's attitude. And at the community level: attorney general 

of a state who interprets law. 

Associator. The associator subsystem carries out a i I  the learning processes of forming 

links or associations among various items of information. The associator is analogous to 

the producer in the sense that an association between two or more bits of information is a 

new bit of information. That is, putting bits of data together is like combining elements 

such as carbon and oxygen; the result is more than the sum of its parts. At the group level: 

parents who teach good behaviour to their children. At the organization level: people who 

train new employees. And at the community level: city school teachers, religious leaders 

in a neighborhood. 



Memory. The memory subsystem completes the learning processes. It stores original bits 

of information and associations so that the total information in the system can grow over 

the .  Memory processes involve input (recording or memorizing), maintenance (retention 

and recording as well as forgetting). and output (reirieval or remembering). Humans use 

artifacts like books, memos, diaries, files, and recordings to aid the memory subsystems. 

At the group level: father who keeps family records and history. At the organization level: 

accounting department that keeps financial records; nling department of a fïrm. And at 

the community Ievel: operators of cornputer data bank at a centrai police department. 

Decider. The decider subsystem is the most essential of all, according to Miller. It is the 

executive centre that receives data b m  various sources through out the charme1 and the 

net and sends control information (orders) to aii parts of its system (Miller, 1978). 

Decision involves four stages: (i) establishing purposes and goals; @) analyzing 

discrepancies between the current state and variables and their desired state; (iii) 

synthesizing and choosing a plan of action to attain the desired state; (iv) implementing 

the plan by issuing appropriate commands (Tracy, 1989). Human artifacts of this 

subsystem include handbooks, algorithms, and computers. At the group kvel: parents; 

family council. At the organization level: the top echelon of the decider may be the board 

of directors as a group, or an individual such as the chief executive officer. And at the 

community level: govemor, legislators, judges of a state. 

Encoder. The subsystem which alters the code of information input to it fiom other 

information pmcessing subsystems, fÎom a "private" code which can be interpreted by 

other subsystems in its environment or by other living systems. It reverses the processes 

of the decoder. At the group level: writers of a group communication. At the organization 

level: billing, advertising, public relations, and legal departments that handle bills, 

advertising copy, and other messages that must be encoded for transmission to other 

systems. And at the community level: writers of city ordinances. 

Output Trmducer. The output transducer transfers information fiom intemal markers to 

external markers that are suitable for carrying information in the system's environment. 
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It changes the intemal markers into other matter-energy forms which can be transmitted 

over the channels in the system's environment. At the group level: jury foreman who 

speaks for the jury as a whole. At the organization level: employees who deal with the 

public, such as salespeople, secretaries, spokespersons, and labor negotiators. And at the 

community level: representatives h m  a state to a regional legislature. 

3.1.2 Relationships Among Subs ystems 

As stated earlier, one characteristic of Me is that: all of the 20 subsystems are required for 

the survival and proper functioning of a living system, according to Miller. However a 

living system need not include a l l  of these subsystems. It is possible to disperse certain 

functions to other systems. For example, a human fetus in the womb does not pmcess 

food; the converter subsystem is supplied by the mother. A person may survive for at 

least a short period attacheci to a machine that supplies the distributor function of bIood 

circulation. Motor functions lost because of a spinal cord injury may be partiaUy 

recovered ihrough various prosthetic devices (Tracy, 1989). 

From the descriptions of the 20 critical subsystems as they manifest themselves in people 

and higher level living systems, it is obvious that there is much interaction among 

subsystems (Miller, 1978, Tracy, 1989). They fkquently share components. A person's 

mouth is a component of the boundary, ingestor, extruder, input and output transducer 

subsystems. A networked workstation used by a group member in a software design team 

may be a component of its input transducer, decoder, interna1 transducer, decoder, 

channel and net, associator, memory, encoder and output transducer. 

There must be a flow of matter-energy and information fiom one subsystem to another. 

Matter-energy is brought across the boundary by the ingestor and then canied by the 

distributor to the converter, producer or storage. If the flow is to the converter, from there 

the altered matter-energy may flow to the converter, producer, extruder, or motor. From 

storage matter-energy may flow to the converter, producer, extruder, or to any other 

subsystem to be used for growth and maintenance. 



There is a similar flow of information through the boudary, input-transducer, channel 

and net, decoder, associator, memory, decider, encoder, and output transducer. Fuaher 

more, there is substantial interaction between the matterenergy and information 

processing subsystems. Information is c e e d  by markers of ~~~atter-energy; the 

information and its markers may be processed simuitaneously. When a person eats a 

steak, the eyes, nostrils, and taste bu& process the steak as information while the ingestor 

is processing it as matter-energy- 

Proper functioning of a i i  maüer-energy subsystems depends on the flow of information to 

the decider, where control and coordination sigoals are issued to continue, stop, or alter 

the current processes (Tracy, 1989). Figure 6 provides a simplined picture of the 

relationships among critical subsystems. 



Figure 6 Flow of Matter-Energy and Information 

3.2 Criîical Subsystems in the Cybedrganism 

This subsection outlines some examples of sub-components which caw out the 

functionality of critical subsystems in the global cyberorganism. For example, computing 

networks (like the NSF backbone), networked workstations are the matter-energy 

infriistructures; and information infrasauctures like the HTTP (hypertext markup 

ianguage) protocols, web browsers, Alta Vista search engine are its information 

processing infrasmctures (Chen & Gaines, 1997a). 



Reproducer Matter-Energy: corporations (usualiy multi-nationals) and goveramentd 

agencies (e.g., ARPA, NSF) that build computer networks and communication 

hhstructures which use the ARPA.NET orland INTERNET as their blue- 

print/foun&tions. Information: Communication system-engineers who design aew 

communication protocols such as HlTP 1.1, networking software, and new operating 

systems for the Intemet and the World Wide Web. 

Bowidary: Matter-Energy: network routers, networked personai workstations; 

information: computer networks administrators; referees of electronic scientifïc joumaIs. 

Ingestor: purchasing departments that are responsible for acquisition of cornputers and 

networking gears; local-telephone companies that act as common networks carriers; local 

power utilities which bring in electricai power source for the computer networks. 

Distributor: long-distance telephone companies (e-g., MCI, AT&T, Merit) that provide 

the backbone infrastructures for the Intemet. 

Converter: packet switching network servers that converts raw &ta into data packets for 

transmission. e-g., ATM networks. 

Producer: telecommunication and computer companies that produce workstations, 

networking hardware, etc. 

Maner-Energy Storage: computing centres at university campuses that store computer 

equipment, spare parts, etc. 

Extruder: network laser printers; data processing departments hat  produce biIling letters, 

advertising mails, etc. 

Motor: telephone linesmen; computer networks installation crews. 

Supporter: chief information system officers in corporations who maintain over ail 

integrity of Company computing resources. 



Input Transducer: data processing operators who input information; software 

programmers who input computer codes into computers; anyone who operates computers 

that are tied to the net directly or indirectly. 

lnternal Transducer: client-side browser programs like Mosaic and Netscape browsers 

that receives markers from the input tramducers or other subsystems and convert them 

into Hî ïP  or other protocols (e-g., FTP) for transmission in the net. 

Channel and Nec communication technologies; gopher; World Wide Web; LANs; PAN 

(Personal Area Network). 

Timer: chronological awareness support mechanisms Iike CHRONO or WebWarch that 

periodically update the information about the tirne-related states of the websites to people 

andlor other systems. 

Decoder: operating systems that handle data packets and communication protocols like 

TCPIIP and m. 
Associator: search engines like Alta Vista; hyperlinks on web pages; subject hierarchy 

systems like Yahoo; editorial departments which keep whar's cool site information; 

educational institutions that teaching computer skills; USENET newsgroups, MOO, rZCC, 

and web conferencing systems (such as HyperNews) for collaborative learning between 

individuai users or project groups that are often instigated by individual inquïry, foliowed 

by collective idea-generation process. 

Memory: long-terni memory: ftp archives, listservers, gopher and web documents. short- 

tem working memory: USENET postings, e-mails (which could become long-tenu if 

necessary, however such short-tenn-memory to long-mm-memory transfomation are 

often selective). 

Decider: net surfers; social networks like invisible colieges in virtuai scholarly 

communities; industriai consortia; individuai research groups and organization; 

technology policy departments in national government. 



Encoder: CG1 (cornmon gateway interface) semers that encode relevant information like 

the results fiom knowIedge databases into HTML for transmission to the web. 

Output Transducer: artifacts including phone answering devices; fax machines; 

individuals or who get information from the uitemet and act upon it, such as  peopIe who 

counsel the Internet information services for data retnevai and send information to others. 

in this chapter, 20 critical subsystems have k e n  deked and their processes and 

structures have been descriid as they manifest themsehes in human individuals and the 

cyberorganism. Structures provide a static picture of the arrangement of subsystems and 

components in a system, were processes have to do with dynamic changes in the matter- 

energy and information contained in the system. The primary structures of living systems 

are associated with the critical subsystems, each of which perform a function or set of 

vital processes for them. The cyberorganisrn framework has identified 20 such critical 

subsystems, govemed by the decider subsystern. Although functionaliy distinct, these 

subsystems share components and interact closely. In next chpter, we wiü focus on key 

critical subsystems processing information involved in maintenance, control and 

coordination within the cyberorganism. 



Feedback, Control, Coordination, and Awareness 

The primary imperative of life is immediate sunrival of the system through m i n f e m c e  

of sreudy states. In the near term a living system consists of a larger number of 

relationships or variable that must be held at or near steady states. Feedback processes 

within a living system are needed in maintainhg steady states for performance (Miller, 

1978). Within a complex living system, the subsystems themselves are also living 

systems. In addition, establishing feedback Ioops between living systems is essential in 

coordinating resource exchanges between them. In order for them to engage in mtUd 

cooperative interaction, initiaUy they need to be aware of the existence of one another. 

Aftemard they need to be aware of what each is doing in order to continue the 

interaction. Here awareness mechanisms in a supra-living system transmit coordination 

sipals among its subsystems or components. They constitute the feedback channels and 

regulate the adjusment processes within the supra-system. 

For the purpose of this chapter, the decider, timer, netlchannel, associator, and memory 

subsystems are most relevant in considering coordination processes in the cyberorganism. 

The decider subsystem is the most essential subsystem, according to Miller. It is the 

executive centre that receives data £rom various sources through out the channel and the 

net and sen& control information to ali parts of its system. Awareness cm be viewed to 

be coordination signals sending among subsystems. Finaily, this chapter examines the 

netlchannel, associator, and memory systems in the cyberorganism. These subsystems' 

functional acavities correspond to the communication, social and knowledge processes 

frequently observed on the intexnet 
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4. L Flow in Feedback 

Those processes within living systems which Lnaintain steady states are adjustment 

processes. They operate based on the notion of feedback. When signals are fed back over 

the feedback chamel in such a maaner they increase the deviation of the output from a 

steady state, positive feedback exists. When the signals are reversed, so they decrease the 

deviation of the output from a steady state, it is negative feedback. Positive feedback 

alters variables and destroys their steady states in systems, It can initiate system changes 

and growth. Negative feedback maintains steady states in systems. It cancels an initial 

deviation or error in performance. Careful maintenance between positive and negative 

feedback processes are important cnteria in balancing the two imperatives of life: 

actualization of the system's potential through the development of compIexity and the 

maintenance of steady states (Miller, 1978). When such balance in feedback processes is 

achieved, a sentient living system is engaging in its optima1 experience called Flow-the 

process of optimal experience-it is achieved "when a sufficiently motivated user 

perceived a balance between his or their skiils and the challenges of the interaction, 

together with focmed attention" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1490). 

In terms of the fundamental level of human-computer symbiosis involving the net, 

Hoffman and Novak (1995) have applied the mode1 of flow phenomena in user 

interaction with computer-mediated hypermedia, such as the web. 

One possible explanation for the growing popularity of net sufing may be that such 

playiül activity provides users a great sense of satisfaction. It is a state in which a 

motivated user undertakes a task whose level of difnculty is at some particular Ievel that 

suits their individud needs. Too low a level results in boxedom and too high a level in 

anxiety, and the optimal Ievel results in the intense satisfaction with theflow activiQ. 

Network navigation on the web makes optimal experience easier to achieve, because it 

has rules that require the leaming skiils, developing goals, providing feedback, and 

making control possible. Flow formalizes and extends a sense of playfblness, 

incorporating the extent to which, in the hypermedia environment, web users: (i) perceive 



a sense of control over their interactions in the environment, (ii) focus their attention on 

the interaction, and (iii) fhd it cognitively enjoying. When in the flow state, irrelevant 

thoughts and perceptions are screened out and the users' attention is focused entirely on 

the interaction (Hoffman & Novak, 1995). 

Flow thus involves a merging of actions and awareness, with concentration so intense 

there is little attention Ieft over to consider anything else. A net user's action in the flow 

state is experienced "as a unij?edflowingfrom one moment ro the ne=, in which he is in 

control of his actions, and in which there is litrle distinction between self and 

environment, between stimulus and response. or between past. presenr. and future" 

(Csikszentmihaiyi 1990; Csikszentmihalyi, 1993). Self-consciousness disappears, the 

user's sense of time becomes distoaed, and the resulting srate of mind is extremely 

fPtifY@- 

4.2 Decider Subsystem 

The decider subsystem is the most essential of aii, accordîng to Miller. It is the executive 

centre that receives data from various sources through out the channel and the net and 

sends control information (orders) to all parts of its system (Miller, 1978). Since the net is 

fundamentaily a distributed system, we need to take into account how the decision 

contmls cm be distributed among its constituent cornponents or subsystems. 

The Collective intelligence model proposed by John B. Smith (1994) cm be characterized 

as a cognitive model for the decider subsystem in a cyberorganism- It focuses on two 

system levels: the individual and the group levels (the lightly shaded inner areas in Figure 

3). The model regards collaborative groups as a fonn of information processing system, 

analogous to Neweii and Simon's Information Processing System (PS) model of 

individual cognition (Newell, 1982; Neweli & Simon, 1972). 

A collective processor includes the fine-- operations used by groups to develop, 

access, and maintain the information stored in the memory system. The collective 



processor as a whole c m  be viewed as a loosely coupled distributed system that includes 

multiple independent processors, joined by communications and social networks. 

Within the model, a collective memory system includes subsystems that provide a 

collective long-term memory for tangible knowledge, built and maintained in a computer 

system, and for intangible knowledge, carried in the heads of the human beings that 

comprise the group. The memory system aiso includes working memory (the currently 

attenuated awareness) for both types of information (Smith, 1994). 

Collective stmtegy enables coherence in collaborative work. Individual processes occur 

not in isolation but in purposefil sequences, These strings of operations are analogous to 

statements in a Ianguage intended to accomplish a goal or to comunicate a message. 

The system responsible for generating sequences of o p t i o n s  is analogous to the 

grammar individuals used to generate a string of words. Therefore, a collection of 

collective strategies become a work-flow model for the colIaborative group. 

FinaUy, the mode1 considers two meta-cognitive issues: coiiective awareness and 

collective coatrol. Many coilaborative projects are too large and too complex to be 

understood by any one person. However, people often expect groups to produce work 

with the same integrity and consistency sometimes found in work produced by a single 

gwd mind working alone. By developing thick, overlapping areas of shared knowledge, 

groups may be able to piece together a form of collective, but dismbuted peripheral 

awareness that is sufficientiy coherent to achieve this goai. Control must also be 

distributed over a group. Otherwise, infonnation will not flow across boundaries, and the 

group and its work will be bride. Here awareness maintenance provides essential 

coordination signals for groups to exercise distributed, collective controls that maintain 

smooth coordination (Chen & Gaines, 1997a). However, although maay decisions can, 

and pmbably be made by consensus, authority must ultimately be cennalized in order to 

resolve disagreements and to preserve the integrity of the group's work. 



4.3 Awareness Maintenance unù Cornputer-Srrppurted CooperCIfLerCIfLve Work 

A critical requisement in shared tasks is maintainhg siruntional awareness (Norman, 

1993) by keeping everyone adequately informed. In an environment where each member 

has a well defined role, the need to have face-to-face communication in order to perform 

a cooperative task becomes less necessary if mechanisms for situationai awareness have 

been well established between members. For example, the navigation of a large ship 

requires effective coordination of various people with ciifferhg des  (Hutchins, 1990). 

Many key members of the navigation team (conning officer, plotter, bearing takers, deck 

log keeper, bearing-timer recorder and fathometer operator) are geographicaiiy separated 

(pilot house, chart house, and port and starboani wings) and communicate with each other 

by a common telephone circuit. The common audio charnel and the physical layout of the 

pilot house provide oppoaunities for the navigation crews to observe each other's work, 

contributhg to partial redundancy in their joint knowledge. They also support 

maintenance of the group over tirne to provide fa&-tolerance if some group members fail 

to perform their roles. 

Thus, one of the important criteria for achieving group cohesiveness is not the 

opportunity of king in constant face-to-face communication, but rather the situational 

awareness of what other group mernbers are doing. It can be achieved through either face- 

to-face (as on the pilot house) or telephone communication (as between the port and 

starboard wings). Together the functional specificity of the crews and the cognitive 

artifacts that facilitate situational awareness (e-g., the singie telephone circuit, the pilot 

house with high visibility among navigational team members) can create an effective 

coiiaborative system. 

The emphasis on the importance of social interaction and cognitive artifacts (such as the 

telephone circuit describeci previously or the web) as the means to enhance hwnan 

capabilities has also been echoed by Norman (1991). A cognitive artifcf is defined as 

"an artificial device designed to maintain, display, or operate upon information in order to 

serve a representational function." The power of a cognitive artifact cornes from its 



function as a representational device. However, capabilities of artifacts do not actualiy 

change an individuai's abilities- Rather, they change the nature of the task performed by 

the person. When the informationai and processing structure of the artifact is combined 

with the task and the informationd and pmcessing structure of the human, the result is to 

expand and enhauce cognitive capabilities of the total system of human, artifact, and task 

Hence, when designing a cornputer-supported collaborative system, designers need to 

keep the representational aspect of the whole system in mind A system designed with 

this holistic perspective in mind can provide tools that enhance communication, 

coordination and social interaction capabiiities. Therefore, the collaborator's intentions 

can be easily transferred to each other and common goals can be achieved with mutual 

satisfaction. In the various studies described above, situational awareness has acted as an 

important coordination mechanism among collaborative groups. 

Research in computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) focuses on assisting people 

to work collaboratively as a cohesive team and providing them with a sense of common 

purposes (e.g., completion of the group task). For example, Landow's (1990) In 

Memoriam project utilizes hypertext's freedom of navigation and linking ability to break 

down physical separation and the univocal voice of textual conversation. In so doing it 

creates a new awareness of the processes of coilaborative learning and collaborative work 

for group members in iiterary studies. khii and colleagues (Ishii and Miyake, 1991; khi 

and Kobayashi, 1992) have created a fusion of video and computer workspace to provide 

a seamless working environment with remote workstations, in order to provide mutual 

awareness between distance coliaborators in real-tirne. Olson and Atkins' (1990) NSF 

EXPRES Project uses intelligent, multimedia ernail to facilitate cwperation within 

scientific and engineering community by increasing researchers' awareness about each 

other's work. Gutwin and Greenberg's (1995) group awareness widgets for desktop 

conference provide basic tool-kits to construct groupware that help tele-conference 

participants to be aware of: each other's focus when their views are separated; others' 

task activities in shared and separate view situations; and the history of group activities. 



One application of those awareness widgets is to providing "workspace awareness" in 

collaborative learning, Le., the up-to-the-minute knowledge of a leamer requires about 

other leamers' interactions with the shared workspace (Gutwin, Stark, & Greenberg, 

1995). 

4.4 Awareness in Collective Intelligence 

lui a dynamic environment where large amounts of information are created and updated 

frequently, the need to keep up with tbe most up-to-date and relevant information has 

become more important as the Internet community expands. In terms of group 

collaboration, to be aware of changes is one of the fundamental requirernents for 

coordination and for providing a sense of connectedness. 

Some of the characteristics of human inteilectud work that are valued rnost highly are: 

coherence, consistency, correctness, and elegance. It is difficult to imagine how work 

with these attnbutes could be produced without that structure of ideas having been heId in 

its entirety by a single min- not actually produced by that mind (Smith, 1994). As 

stated previously, however, by considering awareness fiom a functional point of view, 

one may be able to constmct mechanisms that enable groups to achkve comparable 

result. Web pages (in addition to FTP archives. listservers, etc.) are becoming the primas, 

means for information dissemination on the Internet, and these web pages are king 

constantly updated to reflect members' current States of knowledge on their portions of 

collective memory. 

The following subsections are detailed descriptions of a collective awareness taxonomy 

based on the collective intelligence model. Using the human self-awareness mode1 and 

cognitive IPS architecture mewell and Simon, 1972; Newell, 1982) as references, two 

analogous forms of awareness can be identifieci for collective groups: awareness of the 

group's collective long-tenn memory and awareness among and of each other- 



4.4.1 Awareness of the Group's Collective Long Term Memory 

The collective long-term-memory has two parts: the artifact (the objective of the group 

task) and the body of shared intaagi'ble knowledge (that is, the information carrîed out ia 

the heads of group membea originally). Since awareness of the M a c t  exists ody in the 

min& of the human beings who comprise the group, awareness of the artif't can also be 

seen as part of the group's intangible knowledge. Awareness in groups exists at several 

levels of detail:- 

Global Awareness -The most general level is the body of intangible knowledge thaî is 

shared by ail members of the group. It includes the overail goals of the project, its ways of 

operating, the strategies it uses to develop the artifact, its curent status and problems, the 

relation of the project to the extemai environment, etc. This awareness is not deep, if the 

project is large, but it provides each member with a sense of the whole. 

Deep Awareness -At the other extreme is the deep, defaded, often technical, knowledge 

held by individual members. Dependhg on the project, a single individuai is often 

responsible for a particuiar part. Thus, the level of awareness and expertise required to 

generate a segment of the overall artifact (project) is signincantly greater than that 

required for another person to understand it  

Peripheral Awareness -Between the extreme of general, shared knowledge and deep, 

individually specialired and generatïve knowledge, is an intermediate level: the thick 

knowledge of adjacent or near speciaky areas. 1t takes the fonn of understanding, rather 

than generation. Thus, it is shared with individuals or the team responsible for deveioping 

other parts of the artifact, but it is not as deep as their knowledge nor is it shared with the 

entire project. This cntical peripheral awareness is ultimately responsible for the integrity 

of the group's work. It provides a context for the interfaces between areas. Thick, shared 

knowledge cm be developed through informal interactions, such as conversatioas, but it 

can also be developed through more formal mechanisms, such as institutionalized reviews 

(e-g., structural walk through process in a software project). 



Thus, the mode1 identifies three forms of awareness with respect to a group's long-term- 

memory:- 

1. close, detailed, deep awareness of particdar segment of the artifact; 

2. less detailed, but still substantial, peripheral awareness of the artifact's adjacent 

parts; 

3. the much thinner, global uwareness of the artifact as a whole that is shared by the 

entire group. 

4.4.2 Awareness Members have of One Another 

A different kind of awareness is the awareness members have of one another. This 

category of awareness is closer to the notion of situational awareness descn'bed earlier. 

Resource Awareness -One  of the primary reasons for assembling a group is to assemble 

the expertise required to carry out a pmject Therefore, the issue becomes one of 

providîng the group (as a whole) with a collective awareness of its members' respective 

specialized knowledge and expertise. Thus, an extremely valuable resource for a group is 

shared knowledge of who is an expert on what. 

Task-Socio Awareness -Another form of awareness involves the interaction between 

social and intektual  processes operating within the group. It would be simple if groups 

were purely inteilectual organisms, but they are not: tensions exist and factions develop. 

These developments are inevitabie. For exampie, one member may oppose an idea voiced 

by another, not because the idea is objectionable but because of who said it. The opposite 

condition -support an idea because of fiiendship or attraction 4 s  equally bad. These so 

very human situations are unlikely to go away, but a group should be aware of itself as a 

dynamic, functioning organism as well as be aware of the artifact it is developing to 

insure that the integrity of its work is not compromised by them. 

Chronological Awareness -A third form of awareness is the instantaneous awareness 

that an individual has regarding the activities of other individuals. This is what constitutes 

chronological awareness. For example, one member of the gmup may be aware (or wish 



to know) what another member of the group is working on in a nearby part of the artif't. 

This behavior is monitored at a very low level by the coIlaboration support system in its 

concurrency control mechanisms to insure that two members do not attempt to change the 

same part of the aaifact at the same tirne. These mechanimns, however, do not prevent 

one member's access h m  blocking that of another, or prevent one member's subsequent 

work from affixting earlier work done by aaother. Groups may need help in monitoring 

domains of activity. For example, members may want to see where coiIeagues are 

working; they may even wish to see a display over time of the ''tractracks" Ieft by coiieagues. 

Thus, the mode1 identifies three fonns of awareness among members of one another- 

1. cognitive-guide-map like, resource awareness for locathg specinc knowledge and 

expertise among the group members; 

2. emotional, but rationalized, task-socio awareness conceniing social and political 

dynamics within the group in relation to the artifactbsk- 

3. and more situational, chronological awareness about when and what by whom 

something in the collective system is changing. 

The above collective awareness taxonomy provides a useful conceptual franiework for 

investigating awareness mechanisms in the cyberorganism. Those correspondhg 

awareness services can be seen in nght branch in the general taxonomy of net services 

(Figure 4). 

4.5 NetKhanne& Associafor, and Memory Subsystems 

This section examines the net/channel, associator, and memory systems in the 

cyberorganism. These subsystems' functional activities correspond to the communication, 

social and knowledge processes frequently observed on the Internet. First the netkhanne1 

subsystems are comprised of: discourse and nle transfer mechanisrns (for communication 

processes). Second, the associator systems are special interest communities (for social 

and knowledge creationfassimilation processes). Third, the memory subsystems are 

resource storage mechanisms (for knowledge discovery and retrieval processes). 



Figure 7 shows a typical configuration to establish when setting up integrated support for 

associator subsystems-special interest colll~llunities on the net-where social and 

learning processes occur. The net and channel subsystems include: e-mail, www, and ftp 

mechanisms. A mailing list server handles the primary discourse of the communities. If 

there are distinctive sub-groups or activities it may be appropriate for it to manage several 

mailing lists for a single community. A nle traasfer protocol (FIT) server handles access 

to the document archives, supporting both uploading and downloading arbitrary fiies. A 

hypertext transfer protocol (KïTP) selver handles access to HTML documents through 

World-Wide Web (Gaines, 1994a). 

Figure 7 Integiation of Net/Chanuel, Associator and Memory Subsystems 

The memory subsystems include: archival mechanisms. The mail archives are made 

available through FTP, and they are also automaticaüy converted to HTML format to 

aiiow them to be browsed easily through the web. For example, the archives of the www- 

taik List server bas been converted to HTML and indexed by topic using the conversion 



program Hypennail. The FTP server gives access to a i i  the archives, allowing new 

HTML documents to be uploaded to maintain the web facilities. 

Feedbadc processes within a living system are needed in maintainhg steady States of 

performance which is the primaxy imperative of life. Awareness mechanisnu in a supra- 

living system trausmit coordination signais arnong its subsystems or components. They 

constitute the feedback channels and regulate the adjustment processes witbin the supra- 

system. 

This chapter investigates the decider, timer, netkhannel, associator, and memory 

subsystems in respect to cont~ol, coordination and awareness processes in the 

cyberorganism The decider subsystem is the most essentiai subsystem, according to 

Miller. It is the executive centre that receives data fkom various sources through out the 

charnel and the net and sen& control information to a i l  parts of its system. Awareness 

can be viewed to be coordination signals sending among subsystems. The chapter surveys 

concepts and models in the CSCW research with respect to coordination and awareness 

processes. Collective intelligence and collective awareness c m  be considered cognitive 

models for the coordination purposes of the decider, timer, associator, and memory 

subsystems. Finally this chapter examines an integrative architecture for the netkhannel, 

associator, and memory systems in the cyberorganism. 

The next chapter presents three aspects of virtuai cwperative interaction within the global 

cyberorganism (i-e., the Internet community as a whole). The main emphasis is trying to 

address the communication, social and knowledge processes within a cyberorganism. It 

consists of three aspects: (i) the descriptive aspect which characterizes and classifies 

virtud cooperative interactions; (ü) the prescriptive aspect that provides motivational 

reasons for individu& to participate in virtual cooperative interactions; and (iii) the 

operational aspect of how virtud cooperative interactions initiate and function. 



CHAPTER 5 

Elements of Virtual Cooperative Interaction 

The Iast chapter introduced feedback, control, coordination and awareness processes in 

the global cyberorganism. It surveyed the research in CSCW which involves many 

aspects of awareness for the coordination of group ta& and interactions. Using CSCW 

terminology, the cyberorganism can be considered as a very-large-scale groupware 

system, which supports complex cooperative interactions among variety of net users. 

Those cooperative interactions differ qualitatively h m  goal directed, highly coordinated 

team-oriented collaborations supported by conventional groupware. The emphasis in this 

chapter is on virnial cooperative interaction. 

5.1 CSCW Beyond Groupware 

In Iarge-scale orgmkations, geograpbically separated sub-units may be working together 

in joint collaborations. With geographicai separation, it is difficuIt for each unit to keep 

the other continually in mind and, therefore, to keep the* common goals in rnind. 

Naturaily, most people attend to what is close at hand and ignore what isn't. In addition, 

priority isn't perfectly conelated with proxunity, hence remote communications are 

essential even in highly decentralized organizations. Yet they c m  be dEcult (Kiesler & 

Sproull, 199 1). 

Increasingly there are commercial pressures to decentralize and a growing recognition 

that organizations can successfdiy conduct their business by providing a distributed 

workforce with cos& effective telecommunications devices. The expectation is that cost- 

effective telecommunications c m  recreate a fully functioning virtud organization. 

(Sheetiy & Gaiiagher, 1996). 



Many organizations are just starting to incorporate cornputer-mediated communication 

technology to create new inter-0rganiZationa.l linkages, to solve out-of-sight, out-of-mind 

problems, and to create dynamic structures (Kiesler & Sproull, 1991). Increasing the 

communications facilities available at the networked workstation affords new 

opportunities for organizationai members to sustain a high level of routine conversational 

flow (Sheehy & Gallagher, 1996). Creating global virtual organizations through the net 

will inevitably alter communications processes that create a sense of what it feels like to 

be with an organization. 

In addition, diffuse collaborative co~~munities that have formed on the Internet suggest 

that there is a need to reconsider existing notions of CSCW. Large scale groupware 

differs not only in the quantity, but also in the quality of cooperative interaction. The 

majority of CSCW research has focused on coiiaborative interactions between members 

of a task-orienteci, purposefid work-group. For example, Ellis and Wainer (1994) 

presented an ontologicaVcoordinatiod~~er-interface mode1 for task-oriented groupware; 

Dourish and Beiiotti (1992) discussed awareness and coordination issues in shared 

workspaces of CO-authoring systems. 

Recently some CSCW researchers have started to investigate cooperative interactions 

beyond cohesive, task-oriented srnaii-group coiiaboration. For example, research has been 

conducted on purposefid large-scale community-wide collaborative systems (Star & 

Perrochon, 1994); on informal large-scale comrnunity-wide messaging systems (Brothers, 

Holian, Nielsen & Stornetta, 1992; Resnick, Iacovou, Suchak & Bergstrom 1994); on 

design principles for online cornmunities (Kollock, 1997; Mynatt, Adler, Ito & O'Day, 

1997); and on social filtering systems (Hill, Stead, Rosenstein & Fumas, 1995; Hill & 

Terveen, 1996). 

5.2 Virtual Cooperative Inte~crion wifhin the CyberOrgmism 

As stated earlier in Chapter 1, the fundamental nature of interaction on the netiweb c m  be 

characterized as vir~cal cooperutive interaction. The word 'tirtual" has two senses here: 
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ht, it denotes the notion of virtual space, i.e., the cooperative interaction that occurs in a 

non-physicd space which aiiows participants to be situated in geographicaUy separate 

locations; second, it denotes that the intenîion to engage in cwperative interaction itself 

may not necessarily pre-exist or be conscious, Traditional CSCW research focuses on the 

first sense (teie-presence in virtual space), but there is a need to extend the notion of 

cooperative interaction to encompass the latter sense of virtual cooperative interaction 

ako (Chen & Gaines, 1997b). 

The main pupose of cooperative interaction is to propagate resources and memetic 

transmission among Iiving systems. The systems d y d  (shown in Figure 2) emphasizes the 

fact that the typical exchange between two systems is mutualistic @unbar, 1988), and 

that other originator systems and receiver systems may exist. In some cases the 

interdependence between the systems becomes so great the dyad itself becomes a supra- 

living system. V i m l  cooperative interactions are critical coordination processes for 

establishing mutualistic relationships among subsystems within a supra-living system. 

Virtuai cooperative interaction is involved with the exchange of resources between 

subsystems or components in a cybernetic Iiving systern. Establishing feedbaick loops 

between subsystems is essential in cwrdinating resource exchanges between them 

(Miller, 1978). Therefore, communication processes through the channel and net critical 

subsystems. In order for them to engage in mutual cooperative interaction, initiaiiy they 

need to be aware of the existence of each another. Afterward they need to be aware of 

what each other is doing in order to continue the interaction. Here, awareness 

mechaniswu in a supra-living system transmit coordination signais among its subsystems 

or components. They constitute the feedback channels and regulate the adjustment 

processes within the supra-system. Human living systems are the fundamental vebicles 

for memes and critical subsystems for carrying out cooperative behaviour processes in 

virtual cooperative interaction. Discourse processes and communication structures 

formulate the net and critical channel subsystems. Psychologicai motivations and social 

reinforcements are crucial in initiation and continuation of virtuai cooperative interaction. 



Frequently, information resource contribution and exchange on the web involve 

cooperative interaction without pre-plaaned coordination. In fact, participants on the web 

may have no intention to cooperate in the h t  place. Quite often, a resource provider and 

a resource user are unaware of each other's existence until their first interaction. 

Nevertheless, the interactive process between them is still Ioosely cooperative in nature. It 

Mers h m  the traclitional team-oriented cooperation where group tasks, goals, and 

purposes are usually well-defined- 

A classical social exchange model like the Interactional M h  model (Kelly & Thibaut, 

1978; Cook, 1987) cannot readily account for this unusud form of cooperation where a 

resource provider might never biow the identity of her resource usea, and yet still 

continues to contribute anyway. On the web the only feedback she may receive rnight be 

the frequency of accesses to her information resources. What does she gain in retum in 

such a seemingly one-way cooperative interaction? 1s it simply an expression of altruism? 

What are some possible motivations for her to contribute to the web? In general, how 

would one ensw the continuai contribution of an information provider? These questions 

can be answered more clearly in the context of socioware. 

The present chapter defines soeioware as: subsystremr or components within a 

cyberorganim for suppomng communication, knowledge, and social processes which 

expedite virtuul cooperative interaction. Socioware emphasizes the second definition of 

vimial cooperative interaction as contrast to groupware. Information inquiry and 

response, dissemination of ideas, and social networking are some examples of virtual 

cooperative interaction. USENET newsgroups and listservers are two prototypical 

socioware that support dialogues within weU defined speciai interest communities on the 

net. 

The proliferation of personai home pages with cross-Mage of web pages by people who 

share common interests has made the exploration process on the web (Le., net s h g )  a 

potentially social experience. Such a seemingly intrinsic rewarding experience can often 

be characterized as serendipitous and not necessarily task-oriented (as in traditional 



groupware). Through home pages, iudividuds create their own virtual persona on the 

web without any awareness of whom their eventuai audience rnight actuaily be (i.e. 

without extensional awareness of particuiar recipients). However, they often have a sense 

of who the potential audience might be (Le. with intensional awareness of the type of 

recipient). Sometimes individuals provide an information resource to the web as a by- 

product during some self organization processes of their own knowledge. As observed 

earlier, this form of apparently cooperative behavior is prevalent on the web (Chen & 

Gaines, 1996a). 

In essence, the goai of socioware is to faciiitate emergent pro-social cooperative 

behaviours for self-organized, virtual communities within the cyberorganism. 

This chapter describes a socio-psychological model that encompasses collaborative 

activities supporteci by traditionai groupware and by socioware within the cyberorganisrn. 

The model analyzes the following five basic elements involved in virtual cooperative 

interaction: 

1. discourse patterns 

2. time-dimension of virtual interactions 

3. awareness hierarchy 

4. motivations for cooperative behaviors 

5 .  emergence ami maintenance of virtual cooperative interaction 

Together they present three aspects (what, why, and how) of the model: (i) the descriptive 

aspect comprised of the fïrst three elements which characterize and classify v h a l  

cooperative interactions; (ii) the prescriptive aspect that provides motivationai reasons for 

individuais to participate in virtuai cooperative interaction; and (iii) the operationai aspect 

of how virtuai cooperative interaction initiates and continues. 

5.3 Some Demifions 

Before describing the conceptual mode1 in detail, the dennitions of some frequently used 

terms in the model are introduced in this section. 



The term social entrainment refers to m e  endogenous biological and behavioral 

processes that are capture& and modified in their phase and periodicity, by powerful 

(interna1 or extemal) cycles or pacer signais emitted by the timer critical subsystem. The 

notion of entrainment contains two kind of synchrony: (i) The mutual entrainment of 

endogenous rhythm to one another; (ii) the aernal  entrainment of such a rhythm by 

powerful extemal signals or pacers (McGrath, 1990). 

When individuals participate in virtual cooperative interactions, depending on the nature 

of their present focus (e-g., discuss an idea, CO-reviewing a book), there is a naturai 

cognitive processing Ume involved in each activity. This processing time generates an 

endogenous rhythm within individual participants. This natural rhythm of interactions 

consequently creates mutual entrainment in sustainhg continuation of viaual cooperative 

interactions. The processes of social entrainment are important in the tirneaimension of 

virtuai cooperative interaction. They essentially embody the main p q s e  of the timer 

subsystems within living systems. 

One can regard a coliaborative community as a set of individuals that provide resources to 

one other with the most significant dimension relating to the coordination of the 

comnunity king that of the resource awareness of who is providing a particular 

resource and who is using it (Chen & Gaines, 1997a). Logically, resource awareness can 

be furthet distinguished as extensional awareness because the specific resource and 

provider are known. It is conorasted to intensional awareness in which ody the 

characteristics of suitable resources or providers are known. 

5.4 Systems Dyad for Punctuated Discourse 

At first glance the recent development on the net has been evolving away h m  

conversation, toward demonstration. This general trend is typified by the ment 

appearance of the web, splashy multimedia uses of the Internet, and the virtual explosion 

of voice, color, picture and motion seemed to overshadow plain ASCIt trafnc in ideas and 

emotions (Rafaeli, McLaughlin & Sudweeks, 1997). Nevertheless the essence of the net 
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remains categoricaliy a medium for conversation (McLaughlin, 1984). Interactivity is one 

of the key qualities of discourse made possible by computer-mediated communications 

(Rafaeli, 1988; Rafaeli & Sudweeks, 1997). It remains a defining feature for 

conversations generally, and an especidy curious one when the conversations are not 

held in physical proximity (Rafaeii, McLaugh1i.n & Sudweeks, 1997)- This section 

proposes an integrative model of discourse patterns that incorporates the current major 

innovations and services on the Internet. 

Figure 4 in chapter 2 presents a conventional taxonomy of htemet services Ï n  te= of 

their utility. And Figure 7 in the last chapter presents an integrated architecture consisted 

of channehet, memory and associator critical subsystems. Individuals represent the 

fundamental cognitive agents within the associator subsystems-i.e., special interest 

communities in the cyberorganism. 

However, the taxonomy and architecm do not convey the dynamic processes of how the 

cyberorganism supports virtuai communities. A dynamic model can be developed by 

noting what distinguishes discourse fkom publication is that in discome it is expected 

that the recipient responds CO the originator, whereas publication is generaliy a one-way 

communication. However, on listservers some material is published in that the originator 

expects no specific response, and material published in electronic joumals or archives 

often evokes a respnse. One useN perspective for studying group computer-mediated 

communication is interactivity. As noted previously (Rafaeli, 1988), there are at least 

three modes of communications on the net: one-way, two-way (reactive), and interactive 

(Rafaeli & Sudweeks, 1997). Hence, computer-mediated communication offers a very 

flexible medium that breaks down the conventions of other media. The following 

diagrams show the different characteristics of the main Intemet services in terms of these 

issues. 

Figure 8 shows e d  discourse as a cycle of origination and response between a pair of 

agents communicating through a computer-mediated channel. 



Figure 8 Emaii Dhourse 

Figure 9 extends Figure 8 to show listse~er discourse as a cycle of origination and 

response between agents that is shared with a vimid communiîy through a computer- 

rnediated channel. The vutual cooperative involvement leads to more complex discourse 

patterns in that: the originator may aot direct the message to a particuiar recipient; there 

may be multiple responses to a message; and the response from the recîpient may itseLf 

nigger responses nom others who did not originate the discourse. For a particular 

discourse sequence, this leads to a' naturai division of the *ai community into active 

participants who respond and passive participants who do not. 

Channel 

Figure 9 Listsewer Discourse 

Figure 10 modifies Figure 9 to show web publication as an activity in which the channel 

is buffered to act as a memory store also. The material published is availabie to a Wtud 

community and the originator is udikely to target it on a particular recipient. Recipients 
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are not expected to respond k t i y  to the orïginator, but responses rnay occur through 

emaii, iistservers or through the publication of material linked to the original. Because the 

published material is not autodcaliy distributed to a kt, recipients have to actively 

search for and discover the material. 

1 ( Recipient ] 1 
Channel - 

store 

Figure 10 World Wide Web Publication 

The comrnon structure adopted for the diagrams is intended to draw attention to the 

commonaities between the services. Listserver discourse is usually archived and often 

converted to hyper-mail on the web. Web publications do trigger responses through other 

services or through links on the web. A search on the web may not discover a specific 

item but rather a related item on a newsgroup, kt or by an author, and result in an request 

for information to the newsgroup, list or author. Individuais and comrnunities use many 

of the available Intemet services in an integrated way to support their knowledge 

processes. 

Figure 11 subsumes Figure 8 through Figure 10 to provide an integrated mode1 of 

communication, knowledge and social processes in cyberorganism. It captures ail the 

issues discussed. It models the processes as discourse punctuated by the intervention of a 

memory store ailowing an indefinite time delay between the emission of a message and 

its receipt. It introduces two major dimensions of analysis: the time for each step in a 

discourse cycle; and the rzwareness by originators of recipients and vice versa. 



Awareness of Awareness of 
Specific Recïpient 

5.5 Time Structure of Punctuafed Discourse 

The four times shown in Figure 1 1 are: 
-- - 

tl: originafïon rime the t h e  h m  a concept to its expression and availability 1 
1 O: di<covery rime the time h m  availability to receipt I 1 U: rerponrc time the Mie h m  receipt CO expression and availability of a response I 

t4: resporrse drrcovery tVne the time fiom response availability to receipt 

Note that agent processing times and charme1 delays have k e n  lumped. A study focusing 

on the impact of commuaication delays would want to consider them separately; 

otherwise there is no signifiant distinction-a general pîinciple might be that 

co~ll~llunication delays shouid not be pater than agent processing times. Note, also, that 

the diagram is to a large extent symmetrical-the recipient becomes an originator when 

An important overaü parameter is tirne cycle: the round-trip dixourse time, tl+t2+t3+t4. 

If this is small, a few seconds or les, we t a k  in tenns of synchronous communication. If 

it is large, a few hours or more, we talk in ternis of asynchronous communication. If it is 

infinite, so that there is no response, we tak in terms of publication. However, this 

analysis shows that there is a continuous spectnim ffom synchronous through 

asynchronous to publication. 



The discovery times, 4 and t4, are very signincant to publication-mode discourse, and 

attempts to reduce them have lead to a wide range of awareness-support tools that aid 

potentid recipients to discover relevant material and originators to make matend easier 

to discover. 

5.5.1 The Time Dimension in Virtual Cooperative Interaction 

Awareness and coordination of cooperative interaction involve the processes of social 

entrainment. This section examines the relationship between the tirne cycIe of virtual 

cooperative interactions and the relative strength of extensionai and intensionai 

awareness. 

When two or more individuals participate in virtual cooperative interaction, they often 

take on duai roles of originator and recipient in puncmated discourse. GraduaUy they 

become locked into social entrainment processes, Computer-mediated environments, 

such as newsgroups (Resnick et al, 1994) and shared drawing systems (Tshii & 

Kobayashi, 1992), provide specifîc extemai signals wbich set the pace of viaual 

coopemive interactions for participants. For example, the average time cycle for posting 

to a newsgroup and receiving a feedback ranging fiom one to a few days. Whereas the 

partial t h e  cycle [tl+t2) for moving a mouse cursor in a rd-tirne shared drawing system 

is around one to ten seconds. Extemal e n t r a h n r  occurs when the actual time cycle of a 

virtual interaction fails into the range of the expected time cycle anticipated by individual 

participants. When there is a wide discrepancy between the expected and the actual t h e  

cycle of interaction, participants ofkn feel fnistrated and decrease their desire to interact. 

For example, if cursor movements in a shared drawing system begin to take more than a 

few seconds to complete, the participants wiil tend to stop their interaction. 

Continuation of vimal cooperative interaction can also break down when mutual and 

extemal entrainment processes are not synchronized with one another. When co- 

reviewing a book, the natural time cycle for mutual entrainment is in days and weeks, 

since it often takes that amount of time to read a book and absorb the material propedy. It 
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is unlikely that CO-reviewers will want to use Intemet Relay Chat (Reid, 1991) to 

disseminate and exchange their reviews. Such a fast time cycle of interaction is not well 

suited for activities involving deep, rdiective cognitive processes. 

The relationship between the time cycle and the relative strength of 

extensionavvitensio~L awareness in mal cooperative intera~tiom can be Uustrated in 

a tirne-dimension diagram (Figure 12). If the time cycle is relatively short, Say a few 

seconds or minutes, we have an interaction that can be characterized as synchronous 

(rd-time). If it is longer, we have an interaction that is often described as asynchronous 

(delay-Ume). The key notion here is that the types of vimial cooperative interactions are 

différentiated on a temporal continuum rather than by discrete categories. 

Predominantly 
Intensional 
Awareness 
of Type of 

Participants 

Awareness 

Predorninantly 
Extensional 
Awareness 
of Individual 
Participants 

Time Cycle of Interactior(logarithmic scale) 

Figure 12 T m e  Dimension of Virtuai Cooperative lateraction 

In intensional oriented interactions, the level of intensional awareness is relatively high 

compared to extensional awareness; whereas in extensional oriented interactions, 

extensional awareness predomuiates. Many groupware systems (e-g., CO-authoring 

systems, shared workspace systems) have been designed to support collaborative tearns in 

which interactions are between known group members. Therefore, in these computer- 

mediated environments, cooperative interactions focus on extensional awareness. In 
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contrast, interactions in USENET newsgroups involve both extensional and intensional 

awareness of a targeted audience. For example, one can respond to a question from a 

speciiic individual (an extensional oriented interaction) but do so publicly with the 

intention to address others who may have a sirnila. question in mind (intensional onented 

interaction). 

The time cycle in virtual cooperative interaction often varies according to the cognitive 

processes involved in any given moment of an activity. For example, during a 

collaborative writing session (Neuwirth et al, 1994): when the CO-authors' focus is on 

correcting sentences or paragraphs, the time cycle involved is usually around few 

minutes; and when they focus on reviewing chapters, the time cycle involved shifts to 

hours. Therefore, CO-authoring systems are classified in the range of thne cycles fkom 

seconds to days, in addition to be extensional oriented. 

The tirne dimension diagram of virtual cooperative interactions aiiows us to visualize 

CMEs in tenns of an interaction area they encompass as shown in Figure 12. The area 

denotes the range of a time cycle and the degree of intensional vs. extensional awareness. 

The figure shows talk and email involving extensional awareness of the individuds 

involved but with the email cycle tirne being longer, corresponding to talk king 

'synchronous' but email 'asynchronous.' The figure makes it clear that it is important to 

think of the degree of synchronity as an analog dimension aot as a binary distinction. 

Chat is shown as overlapping talc but usually involving some lesser awareness of other 

participants and longer time cycles in discourse. 

Listservers and newsgroups operate on time cycles of hows to days and involve 

extensionai awareness of only a few participants but a reasoaably strong intensional 

awareness of the type of participant. The web operates on even longer t h e  scaies from a 

day up to years and generally involves little extensional awareaess of participants- 

readers may know particular authors, but writers generally do not know their readers. The 

question mark indicates that the web has been operating for such a short period that any 

long term estimates of its impact as a publication medium are speculative projections. 
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MüDs (Bruckman, 1994; Bnickman & Resnick, 1993), as noted previowly, are 

anomalous in combining chat- and web-like senrices, and span a major part of the plot 

This may seem strange in that they are not ubiquitous like the other services shom, 

although there are signincant uses of MUDs to support professional communities (Evard, 

1993). However, web browsers are king extended to integrate the chat facilities of 

MUDs as weil as providing access to email, news, new collaborative tools and audio- 

visuai interaction. Hence, as happened to Gopher, the web is subsuming MUDs and the 

entire spectrum of services shown in Figure 12 will appear to the end-user as an 

integrated service. However, the human factor dis~ctions between the different forms of 

discourse king supported will remain (Gaines, Chen & Shaw, 1997). 

5.6 Awareness Sfrrtcfure Involving Virtual Cooperative Interaction 

We can regard the global cyberorganism as a virtual community of subsystems 

(themseives k ing  living systems). These subsystems or agents provide resources to one 

another with the most significant dimension relating to overall system coordination king 

that of the awareness of who is providing a particular resource and who is using iL 

M a y  workfiow processes in team-work environments share a common goal of trying to 

assist people to work coiiaboratively as a cohesive team and to provide them with a sense 

of common purposes (e-g., completion of the group task). A criticai requirement in shared 

tasks is maintainhg situational mvareness by keeping everyone adequately informed 

( N o m ,  1993). 

5.6.1 Collective Awareness Taxonomy 

As we have seen previously in the last chapter, the collective intelligence model (Smith, 

1994) focuses prixnarily on project groups a d o r  relatively s m d ,  close-knit teams within 

larger groups in designindcreating artifacts (e-g., cornmittee reports, computer software). 

This comprehensive model takes into account cognitive processes within individuals, 

artifacts to-be-bat, and situated actions. 
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Using the human seif-awareness model and cognitive Information Pnicessing System 

(IPS) architecture (Neweii and Simon, 1972; Neweli, 1982) as references, two analogous 

forms of awareness can be identifïed for collective groups: awareness of the group's 

collective long-term memory and awareness among and of each other. 

The model identines three forms of awareness with respect to a group's Long Term 

Memory:- 

1. close, detailed, deep awareness of a particular segment of the artifact; 

2. Iess detailed, but still substantial, peripheral awareness of the artif't's adjacent 

parts; 

3. the much thinner, global awareness of the aaifact as a whole that is s h e d  by the 

entire group. 

A different kind of awareness is the awareness members have of one another. This 

category of awareness is closer to the notion of situational awareness described earlier. 

The mode1 idenmes three forms of awareness among members of one anothe1- 

1. cognitive-guide-map like, resource awareness for locating specinc knowledge and 

expertise among the group members; 

2. emotional, but rationalized, task-socio awareness concerning social and politicai 

dynamics within the group in relation to the artifactltask 

3. and more situational, chronological awareness about when, what, and by whom 

something in the collective system is changing. 

The above collective awareness taxonomy provides a usefd starting point for 

investigating awareness maintenance mechanisms involved in supporting virtual 

coliaboration on the Internet. 

5.6.2 Awareness Hierarchy in Cyberûrganism 

The cybemrganism framework focuses maidy on the three levels of coordination 

behaviours above the organism level in the living systems theory: group, organization, 
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and community. They are presented as the shaded areas in Figure 3. It is used to sketch 

out an kvestigative framework for studying virtuai cooperative interaction. The htemet 

community at large, the Whial special interest communïties, the virtual coUaborative 

teams, and the vimial persona of an individual/agent can be considered as  awareness 

hierarchy within the global cyberorganism. The four levels of the living systems theory 

niceiy rnirmrs the levels in the awareness hierarchy in the global cyberorganism (Table 

The Intemet Community at Large 

Special Intemet Commun@ 

Team 

Individual 
- - 

Table 2 Living Systems Level vs. CyberOrganism Hieratchy 

In a tightly-coupled team, each individual is usually aware of who will provide a 

paaicuiar resource and often of when they will provide i t  In logical terms, this cm be 

temed extemional mvareness because the specifïc resource and provider are known, as 

contrasted to intensional awareness in which only the characteristics of suitable resources 

or providen are known. 

In a special interest community resource providers usudly do not have such extensional 

awareness of the resource users, and, if they do, c m  be regarded as fonning teams 

operating within the v h a l  community. Instead, resource providers usually have an 

intensional awareness of the resource usea in terms of their characteristics as types of 

users within the vimial community. The classification of users into types usudy 

corresponds to social n o m  within the virtual community, such as the ethical 

responsibilities in a professional community to comunicate certain forms of information 

to appropriate members of the community. Resource users in a special interest vimial 
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community may have an extensional awareness of particular resources or resource 

providers, or an intensional awareness of the types of resource provider Iikely to provide 

the resources they require- This asymmetry between providers and users characterizes a 

specid interest virniai commuaity and also leads to differentiation of the v i d  

cornrnunity in t e m  of core memkrs of whom many users are extensionaiiy aware, and 

sub-communities speciaIiling in particular forms of cesource. 

In the Internet comrminity at large, there is Little awareness of particular resources or 

providers and only a general awareness of the rich set of resources is available. 

Awareness of the characteristics of resources and providers is vague, corresponding to 

weak intensional awareness. 

These distinctions are s u m m k e d  in TabIe 3, and it is clear that the classincation of 

awareness cm lead to a richer taxonomy of communities than the 3-way division dehed. 

Analysïs of awareness in these tenns ailows the structure of a viaual community to be 

specified in operational terms, and in complex co~munities there wiii be complex 

structures of awareness. The coarse divisions into sub-team and sub-special interest 

virtud communities provides a way of reducing this complexity in modehg virtual 

communities. 

- - - 

Intensionai of users, or 
types of users. only weak intensionai 

awareness of types of users. 

acnid resources and or providen, or only weak 

Table 3 Awmness Hierarchy 

The differentiation of communities in terms of awareness draws attention to the 

signincance of supporting various aspects of awareness in a living system component. 



Resource awarmess, the awareness that specinc resources or resources with specified 

characteristics exist, may be supported by various indexing and search procedures. 

However, there is also a need to support chronological awareness, the awareness that a 

resource has changed or corne into existence (Chen & Gaines, 1997a). in the next chapter, 

Table 5 will show the way in which current mechanisms for awareness support are 

classified by the awareness hierarchy. 

5.7 Motivations for V b l  Cooperaîive Interaction 

This section examines the motivationai dimension of virtual cooperative interaction. 

Here, a theory of collective social exchange attempts to explain the behaviors of 

participants in terms of exchange theory, effects of n o m  in virtual cooperative 

interaction, capacity of power and social influence. These motivational exphations 

together with social learning theory (in the next section) examine the fairness and 

reinforcement issues involved in virtual cooperative interaction. 

When many individuais participate in a multitude of punctuated discourses (Figure 1 l), a 

chah reaction occurs. The accumulative effect generated by this chah of inquiry- 

response-reaction-response-reaction (and so on) is an evolving topical thread that can 

become a part of shared knowledge (Smith, 1992) among rnembers of a virtuai 

community. Through automatic archival services such as Hypermail (ER, 1994) or sorne 

individual efforts such as FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) and web pages, the shared 

knowIedge persists and grows. An interesting question is: why should individuais 

contribute to this pro-social process? Correspondingly, how does the virtuai community 

ensure its participants to contribute to the growih of the knowledge pool? 

First, why would individuais want to participate in virtual cooperative interaction? 

Generdy, interpersonai behavior can be characterized as a social exchange between 

people, and these social exchanges typicaily involve both rewards and costs to 

participants. On a baiance, an individuai will perform those actions which produce the 

greatest rewards at the least cost (Shaver, 1987). Therefore, according to this cost-benefit 



calculus, a perceived potential for rewards must exist for individuals to participate and 

contnïute in a cooperative relationship. 

In contrast wiîh classical social exchange theories (Cook, 1987) (e-g., Kelly and 

Thibaut's (1978) Interactional Ma& model) which emphasize dyadic interactions 

between individuals, the collective social exchange theory focuses on interactions 

between individuds and their virtual community. Conceptually, the Internet community is 

viewed from a collective stance (Gaines, 1994b) as an entity to 'whom' individual 

participants exchange information resources with. This collective entity offers 

participants a vduable informational senrice-namely, as a pool of human knowledge 

(Bernes-Lee et ai, 1994)-in exchange for their contriiutions. 

The nonn of reciprociîy is fundamental to social exchange and leads to contributing 

behavior. The reciprocity nonn creates an obligation for repayment that must be satisfied 

if the interaction is to continue (Shaver, 1987). However, the way reciprocity operates in 

collective social exchange is more subtle than in conventional social exchange between 

individuais. Why should one reciprocate (through contribution) in a situation where social 

responsibility is relatively d+ed among members in a virtual community? 

One motivation for contributing to the net is for an individual to gain a positive self- 

image (Jones & Pittman, 1982). In this case, an individual has internalized the n o m  of 

reciprocity and acts according to the principle of equity theory: that is, a person wïU seek 

to maintain k s  ratio of rewards to costs as the same as that of relevant cornparison 

persons (Walster, Waister & Berscheid, 1978). A sense of guilt would occur if the 

individuai perceives he has not contributed enough to the viaual community. Hence, he 

would want to reciprocate fairly. 

Another more subtle motivation is that of contribution as an investment in social power, 

that is, the capacizy of a person or group to affect the behavior of another person or group 

(Schopler, 1965). Conmbutions made by an individual may not only help others, but may 

aiso help her to gain name recognition h m  peers. The more one contributes publicly and 

receives recognition for one's contributions, the more one gains the capacity of power to 
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infiuence others or the virtual community as a whole. The added weight in recognizing 

who is h t  to contribute relevant information also motivates individuals to volunteer 

information resources more readiiy. As seen eariier in Chapter 2, the cornpetition for 

priority in contribution has been weii documenteci in Merton's studies on the reward 

system in scientific discovery (Merton, 1973)- 

The motivational dimension iliustrates the importance of initial conditions for cybernetic 

feedback loops (Milier, 1978) in reinforcement of WtuaI cooperative interaction. It 

provides a coherent explanation for the apparent aItniistic behavior of information 

providers on the webhet. 

One question raised earlier in the dissertation is that: "why do people publish information 

resources on the web in the first place?" Usually a resource provider might never know 

the identity of her resource user; nevertheless, she contributes even without any potential 

and apparent pay backs for her effort. Two possible motivations described earlier for 

providing information resources on the web are gainhg positive self-image and name 

recognition. How does such a pro-social behavior initiate and continue? 

The concem here is with the relationship between the @ect of an individual's behavior in 

a virtuai community and its impact on the individual's later behavior. This is the basis to 

operant conditioning, the learning process by which behavior is modified by cfie 

consequences of previous similar behavior (Ritzer, 1992). An individual emits some 

behavior. The virtual community in which the behavior occurs in turn "acts" back in 

various ways. The reaction-positive, negative, or neutral-affects the individual's later 

behavior. 

Social learning theory suggests that novel social behavior is h t  learned through 

imitation of actions taken by others who act as (social) models (Bandura & Walters, 

1963). The reinforcement received by a mode1 serves as information to the person about 

which behaviors are acceptable and appropriate for the circurnstances. Once a novel 



action has k e n  acquired through imitation, its probability of continuation is depended on 

the reinforcement it receives. Vicarious reinforcement, as well as direct reward or 

punishmenb can play a part in social learning (Shaver, 1987). 

On the web, an individuai's h t  successful encounter with a home page fidl of relevant 

information resource provides a positive role mode1 for imitation. Her subsequent 

positive net-surhng experiences will m e r  increase her exposure to other positive 

models. Once an individual internalizes the web culture which encourages construction of 

a personal home page (which coincidentally also provides a virtual persona for self- 

image), she wili come to view that contribution to the web as pro-social behavior and act 

accordingly. The dynamic of social exchange then comes into play here, if the costs of 

putting up information resources (e-g., research papers, hyperIuiks to relevant web pages) 

are relatively low to her (e-g., she has necessary skills and resources), she would 

contribute to the web. In addition, an original intention to contribute to the web 

community does not need to exist, she may be coincidentally using her home page to 

organize her knowledge resources and contribute to the web community as an a k r  

thought (or as a by-product). In this situation, the extensionai audience is herseif together 

with a vague sense of intensional awareness of other potentiai resource users. 

The webhet culture itself is a product of the positive feeàback process (Miller, 1978). 

The initiai cultural memes have been seeded by the scientinc ethos, value systems, and 

social norms as described in Chapter 2. As more people start to use the net and become 

parts of the global cyberorganism, they are initiated into the culture of v h a i  cooperative 

interactions. These culture memes are iike viruses of the mind (Dawkins, 1989b; Dennett, 

1995) invading the new inductees' conscious. As more people exhibit the virtud 

cooperative interactions (pro-social behaviours), the probabiiity of new users 

encoumering proper social models equaiiy increases; hence, the higher probability for 

successful social learning. The cumulative results of successfd social learning are fed 

back into the social system within the cyberorganism. Eventually this positive feedback 

phenomenon for inducting new members become self-perpetual. 



How does reinforcement come into the picture? Frequently, one would encounter some 

home pages that had been constmcted months or years ago without any revisions or new 

contributions. Their authors have negiected them and ceased to contribute. Once a novel 

behavior has k e n  acquired, it needs to have intermiîfenr, positive reinforcemmfs to 

sustain the behavior (Bandura & Waiters, 1963). h order for reinforcement to take place, 

there must exist a feedback loop. The round-ixip cycle of virtual cooperative interaction 

provides an individual the necessiuy awareness of the @ectiveness of investment in social 

power which is crucial to reinforcing the behavior and leading to similar future actions. 

An observable measurement of the effectiveness of social power on the web is the 

relative popularity of a web site. The populanty of a home page c m  be inferred from 

recognition earned by its page access fkquency counter. commentaries in its public guest- 

book, awards given by reviewers of popular web sites, and the number of other web pages 

linked to the page, etc. These gauges of popdarity (which rneasure the relative power for 

social influence) provide direct reinforcements (can be either positive or negative) to an 

information provider. They also offer indirect, vicarious reinforcements to other 

information providers by providing social models for comparisons. 

This chapter presents a conceptual model for virtual cooperative interaction within the 

globai cyberorganism. The model encompasses the communication processes and 

collaborative knowledge acquisition activities h m  closely-coupled teams to those of the 

very diffuse Intemet community at large. It analyzes these activities in terms of the 

punctuated discourse processes, breaking down the cycles of action and response 

involved into a continuous temporal dimension. It analyzes them also in terms of 

awareness by originators of recipients and vice versa The temporal dimension and 

awareness hierarchy enable the existing taxonomies and models of CSCW to be extended 

to encompass a very wide range of systems operating in both the short- and long-term and 

ranging fiom smaU teams to large communities. The model analyzes motivational aspects 

of virtuaI cooperative interaction. It gives rise to naîural structural analyses of the 



activities which allows the types of communities involved to be identified nom their 

observed activities. Tt can also be used to categorize computer-mediated environments 

roughly into groupware and socioware. Their respective general charactenstics are listeci 

in Table 4. 

The five elements mode1 presented in the chapter implies that for successful maintenance 

of continuai virtuai cooperative interaction, the foilowing criteria must exist within the 

cyberorganism: 

establishment of resource awareness for initial encounter 

establishment of mutual awareness as a feedback Ioop for continuai viaual 

cooperative interaction 

compatibility between the expected and the actuai tirne cycles of virtuai cooperative 

interaction 

properly situated expectation of faimess in terms of collective sociai exchange 

accumulation of favourable feedback for reinforcement in v h a i  cooperative 

interaction 



Table 4 Cornparisons of Groupware and Socioware 

The current mode1 also identifies the types of groupware and socioware that are needed to 

expedite collaborative and virtual cooperative activities, and provides a h e w o r k  for 

classifymg existing tools in use on the Internet. It focuses on participants' motivations 

and power relationship which determine their social roles, goals, expectations in viaual 

cooperative communities. Those social consuucts are generally implicitly defined in 

groupware by the nature of group tasks (Mandviwalla & Olfinan, 1994) and 

organizational structures (Kling, 1980), but are emerged, self-organized through 

socioware. 

This chapter thus concludes Part 1 of the dissertation. From chapter 1 to chapter 5,1 bave 

presented the fundamentals of the cyberorganism framework: living systems concepts; 

origins and evolution of the net; structures and processes in its critical subsystems; 

control, coordination and awareness issues; and elements of virtual cooperative 

interaction. 
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The next chapter begins Part II of the cybemrganism framework. The subsequent chapters 

are concemed with systematic techniques and methodologies. Together they investigate 

the cyberorganism fkamework's utility, postdate investigative and methodological 

questions derived h m  the basic framework. They layout the demonstrations of the utility 

of the cyberorganism framework and correspond to a logical flow fiom tearns, to specid 

interest communities, to tbat of the Intemet co~nmunity at large. 



CHAPTER 6 

Awareness Maintenance Mechanisms 

One key characteristic of living systems is that they maintain steady states through 

feedback controls. Each subsystem or component within the collective system needs to be 

aware of each other's state information criticai to thek cooperative tasks at hand- Here 

the tirner subsystem is critical in providing coordination information in order to achieve 

both mutual and exremal entrainment processes. Awareness maintenance mechanisms 

provide the essential state signals in supporting social entrainment among subsystems or 

components. 

This chapter examines human factor issues relating to awareness of changes on the web. 

The main focus here is on chronoIogica1 awareness as a special case of situational 

awareness, that is, the awareness of when something (an event or an artifact) has changed 

(Chen & Gaines, 1996b). Some techniques for supporting chronologicai awareness in the 

cyberorganism manifested themselves as awateness maintenance mechanisms. The 

chapter WU begin with a methodological framework for classification and evaluation of 

awareness maintenance mechanisms. Afterward, 1 will describe CHRONO and related 

awareness maintenance mechanisms in detail, then evaluate them using the framework. 

Finally, the framework will c1assiQ them and other awareness techniques on the Internet. 

6.1 Dimensions of Awareness Maintenance Mechanisms 

Web pages, FTP archives, listservers, and other common htemet infrastructures are the 

primary means for information dissemination for coUaborators w i t h  the cyberorganism. 

Sometimes these infrastructures are king constantiy updated to reflect individu&' 

current states of knowledge on their portions of coilaborating tasks. In a dynamic 



environment where Iarge amounts of information are created and updated frequently, the 

need to keep up with the most up-to-date and devant information has become more 

important as the Intemet community expands- 

6.1.1 Dimensions of Awareness Maintenance Mechanisms 

There are four main dimensions of design considerations for awareness maintenance 

components: 

1. Locus of Responsibility: Server-Side, ClientSide, or Centralked Dîrpatcher. 

2. System Hierarchy: Group, Specicrl Interest Community, or the Intemet ut Large. 

3. Method of locating Changes: Browsing vs. Targeting. 

4. Complexity of User Interaction: Shplicity vs. C~~tomUnrion. 

The k t  dimension, the locus of responsibility, differentiates who is responsible for 

maintaining the record-keeping mechanismi for supporthg awareness maintenance. 

A semer-side approach ensures that ody  the users who are currently visiting the web 

site will need to know what infoxmation has been changed. Hence, it reduces network 

traffic by avoiding needless broadcasting of chronological information to some uses 

who might not be concerned with it. The main disadvantage of this strategy is that in 

order to know whether or not any particda, page has been changed, a user wiIl need 

to check out the specinc web site periodically. 

A client-side approach periodicaliy monitors specinc pages at various web sites and 

report whether or not they have k e n  changed recently to ensure the user wiU be 

aware of any changes. The main disadvantage is that the users need to remember to 

nin such a mechanism, or it must be set up to run periodicaily, in tuni causing it to 

consume higher network bandwidth. 

A centralized-dispatcher approach put the monitoring responsibility at some specxc 

centra1 registry locations that automaticaiiy monitor the registered pages for the users. 



Its main disadvantage is the high network traffïc involved in such a centralized 

broadcasting scheme. 

The first dimension can also be considered fiom an information resource provideduser 

perspective. Various information systems, such as the web, use the client-server mode1 to 

partition the computational division of labor. Similady, the locus of responsibility of 

awareness maintenance at every level can be divided into originators (i.e., providers) of 

information, recipients of information resources, and intermediaries of information 

retrieval exchange. Therefore: 

An originator is a sourcelserver of information dissemination. 

A recipient is an userlclient of information resource. 

An intemzediary is a meta-information resource mediating between originators and 

recipients. 

The second dimension, the awareness hierarchy, reflects the need for rnaintaining munial 

awareness among members existing in various collaborative arrangements. There are 

three main levels of awareness arrangements which constitute the awareness maintenance 

hierarchy . 

The team/gruup level usuaiiy consists of closely coordinated members in a relatively 

srnail or medium size project. There is usudy a need to be aware of short-tenn 

changes in the data king managed by different group memben as part of their task 

activities, and the nature of this need is reiatively well-dehed. 

The special interest community level fkquentiy involves a loose coordination of 

different group projects within an organizational stnicture such as a scholarly sub- 

discipline. There is usually a need to be aware of significant changes in the 

knowledge available in the community, and satisfjhg this need involves mechanisms 

ranging fiom welldefined charnels, such as electronic journals or reprint archives, to 

organizationai/cultural/echical noms on how information is to be disseminated. 



The Interner at large level often involves mechanisms for providing its members at 

large some f o m  of resource awareness, for example in Iocating where a specifïc 

information resource is on the web. 

Viewed 6.om the cyberorganism perspective, situational awareness is essential at every 

level above the individual level in the systems hierarchy and that originators and 

recipients of information are situated at the opposite ends of the channel and net 

information subsysterns. The various awareness maintenance mechanisms (such as the 

chronological awareness support mechanisms for groups) serve as (or provide the 

functionaiity of) the tirner, associator, and memory subsystems in various system levels- 

The third dimension, the method of locating changes, involves two different ways of 

locating documents that have been changed: browsing and targeting. 

A Browsing approach facilitates the chronological browsing characteristic: visitors of 

a site may £ind relevant information via browsing the concurrently created/modSed 

web pages, because closely related documents are sometimes created (or modifled) 

around the same tirne. This browsing approach aiiows the "at a glance" ataibute for 

accidental discovery of relevant information without prior awareness of their 

existence. 

A Targeting approach focuses on specific pages or information that users have 

previously specified. Therefore, this methoci of locating changes is more direct and 

efficient. However, the main disadvantage of such an approach is that the users cannot 

be made aware of auy new information which have been created recently. They are 

limited only to changes made to prior knowledge. 

Finally, in the fourth dimension, the complexity of user interaction, denotes the 

mechanism's usabiiity in terms of simplicity vs- customization. 

A Simplicity approach tries to make its user interface simple and farniliar to web 

users. The goal is gearing toward ease of use and a shallow leamhg curve. On the 
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web this is typined by mechanisms that present awareness information through the 

generation of familiar web documents. 

A CustomUation approach, in contrast, tries to ailow elaborate customization of 

features, but it also demanch more efforts by its users to learn and utilize its 

functionality. On the web this is typifîed by mechanisms that use separate tools with 

their own user interfaces to support awareness. 

6.2 Chronological Awmeness Support Mechanisms 

This section presents a concrete example of a class of awareness support mechanisms 

specially designed for supporting chronological awareness maintenance on the web. One 

such mechanism is described in detail, followed by brief overviews of three other 

mechanism. 

By definition, a chronological awareness support mechanism for the web provides each 

individual an appropriate awareness of relevant activities of other individuals. Hence it 

ailows team members to synchronize their activities in a more coherent way by keeping 

them informed and aware of any changes made to each other's web pages or other 

information resource that might be relevant to their current tasks Maintenance 

mechanisms supporting such awareness correspond closely to the b e r  criticai 

subsystems in a cyberorganism. 

CHRONO is an H T î P  server-side mechanism 1 implemented for the Knowledge Science 

Institute web semer. It generates chronological listings of web pages recently having been 

changed or newly created. It provides a basic awareness-support that lets visitors of a web 

site (e-g., members of a group, an organization, or other net surfers) see which web pages 

have ken momed since their 1s t  visit (Chen, 1996). Currentiy the CHRONO 

mechauisrn has been implemented for the UNZX platform and made widely available for 

use at other sitesS3 As shown in Figure 13, CHRONO presents to the visitors an HTML 

3 For CHRONO example, see http://www.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/-lchedqsc.h~~~no 



document that lists the titles of web pages at the site in reverse cbronological order. This 

chronoIogicai listing of web pages also functions as a collection of hyperlinks to the iïsted 

pages- 

6.2- 1 CHRONO S ystem Implementation 

The current mechanism has k n  successfuily compiled for the SUN OS 4.1.3 and Silicon 

Graphics (SGI IRIX 5.3) U N E  platforms, but it shouid be easily portable to other 

operating systems. CHRONO is written in the C programming language and uses the 

standard UNIX me UO functions (found in the standard C library). It traverses through 

the WWW/ and its subdirectories of a targeted website to generate a reverse chronological 

list. 

The rnechanism consists of a background process that is invoked by the UNlX system 

daemon cron on an hourly base. When invoked, this pmcess recursively enters any pre- 

specified www/ (or publicChtmV) directory that comprises a web site. It looks for fdes 

with nlenames (e-g., .EFïhiIL or .GE) matched in an optional global pattern-matching 

file. By default, it seeks out HTML mes, then extracts their title field and records their 

timeddate of Iast modification. If a document does not have a title field, its fde name is 

used instead. The process sorts the collected titles into reverse chronological order. 

Finally, it produces an HTML document containing the listing. The result is a master web 

document containing the hyperlinks to these periodically generated chronological entries. 

A new listing page is generated via the background process for the targeted web site every 

hour. 

Ernbedded in each <A HREF= " url " > tag entry is a special tirne-stamp specified in the 

field: LAST-MODIFIED= " secondsm (where,the seconds value is the standard U M  

utime) This field value is then utilized by META-CHRONO (a meta-level awareness 

support mechanism to be discussed later) to sort entries ikom multiple CHRONO listings. 

Website maintainers have the option of placing a local-control fde to teii CHRONO 

which file/directory patterns to exclude (or to include) in indexing of specified sub- 



directories. This feature is usefui if there are some sensitive documents or sub-directories, 

the maintainers wish to keep private h m  others. It basically prevents the creation of 

automated hyperlinks by CHRONO for those sensitive items. 



Figure 13 CHRONO In Use At a PC User Group Website 



6.2.2 CHRONO User Interface and its Functionality 

The user interface of the CHRONO rnechanism is straightforward and intuitive for web 

users. It looks Like an automated what's new page to the users. From the kt, the visitors 

are able to tell at a glance what documents have been modined or created recently- They 

can also scroll down the list to check those older documents at the site. Because the titles 

of the Iisted pages also act as hyperlinks to the actual web pages, visitors can simply click 

and jump to the relevant pages of interests. 

Chronological hyperIinks presented in the CHRONO listings provide the visitors the 

means to access the newly modined or created pages, This tirne-he (or history) 

dimension complements the fimctionality of the associative memory characteristic found 

in typical hyperiinks which join related information. 

The tirne-line dimension allows m u e n t  visitors of a web site an immediate awareness 

on what have been changed since their latest visit. The changes rnay refiect some web 

pages in which they have been previously interested or they rnay show some pages that 

the visitars have never seen before but now appeal to them. Hence, this chronological 

browsing characteristic is analogous to spatial (subject-category) browsing-characteristic 

to what iibrary patrons have often experienced when looking for books on open book- 

shekes (Le., accidentally hding other relevant books near the books that they were 

looking for oiiginaiiy). 

What is different here is that instead of hding relevant information via browsing the near 

by subject-categories, now the users may find relevant information via browsing the 

concurrently modifiedkreated web pages. Sornetimes, conceptudy related documents are 

created (or modifïed) around the same cime; however, their author(s) may not remember 

to update the HTML Iinks to them. Udike a manuaily updated whar's new page in wbich 

the users have to rely on the timely updates made by a Web-master (or by the document 

authors), CHRONO provides the tirne-line dimension to the users automaticaiiy, in a 

reliable, periodic fashion. 
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6.2.3 Usage of CHRONO 

The CHRONO mechanism has been running at the Knowledge Science Institute in 

Calgary since March, 1995. It originally serviced seven web locations: two research uni& 

and five individuals. People associated with the two research units: Knowledge Science 

Institute and GroupLab periodicaiiy had utilized the mechanisni to check on new 

developments of each other (both within group and between groups). 

From a preIiminary examination of the H'ITP access-log of the website which CHRONO 

monitored and h m  talking with individual group members, 1 discovered that the 

chronological awareness supports of the five personal sites did in fact offer group 

members more focused chronological awareness about each other's online working 

patterns. OccasionaIiy, some people would discover new projects others were working on 

that they were not previously aware. The preliminary positive usage experience of 

CHRONO suggested to me that the mechanism would be of interest to outside research 

groups and websites. 

Currently the CHRONO has no means for recording when a particula. visitor last visited 

the site, so it relies mainly on the users' own recoliection. Fume versions of the 

mechanism may incorporate the ability to provide customized information to the users. 

Eventually, CHRONO had been in use in over 60 different websites since its initiai 

release in May, 1996. The diffusion processes of CHRONO and methodology for tracking 

them on the net are M e r  examined in a later chapter. 

Since CHRONO is now k ing  used at a number of sites, a new mechanism-META- 

CHRONCLhas been under development which coIiects and collates information nom 

multiple sites running CHRONO and provide awareness of activities k ing  carried out on 

a distributed basis (Chen, 1996). 

META-CHRONO is a m e n t  addition to support special interest community awareness 

for distributed research teams and groups (Gaines, Shaw & Chen, 1996). This meta-level 

awareness tool collects CHRONO listings h m  related websites, then it generates a 



collective chronological awareness listing reflecting the changes at those websites, This 

allows visitors to become aware recent modifications of changes at aii registered websites 

via a centralized META-CHRONO index-listing. This meta-1evel awareness support of 

CHRONO listings is a naniral extension h m  the cyberorganism framework (Chen & 

Gaines, 1997). 

6.3 Other ReEated Chronological Awareness Mechanisms 

Web Watch (Specter, 1995), Katipo (Newberry, 19951, and URL-Minder (NetMind, 1995) 

are other chronological awareness tools that track changes in specified documents. Those 

mechanisms are based on different design and implementation criteria These are briefly 

exaxnined in this subsection, foiiowed by a comparative evduation of curent 

chronological awareness mechanisms. 

6.3.1 WebWatch 

WebWatch is a client-side chronological awareness mechanism for keeping crack of 

changes in selected web documents. Given au HTML document referencing URLs on the 

web, it produces a fïltered list, containhg only those UFUs that have been modified since 

a given tirne. The criteria used for Ntering can be given as a global setting that applies to 

all URLs, or can be derived automaticaiiy, using the time of the user's last visit to the 

document, as recorded by the web browser in the user's local HTML (e-g., bookmark) 

füe. 

In contrast with the simple the-line listing strategy used in CHRONO, WebWatch stores 

its arguments in a parameter file. Once the users have customized the program to their 

needs, using its graphical hnt-end, they can have it cun periodically in unattendeci mode. 

6.3.2 Katipo 

Katipo is another client-side chronological awareness mechanism built for Macintosh that 

shares many simüar concepts with WebWatch. It reads through the Global History file 



maintainecl by some web browsers checking for documents that have changed since the 

last time a user viewed them. The basic difference between it and WebWatch is that it 

uses the Global Kïstory nle as its reference for checking URLs, whereas WebWatch uses 

the Bookmark file. 

URL-Minder is a centralized mechanism that keeps track of resources on the net and 

sen& registered users e-mail whenever their personally registered resources change. 

Users can have the URL-Minder to keep track of any web resource accessible via HTTP. 

It can be anything-not just web pages users personally maintain. 

The LJRL-Minder mechanism keeps track of one web page, image île, or other Internet 

resource at a tirne. It tracks the actual HTML markup, binary contents, or ASCII contents 

of the URL they have submi#ed. if an HTML page includes a GIF or JPEG graphic, the 

URGMinder then informs subscribers via e-mails when the reference to the graphic 

changes. It checks on users' registered URLs at least once per week, and infonns users if 

it fails to retrieve their registered URL after trying twice. 

6.4 Evaluations of the Awareness Support Mechunisnzs 

This section presents a comparative evaiuation of the four chronological awareness 

support mechanisms discussed previously: CHRONO, WebWatch, Katipo, and URL- 

Minder. Each mechanism bas its unique approaches for achieving chronological 

awareness support for web users and complement each other dong four main dimensions. 

The first dimension, the locus of responsibility, differentiates who is responsible for 

maintainhg the record-keeping mechanisms for chronological awareness. For example, 

CHRONO is a semer-side mechanism in which chronologicai listings are king updated 

and kept at the web semer-side. Thus, CHRONO can be thought of as offering 

"chronological awareness on cièmud'. WebWatch and Katipo, however, put the 

responsibility of maintainhg chronological awareness on the client-side. Both ciient side 



mechanisms periodiçally monitor specifk pages at various web sites and report whether 

or not they have been changed recently. Fiially, üRL-Minder requires its users to register 

at a centraiized site. 

The second dimension, the awareness hierarchy, signifies that al1 of the current 

chronological awareness support components are mainly focused at the tearn level (and to 

some extend at the special interest comrnunity level). Collectively, they are supporting the 

chronological awareness of information resources typified by a closely-coupIed 

collaboration at the group level. 

The third dimension, the method of locating changes, involves two different ways of 

locating documents that have been changed: browsing and targeting. CHRONO uses the 

browsing approach in order to facilitate the chronological browsing characteristic. 

Conversely, WebWatch, Katipo, and URL-Minder employ a targeting approach in which 

they are targeted on specinc pages or information that users have previously specified. 

Finaily, the fourth dimension, the complexity of user interaction, denotes a mechanism's 

usability in terms of simplicity vs. customization. CHRONO and URL-Minder are in the 

simplicity category; their user interfaces are simple and familiar to web users (i.e., 

scrolling list of hyperlinks and fill-in form of URLs and e-mail address). They are geared 

toward ease of use and a shallow learning curve. Both mechanisms, however, have no 

capability for individuai customization. In contrast WebWatch and Katipo allow elaborate 

customization of features, but they also demand more efforts by the users to l e m  and 

utiiize their functionality. 

Therefore, each of the chronological awareness support mechanisms examined so far 

have various degrees of advantages and disadvantages dong the four dimensions. 

CHRONO has the advantages of: (i) simplicity of user interface; (ii) supporting accidental 

discovery via its browsing characteristic; and (iii) semer-side chronologicai awareness 

information on demand. It is nicely complimenteci by WebWatch and Katipo for their 

strength in the efficiency of targeting approach and customization capabilities. And 

finally LJRL-Minder offers another unique service: it uses e-mai1 as its notification 
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channel. This approach is useful for users who use their e-mail services more frequently 

than web browsers. Together as a whole, these chronological awareness support 

mechanisms have covered a wide range of approaches in respect to four major 

dimensions of chronological awareness support. 

6.5 CIassiftcatr*on of Awareness Mechanisms 

The methodological fiamework developed in this chapter can be used to study a wide 

range of generai awareness mechanisms for the web. There are various awareness 

maintenance aaifacts on the net that address different system levek. The following 

anaiysis examines and categorizes them dong the two major dimensions: level of 

awareness hierarchy and locus of responsibility. Currentiy, intermedius, mechanisms are 

stiU in a nascent stage of evolution (e-g., Universal Resource Agents), hence the present 

classification does not yet refiect the intermediary locus of responsbility. 



Spcetr-Intcrrst VMmal 
-ts 
Intensional awareness of 
types of recipient. 

Broadcast to Iinserver. 

Estabtish HTML links. 

Use META-CHRONO to 
index. 

Extensional awareness of 
a d  resources and 
originators. or inrensio~l 
awareness o f  types of  
resources anâ originators 

Subscribe to listserverer 

Follow HTML IUiks. 

Check META-CHRONO 
index. 

Use WebWatch. ICotipa 
or -Minder- 

-- 

T & ~ C o m m m i i t p  
*LPfgC 

No awareness of recipients, 
or only weak imensionul 
awweness oftypes of 
recipients. 

Broadcast to newsgroups. 

Register in Yahoo. 

No awareness of resources 
or originarors, or only weak 
inremwnal awareness of 
types ofresources and 
otiginnrors. 

Read newsgroups. 

Browse Yahoo. 

Search witb Alta V i i  

Search with MetnCrawier. 

Table 5 Classification of Awareness Mechanisms 

At the team level, originators of the information resource can organize and implement 

work flow models of the group activities, use semer-side chronological awareness 

support mechanisms such as CHRONO, orland send e-mail notification to users of 

information. Recipients of the group level information resource can use client-side 

chronological awareness tools such as WebWatch and Katipo or register in a centralized 

dispatcher service like URL-Minder. Altematively, they can send e-mail to inquire to 

information originators to see if any new things have come up. 

At the speciai interest community level, originators of the information resource can 

broadcast to concerned individuals, groups, or orgaaizations via specifk listservers, or 

announce in organizatioa-maintained MO0 or MUD. They can aiso establish what's new 

HTML links in organization news while recipients can participate in HyperNews or 

MOO, and follow the new H'Ri4L links in organizational web pages. 
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At the net commwity at large, originators can regïster the information resource in 

hîerarchical subject services like Yahoo or in NCSA's, What's New sewice, or initiaiize 

i.heir pages in searching and navigational services iike Alta Vista, while recipients can 

browse Yahoo, search Aita Vista, LYCOS, or read and p s t  to the USENET newsgroups. 

One interesting observation can be made about the level of awareness in dat ion to the 

level of coordination. As the level of awareness moves fiom the group level to the 

community level, the need for closely-coupled coordination decreases among rnembers. 

What happens in practice is the awareness maintenance becomes asyinnietrical, rather 

than mutual, at the higher system level. However, the major awareness requirement 

continues. Resource providers may not need to be aware of who their users are, but the 

users' activities may be criticaüy dependent on the status of the resources. 

The web has grown very rapidly to become a major resource supporting coilaborative 

activities in a wide range of groups, disciplines and comrnunities in the global 

cyberorganism. However, the growth of the web creates problems of information 

overload and of maintaining awareness of activities at other sites relevant to one's own 

tasks. This chapter develops methodological dimensions for studying and supporting 

awareness on the web. It describes CHRONO, an awareness maintenance mechanism for 

providing a feedback channel for changes at subsystems or components. The 1 s t  section 

uses two key dimensions of the methodological framework to classm CHRONO and 

related mechanisrns, and to clar* the human factor design issues involved 



CHAPTER 7 

Systematic Methodologies for Listsewer Analysis 

In chapter 4, we have seen that special interest communities-Le., associator 

subsystems-are situated at the pinnacle of an integrated architecture for communication, 

social, and knowledge processes (Figure 7). As observed earlier in the five elements 

mode1 of virtual cwperative interaction (Chapter S), a mailing list server handles the 

primary discourse structure of a special interest community. in this chapter 1 will propose 

systernatic methodologies for analyzhg Iistservers on the net. One of the key objectives is 

to gather various types of useful statistics for gauging the iife cycle and vitality of virtual 

communities on the net through observable interactions at the special interest cornmunity 

Ievel. This is the level characterized by the organization level in the living systems theory 

(Miller, 1978). 

7.1 Introduction 

Before 1 start describing the proposed methodologies for analysis listservers in detail, here 

is a disclaimer: the only point of interest here is what happens overrly and observabiy on 

the net. Although at h t  glance, it may seem that such a limited world view is rather 

inadequate. Some people may find the exclusion of many aspects in real Iife of an 

individual quite objectionable. Indeed there are so many things in a person's real life that 

can influence ber thinking and behaviours, which must be at least q u a i ,  if not more 

important than online, overt actions. Personaily 1 agree with such sentiments, nevertheless 

the aim of the current research is on modeling the net. Hence the subject for the current 

analysis methodologies is cyberorganism, not real Me individuai psychology or 

sociology. As stated by Popper (1972): the objective existence of Warld 3 entities and 

spaces meant that we could examine them, evaluate, criticize, extend, and explore hem, 
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in public. The key words here are World 3 and in public. Even though many off-line 

behaviours of people may be more important or may inauence their online persona 

indirectly, the focus here are overt behaviours at the level of special interest communities 

in the cyberorganism 

The community structure of discourse through iistservers may be studied through 

statistical anaiysis of the server archives, and shows that a srnail group of mernbers 

generally dominate the discourse. Table 6 shows the number of items, number of different 

contributors, number of conmbutors with 5 or more mailings, and the group of authors 

who account for 50% of the total mailings to the list for the conceptuai graphs listserver 

(Gaines, 1993b). This list commenced in August 1989 serves a communiq of some 220 

researchers concerned with knowledge representation based on Sowa's (1984) work, and 

Sowa was himself a major contributor during its formative years. It can be seen that 

between 4 and 13 members of the community account for over 50% of the items d e d ,  

and that this group is consistent over the 3 year period studied (Gaines, Chen h Shaw, 

1997). 



Table 6 Pattern of Contribution to a Lisîsewer 

Tobil 
number of 
item 

TotPl 
muriber of 
authots 

Namber 
authors 
wW 5 or 
more item5 

Numberof 
authors 
aceomting 
for 50% of 
iîems 
end 
nnmbvaî 
items 
for each of 
these 
anthors 

4 

69 Sowa 
34 U l i s  
26 Tjan 
17 Wei 

4 

72 Sowa 
58 Ellis 
26 Tjan 
17 Wei 

8 

101 Sowa 
83 Ellis 
31 Esch 
24 Tjan 
17 Brkich 
16 Bejan 
16 

I&mann 
14 Wei 

11 

145 Sowa 
47 Ulis 

23 Hayes 
22 Esch 

21 Lehmann 
19 Brkich 
17 Levinson 
14 Tjan 
4 Wiliems 
11 Mineau 
9 Moulin 

126 Ellis 
113 Lehmann 
74 Sowa 
55 Hayes 

33 DwWIggins 
22 Anqueal 
21 Lulrose 
16 Brkich 
16 Wtiiems 
rsqiill 

14 Wemelinger 
14 Esch 

54 Sowa 
47 EWs 

26 Hayes 
13 Plomntov 

I 1 Esch 
10 Delaguch 
IO Lehmann 
8 Moellu 
8 Wei 

8 Wenneünger 

This pattern of behavior shown in Table 6 is typicai of most speciai interest communities 

where a relatively smaii number of facilitators both introduce tapics and respond to most 

discussion items introduced by others. The smaii group has extensional awareness within 

itself and often acts as a team, whereas it has oaly intensionai awareness of the types of 

background of other members on the list. There are strategies which allow facilitators to 

ensure that those posting discussion items have the satisfaction of seeing responses, yet 

atternpt to reduce the dominance of the faciiitators, for example by deLiberately 

introducing a delay of a few days in their own responses to encourage others to respond 

instead of them. However, in some cases it is apparent that the person imducing a 

discussion item is hoping for a response fiom an extensionally defioed particular person 

and this strategy would then be inappropriate. 
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The human factors of listsemer interactions merit much more detailed study than they 

have received to date. Bales and Cohen's (1979) SYMLOG methodology, based on Bales 

(1950) deep analysis of srnail p u p  dynamics, provides an appropriate methodology. He 

classifies communications dong three major dimensions: dominant-submissive, 

fiiendly-unfnendly, and instrumental-emotional. To these may be added a 

classification of the focus of discourse, whether to a specinc individual or the group, and 

a content analysis of the memetic processes of developing a particular knowledge 

product. 

Losada, Sanchez and Noble (1990) have used an extended SYMLOG methodology to 

classify detailed observations of srnail groups working together around a table, and have 

developed computationd t h e  series analyses which, presented in graphical fom, clearly 

mode1 the group's behavior and show dysfunctional modes of operation. A similar 

approach to the analysis of listserver archives would provide empirical data on the human 

factors of discourse in a virtuai community (Gaines, Chen & Shaw, 1997). 

7.1.1 Methodological Assumption and Approach 

A virtual commzmity, for ail practical purposes, is defined here by the membership of a 

special interest community (where people who share a common interest would subscribe 

intentionally). The membership criterion effectively creates a naturai boundary for the 

delineation of a special interest comrnunity. The current research takes a cyberorganism 

stance in the sense that examining the interaction patterns and social network structures 

of a speciai interest community cm tell us more about its nature and life cycle than 

sirnply analyzing the composition categories of individuai members. A collective system 

is greater than the sum of its parts. The key to understanding this concept is to appreciate 

the difference between groupdynamics and individual psychology. The groupdynamics 

approach, by its name, impiies that it focuses on the "dynamic" aspects of the group: 

interaction patterns and evolving network structures; this approach supplements and 

supplants individualistic methods in psychology and sociology. Typically those methods 
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focus on the ''categorical" and "static" aspects: such as members' individual attributes in 

relation to their group. 

The proposed systematic methodoiogies share the ethos of social structural analysis: 

"structured social relationships are a more powe&l source of sociological explanation 

than personal amibutes of system members" (Wellman & Berkowia, 1988). Many 

mainstream sociological studies treat social structure and pmcess as the sum of individual 

actors' personal attributes. These atm'butes, whether derived genetically (e-g., gender, 

age) or socially (e-g., socioeconomic status, politicai attitudes) are treated as entities that 

the individual processes as individuals. Each is areated as an independent unit of analysis 

and lumped into social categories with oihers possessing similar amibute profiles. The 

method of analysis-such as: cross-tabulauon, correlation, or more complex muhivariate 

techniques-processes by sorting individuaIs processing similar combinations of 

attnbutes into similar analytic cells: for example, older men of high socioeconomic status 

who vote for Tory (Wellman, 1988)- 

Although statistical methods in socioIogy have grown increasingly sophisticated, they 

continue to focus on treating individu& as independent units. The very assumption of 

k ing  statistically independent, which rnakes these methods so appropriate and powerful 

in categorical analysis, de t ach  individuais from social structures and forces analysts to 

mat them as parts of a disconnected mass. Such methods can oaly measure social 

structure indirectly, by organizing and summarizing numerous individual CO-variations. 

They are forced to neglect social properties that are more than the sum of individuai acts 

(Wellman, 1988). 

Therefore, the current proposed methodoiogies take an integrative approach for analyzing 

virtuai communities categorized by cornmication patterns on listservers. In addition to 

descriptive statistics, it utilizes socid network and group-dynarnics analyses. This 

approach can offer researchers more comprehensive and dynamic views of the growth, 

evolution of the studied Wtual communities. 



7.1.2 Integrative Methoddogies 

In terms of analyzing listserver interactions, two types of analysis exist: fïrst is the 

content-free analysis of messages traffic in which the focus of the analysis is on the 

discourse patterns, not the actual contents of message; second is the analysis of group- 

dynamics in which encoded group behaviors can be captured through anaiyzing contents 

of messages posted by each list participant. 

In both cases, the basic assumption of the curent methodological approach is that most 

people on a particular list share interests on topics relevant to the kt .  Cornmon interests 

would ailow the self-selection process of the subjects into a particular special interest 

community to take place. People may have diverse backgrounds in terms of age, gender, 

personality, education, and so on. However individual differences on those diverse 

attributes are not considered here. The present methodology concentrates on the 

"observable" (overt) behaviours of individuais. In this case, one observable action is 

posting a message to the list (other actions: e.g., subscribing and unsubscnbing to the 

list). 

To determine the social network structure of the community, one can measure many 

sequential sratistics (Balceman & Gottman, 1986) from people's interactions on the list, 

such as: who posts to the list, who replies to whom, or which topic thread is growing. 

From which, sociomatrices, sociogams or directed-pphs (Wasserman & Faust, 1994) of 

the list can be determined and M e r  andyzed. Finaily, SYMLûG field diagrams (a 

system for the multiple level observation of groups, by Baies & Cohen, 1979) can be 

plotted after sequentiai event-coding of messages posted to the list. Together sociograms 

and SYMLOG field diagrams allow us to visual the group-dynamics more readily. 

Various questions about the virtual community can be addressed fiom the current 

anaiytical methodologies, like: what is a pattern of the p w t h  and vitality of the list 

community? How does its social network evolve? Who are the main contributors in the 

community? Who have the main influences in the community? How do such patterns 

emerge? Do they affect the vitality of the community? What are the psychological fields 
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in the community and its sub-groups? Do poiarization or unification result fiom socid 

structures? Finaiiy does polanzation tend to create leaders and subgroups? 

In order to answer those questions about a particuiar virtual community, we fint need to 

gather measurements about the listserver. 

7.1.3 Graphical Measurements 

There are three types of graphical measurements available for a Iistserver. A€ter the 

current analysis methodologies have k e n  appiied co a listserver, a global perspective 

about its communication dynamics and network structures can be inferred from those 

graphical measurements. 

Time-series plots of the message aaffic flow. 

Sociograms and sociomatrices from the discome pattem. 

SYMLOG field diagrams of the individuai, clique, and co~nmunity. 

Below are brief descriptions about those measurements, more in depth coverage can be 

found in the following sections. 

First a tirne-series plot of message trafnc provides a chronological portrayd of the vitality 

of a community (Figure 14). One of the most basic measurements is the cumulative 

message count per specific interval (e-g., few days, a week) for a listserver. The t h e -  

senes plot allows us, at a glance, to visuaiize the vitaiity of a special interest community* 

We c m  easily identw evolutionary patterns of the list h m  its tirne-series plot. 
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Figure 14 Tie-series Plot of Message T r a c  

A sociogram is a directeci graph about the relationshipsystem between members on a list. 

This directed-graph can be denved h m  a sociomatrix of the discourse patterns on the 

list. For example, a hypothetical Listserver with ody 5 active members (among 10 

subscribers). Their interaction patterns: who reply to whom publicly in a specinc interval 

as be described in the hypothetical sociomatrk (Table 7). Each celi records the number of 

messages sent by member M , (the From row) to member M ,lm (the To column). 

Table 7 SociomatriK of Messaging Patterns 

From the above sociomatrix example, we then constnict a correspondhg sociogram. It 

offers a more intuitive, visual presentation of the List's network structure. By looking at 

Figure 15, we can easily determine that not every members have the simiiar degree of 



influence and contribution. In this case, member M3 has greater influence than others, 

since everyone else is interested in her opinions and eager to reply to her messages. 

Figure 15 Sociogram of the Network Structure of Table 7 

SYMLOG is a behavioural coding scheme operating within a three-dimensional space 

(Bales & Cohen, 1979). The three spatial dimensions map into three correspondhg 

psychological dimensions: Up-Down (U-D dimension) whose psychologicaI correlate is 

represented by dominant vs. submissive behaviour, Positive-Negative (P-N dimension), 

psychologicaily mapped into fnendly vs. unfriendiy; and Forward-Backward (F-B 

dimension), whose psychological correlate is task-oriented vs. emotionaiiy expressive 

behaviour (Losada & Markovitch, 1990)- 

The main output of a SYMLOG encoded observation session is a "field diagram" wtuch 

sumarizes the average group behaviour by representing each participant as a circle 

whose radius conveys the level of dominance. The circle is located in a two dimensional 

plane whose vertical axis is the F-B dimension and whose horizontal axis is P-N 

dimension (Losada & Markovitch, 1990). By examining the field diagram in Figure 16~, 

- -  

a It is unrelated to sociograrn in Figure 15. 
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we can see that Jane is the most dominant personaty within the group. She also has the 

most fkiendiy manner among the 5 members. 

8 

Figure 16 Field Diagram of 5 Members 

Before collecting the above measurements, a systematic coding scheme is needed. Detaiis 

about this coding scheme and the preparation process for encoding is presented in the 

next section. 

7.2 Overall Coding Scheme 

The first step in obseMng interaction or archivai analysis is developing a coding scheme 

(Bakeman & Gottman, 1986). In this case, each member in the speciai interest community 

is assigned an unique U-ID (list user identification) which is associated with personal 



EMAIL ADDRESS and NAME. Two useful counter fields are: POST COUNT, the 

number postings the list user contributed; and REPLY COUNT, the number of public 

replies (through postings) the user received- The individual data can be arranged in 5 

columns as depicted in a lisr user table (Table 8). 

Table 8 Header Fields of List User Table 

U-ID 

Messages posted to a list server, usuaUy consist of some topical thread, we c m  assign an 

unique S-ID to messages with a same SUBJECT LINE together. The SUBJECT COUNT 

field can record the number of messages with the same topical thead. The data c m  be 

EMAIL ADDRESS 

a m g e d  in the foiiowing 3 columns topical thread table (Table 9). 

NAME POST COUNT REPLY COUNT 

The primary data type for listserver analysis is an email message posted to the list. We 

can consider each individual posting to the iist with the foiiowing key fields: each posted 

SUBJECT COUNT S-ID 

message is assigned with an unique MSG-ID; the date of a posting is transformed into 

Table 9 Topic Thread Table 

SUBJECI'LINE 

equivalence in MDT (Mountain Dayiight-saving Time) for unifonn standard; the SEC 

field is the time format which UNIX used internaily (based on the elapse seconds since 

the fmt second of 1977); and from the subject line of a message, we cm obtain the S-ID 

from the topical thread table (Table 9). We can also extract a message sender's emaii 

address and name, then determine the sender's U-ID as FROM: U-ID field; similarly if 

the massage posted was in response to a prior posting, we can determine to the cited 

message's MSGJD and from the cited message, we can determine its poster's U-ID 

from e m d  address and list it to REPLY TO: R-D field. The cited message's MSG-iü is 

then Iisted in the REPLY TO: MSGJD field; Finally, each posting c m  be assigned a 

SYMLOG adjective rating scale as SYMLûG CODE (the SYMLOG methodology wiU 

be explained in Iater sections). The data for each posted message can be arranged in 8 

columns as depicted in a message table (Table 10). 



We need to prepare the data systematicaiiy for extraction of key fields within an e-mail 

posting. For convenience, we will use the standard UNIX mailbox format which aUows 

SYMLOG 
CODE 

MSGJD 

us to convert a h e r v e r  archive into HTML documents through H y p e d  @lT, 1994). 

Table 10 Header Fields of Message Table 

Messages in the UNlX mailbox fonnat archives are typically RFC 822 mail messages 

DATE 

appended to each other that look similar to this: 

From john@foo.com Mon Jan 1 00:01:30 1994 
Date: Mon, 1 Jan 1994 00:01:15 PDT 
From: john@foo.com 
To: everyone@foo.com 
Subject : Hello, world! 

Hi, everyone, jus t  saying hello ! 

SEC 

From someone.else@foo.com Mon Jan 1 00:02:00 1994 
Date: Mon, 1 Jan 1994 00:01:45 PMI 

FROM. 
U D  

- 

S J D  

The messages are typicdiy separated by lines in this format: 

From www-talk@wwwO.cern.ch F r i  Sul 1 00:18:20 1994 

REPLYTO; 
R D  

Hypermuil (Eïî, 94) is a program that takes a f l e  of mail messages in UNIX mailbox 

format and generates a set of cross-referenced HTML documents. Each f l e  that is created 

represents a separate message in the mail archive and contains links to other articles, so 

that the entire archive can be browsed in a nwnber of ways by following links. Archives 

generated by Hypermail can be incrementaiiy updated, and Hypermail is set by default to 

only update archives when changes are detected. 

7 

REPLYTO: 
MSG-ID 

Each HTML nIe that is generated for a message contains (where applicable): 

the subject of the article, 

the name and emaii address of the sender, 



the date the article was sent, 

iinks to the next and previous messages in the archive, 

a link to the message the article is in reply to, and 

a link to the message next in the current thread. 

After we convert the list into IiTML documents with the appropriate fields of our coding 

scheme already organized systematicaily, we can start to encode the fieIds. For content- 

fiee analysis purpose, once we have encoded every code fields (expect SYMLOG CODE) 

for posted messages, we can start to generate two key measurements: time-series plot of 

the message flow and sociograrn of the social network. 

7.4 The-series Graph and Analysis 

Time-series analysis offers a wide range of analytic options, and M e r  more, it is 

possible to create the-series data fiom the streams of codes as organized in a message 

table (Table 10). Bakeman and Gottman (1987) have given a comprehensive introduction 

to tirne-series analysis. In this section, the method for constructing tirne-series of message 

flow will be discussed. 

7.4.1 Tie-series Plot 

One advantage of creating tirne-series graph (Figure 14) fiom a Stream of posted 

messages is that we can obtain an overall visual p i c m  of the interaction in the listserver. 

First, we should determine the tirne range for the plot, by noting the dates of the first and 

the last messages in the list archive. Then we determine the number of intervals we want 

in the the-series plot. From which, we can determine the length of the intervals by a 

simple calculation: 

(1) fmt we nonnalize the date of each message based on the standard UNIX elapse time; 

(2) then we compute interval = (last message date - 1'' message date + 1) f number of 

intervals. 
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Afterward, we iterate through the list and taUy up number of postings per &y. Finally, we 

create a daily message fiequency table: with information such as total number of days; 

totaily number of messages; and number of days with message postings (Table 11). 

Totai NO. of Days = 316; No. of Messages = 111; Days sri* Postia&s = 50 

Table 11 Pa* Listing of a Daiiy Message Frequency Table 

From a daily message frequency table, we can mate a list that records the number of 

postings per time-series plot interval; for example in Table 11, if we have an interval 

length of 3 days, the interval D273-D275 then contains 1+1+4 = 6 messages. 

Finally, a the-series graph of message trafic (Figure 14) can be plotted, where Y-axis 

represents the number of postings per interval w-axis). The tirne-series plot aiIows us tu 

visualize the vitality of a list server with respect to the time continuum. In the next 

chapter, we will see how the graph is used to analyze a particuiar special interest 

community as a sample study case. In the next subsection, we will examine statistics 

issues in time-series anaiysis. 

7.4.2 Autocorrelation Statistics 

A major problem with anaiyzing data when they are colIected dong the time continuum is 

the inability of conventional inferential statistics to yield reliable resuits. The c m  of the 
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problem is that of human interactions are usually serially dependent dong the t h e  

continuum (Suen & Ary, 1989). Once the the-series plot were available, we can 

controlled for autocorrelated t h e  series, as suggested by several authors (Baiceman & 

Gottman, 1987; Suen & Ary, 1989; Losada, Sanchez, & Noble, 1990). 

The autocorrelation function (ACF) is fundamentaüy a set of Pearson's product-moment 

correlation coefficients (McClave & Dietrich, 199 1). The temporal distance between two 

observational points in time is refemd to as the hg. Lag-1 ACF occurs if two 

observations were made at consecutive points in tirne. 

The general formula for the computation of a lag-k ACF is: 

Lag-k ACF = Ç (xr - a x * + k  - 
ml -xr 

Equation 3 Computaaon of a hg-k ACF 

Where X , is the observation made at made t, F i s  the mean of al1 observations, X , + k is 

the observation made at time t + k, and k is the lag width. There are a number of methods 

for test statistical signincance of an autocorrelation. The most cornmon method is the 

Bartlen test (Suen & Ary, 1989). With the Bartlett, the standard deviation of the 

theoretical sampling (Le., the standard error) of a lag-k ACF is given by: 

I k 

SE lag-k ACF = , 1 / N(1+ 2z  AC^') 

Equation 4 Standard Error of a Lag-k ACF 

N is the number of pairs of observations for the ACF, and A m  is the lag-i ACF- 

Therefore, for an approximately .O5 level of significance, one cm compare the observed 

value of the lag-k ACF against f 2 (SE). If the observed value of the 1%-k is p a t e r  in 

absolute value, then the null hypothesis of ACF = O can be rejected. If the observed ACF 

is within the range of f 2 (SE), one fails to reject the null hypothesis of no 

autocorrelation. 
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The Auto Regressive Integraied Moving Average (ARMA) approach is a set of powerful 

statistical techniques through which the exact nature of the serial dependency of a set of 

observations made a period of time can be assesseci. The details of the ARMA approach 

are beyond the scope the present disserbiion and can be found in texts by Suen and Ary 

(1989) and Brown and Rothery (1993). 

7.5 Social Network Adysis:  Socwmahix and Sociogram 

Once we have an idea of how the M c  flows in a l i s t se~er  from examining its time- 

series plot, we can start to investigate its social structure by studying the sociomatrix and 

sociograrn associated with the speciai interest comrnunity. This section introduces 

sociometric and sociomatnx notions for measuring effective relations between people 

(Wasserman & Faust, 1994). 

One of the primary uses of social network analysis is the identification of the "most 

important" members in a social network. In this section, we will examine a variety of 

measures designed to highlight the differences between influentid and non-influentid 

members. Definitions of imporiame, inPuenrial or synonymously, prominence, have been 

offered by many writers ( W e h a n  & Berkowitz, 1988; White & McCann, 1988; 

Wasserman & Faust, 1994). AU such measures attempt to describe and measure 

properties of "member location" in a social network. Members who are the most 

important of the most prominent are usuaiiy located in strategic locations within the 

network. Researchers also have attempted to quantify the notions of sociomehic "stars" 

and "isolates" (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). 

A social network data table is consisted of measurement on a variety of relations on one 

or more sets of members. The next subsection describes how to constnict a sociomatrix 

table. 



Fit, we iterate through a iist archive, using a message table (Table 10) and a user table 

(Table 8) as references, create a sociomabix (Table 7). A sociomatrix is of size g x g (g 

rows and g columns), where g is the total number of nodes in a graph, in our case, g 

denotes the total number of members in the list It is sometimes referred to as a valued 

adjacency maûix by graph theorists (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). The entnes in a 

sociomatrix, X ,, record which pairs of nodes are adjacent and if adjacent by how much. 

In the case of message flow, it indicates how many postings member i pubücly replied to 

member j. If the value is greater than O, members i and j are considered as adjacent nodes 

in a sociogram. The resulting sociomatrix aiiows us to calculate useful measurements of a 

social network, such as: total numbers of messages posted and referenced, noda1 degrees, 

density, member degree centraiity, and member degree prestige (described in later 

subsections). 

As depicted in the punctuated discourse mode1 (Chapter S), a response to a list can be: (1) 

speciaUy targeted to the community as a whole; (2) purposely replied to a specific 

individual and to the community altogether; and (3) intentionaiiy addressed to a specihc 

individual with pubiic discourse as a side-effect. However the second and three intentions 

exhibit the sarne ovea behaviour. That is: posting a message to another member publicly 

in a Est. 

7.5.2 Sociogram 

From a sociomatnx, we can draw a directed-graph sociogram (Figure 15), which alIows 

us to visualize the socid network among members in the iist with respect to their posting 

patterns. A node represents a member in the specid interest community. Each value on a 

directed arc between two nodes represents the number of messages member i posted in 

respond to member j. For example, in Figure 15, member M2 had posted 5 messages in 

public responses to member M3. AS mentioned earlier, a sociogram aiiows us to visuaiiy 

identm who has greater influence than others in the social network. Similarly, the degree 
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centraiity measurements h m  a sociomaûix table also aliows us to reach a similar 

concIusion. 

7.5.3 Messages Posted and Referenced 

From a sociomatrix table, the easy kinds of measurements we can compute are the 

numbers of messages each member posted and referenced publicly with respect tu one 

anorher. If  have we have a sociomatrix X, the total nurnber of messages posted to other 

members by each member ni at row i is the sum of a l i  column entries in the row i: 

Equation 5 Total Number of Posts to Others 

Sunilarly, îhe total niunber of responses which publicly referenced prïor messages posted 

by member ni is the sum of al1 row entries in the column: 

Equation 6 Total Number of References Received from Others 

Note the first measure t o (û i+the  total number of postings member Q made with respect 

to other members-may be different than the total number of postings member ni made to 

the List, t dui). This is due to the fact the members often post messages on the list as 

simple undirectecf broadcusts. Those messages are intensional in nature without 

particular exrensional awareness. Therefore, t &) 1 t O ( ~ i )  is always me. 

Since a sociomaaix only contains entries members made to each other, we wiU need a 

separate set of fkquency counters to keep count of t L(ni). 



7.5.4 Nodal Degrees and Network Density 

A sociomatrix table also ailows us to calculate the nodal degrees of each member. The 

indegree of a node is the number of nodes incident to the node (the number of arcs 

terminating at it) and the outdegree of a node is the number of arcs incidentfrom the note 

(the number of arcs originating fiom it). Notice that row i of a sociomatrix contains 

entries Xij > O if node n j is incident fiom node i. The number of columns with value > O 

is thus the number of nodes incident h m  node nj and is equal to the outdegree of node ni. 

Similar the entnes in colwnn i of a sociomatrix contains entnes Xji > O if node ni is 

incident to node n i. Thus the number of row with value > O is equal to indegree of node 

ni. They are f o d y  defined in the following equations. 

I 

do(ni) = x', where X' ij = 1, if Xu > O  
j=I 

Equation 7 Calculation for Outdegree 

and 

Quation 8 Calcuiation for Indegree 

The density of a digraph (directed graph) can be calculated as the sum of al i  entries in the 

normalized ma&, divided by the possibIe number of entries. In this case, a normalized 

matrix entry means that every value in the original matrix greater than O wiii be 

transfomeci into 1 in the normalized matrix. That is, X' ij = 1 if X, > 0. 

Equation 9 Computing Network Density 



Member Degree Centrality 

The simplest dennition of member centrality is that central members must be the most 

active in the sense that they have the most ties to other members in the network. No 

where is this easier seen than by comparing a graph resembling a star to one resembhg a 

circle. A star graph has the property that exactly one member has ties to ail g - 1 other 

members, and the remaining members have only their single tie to the first member. A 

centre member (Le., the central node) is clearly the most active, and one could view this 

high level of activity as a large amount of centrality. This very active member shouId, 

thus, have the maximal centrality index. Here we measure centrality simply as degree 

(Wasserman & Faust, 1994). A circle graph has no member more than active han any 

other member, so all members should have exactly the same centrality index. 

The outdegree of a member is important in detemiining her influence; therefore, a 

centrality measure for an individual member should be the outdegree of the node, d O(&). 

Co(n i) = d (ni). We notice that one problem with this measure is that it depends on the 

group size g; indeed, its maximum value is g - 1. Consequently a proposed 

standardkation of the measure is the proportion of nodes that are adjacent to n i. 

Equation 10 Member Degree Centrality 

C' o(ni) is independent of g, and thus cm be compared across networks of different sizes. 

7.5.6 Member Degree Prestige 

With directional relations, responses a member received publicly are quite interesting to a 

network analysis. Thus measures of centraiity may not be as much a concem as measures 

of prestige. Both centrality and prestige measures should be computed for digraph, since 

they do attempt to measure different structural properties. 

The simplest member level measure of prestige is the indegree of each member, which we 

denoted by d 1 (n i) in Equation 8. The idea is that members who are prestigious tend to 
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have many respondents referenced their prior postings. So we defie: P  ni) = d l(ni). As 

with the comparable degree centraliiy measurement based on outdegree, it is dependent 

upon group size g; thus the standanbation. 

Equaîion 11 Member Degree Prestige 

P' D(ni) gives us the proportion of members who referenced prior posùngs fcom member 

ni. It is sometimes caüed a "relative indegree" (Wasserrnan & Faust, 1994). The larger 

this index is, the more prestigious is the actor. Maximum prestige occurs when P'  ni) = 

1; that is when member q has been referenced by a i i  other members. 

The centrality index discussed in the 1 s t  subsection is originaily designed for a graph 

(and thus, symmetric sociomatrices); however, it can also be modifïed for use by a 

digraph. The notion of 'prestige", however, can oniy be quantified by using relations for 

which we cm distinguish "postings" sent h m  postings received by the members, and 

therefore, can oniy be studied with a digraph. With directional relations, measurements 

such as outdegree and indegree are likely to be different, and prestigious members are 

usuaily those with large indegrees, or postings referenced. 

A cautionaty note is needed here. The notion of "prestige" is disembodied from the 

extemal reality, since we are not concemed with many social attributes of a list rnember 

in real life (e-g., social standing; popdarity). We can oniy obtain measurements solely 

based on overt behaviours exhibited by members. Therefore, a better term for 

'prestige"-in the cyberorganism context-may be that of "social power" (as describeci 

in Chapter 5). Prestige, in this context, is the ability of an individuai to invoke and to 

generate responses h m  other members in a 'virtual' social network. A member who has 

a high member àegree presrige may not be tndy 'prestigious' in real Me; but in the 

context of the special interest cornmunity delineated by a listserver, he or she has the 

prestigious 'social power' to influence others' behaviours. In this dissertation, we wii i  



main the use of "*tige" in the sense of the social network anaiysis tenminology (Le., 

member degree prestige). 

Both cenaality and prestige indices are examples of measures of the prominence or 

importance of members in a social network. In Chapter 8, we will see a sample case of 

how those measures can be used in analyzing the social network in a special interest 

comrnunity. 

7.6 SYMLOG 

The above sections describe measurements which cm be calculated without content- 

analysis. This section, 1 WU examine a methodology dealing with analysis of group- 

dynamics based on content-analysis of list archives. 

7.6.1 Theoretical Background 

SYMLOG, an acronym for the Systematic Multiple Level Observation of Group is a 

'new' field theory for the anaiysis of group dynamics that adds systernaîic measurement 

techniques to a perspective proposeci by Lewin (1951). The theory, developed by Baies 

and his associates (Bales & Cohen, 1979) assumes that interaction can be measured in 

terms of three orthogonal dimensions: Up-Dom (U-D dimension) whose psychological 

correlate is represented by dominant vs. submissive behaviour, Positive-Negative (P-N 

dimension), psychologically mapped into fiiendly vs. unfiiendly; and Forward- 

Backward (F-B dimension), whose psychological correlate is task-oriented vs. 

emotionaüy expressive behaviour. The image of an individual in this space cm be located 

using a 26 item check list or by direct codùig of interaction. 

There are two general classes of communication behaviour in group-dynamics. The first 

is socio-emotionai behaviour, represented by positive and negative actions like seerningly 

fnendly, showing tension, and dramatizing, the second is task behaviour, represented by 

suggestions, opinions, and information. In investigating leadership, Bales has found that 

typically the same social group will have two different kinds of leaders who are the 



decider critical subsystems in a team or specid interest cornmunity- A task leader, who 

facilitates and coordinates the task-related comments, directs energy toward getting the 

job done. The emergent of the task leadership mie is essential for the problem-solving 

activity in the group. EquaUy important is the emergent of a socio-emotional leader, who 

works for improved relationship in the group, concentrating on interactions in the positive 

and negative sectors. Usualiy, the task and socio-emotional leaders are different people 

(Littlejohn, 1992). 

7.6.2 SYMLOG Coding Scheme 

SYMLOG uses these 3 dimensions-UD, PN, FB-to code interaction at two levels: the 

behavioural level and the image level (which addresses the meaning conveyed by 

behavioural acts and consequently, is more interpretative than descriptive). The 

behavioural level comprises both oves and non-verbal behaviour. 

Usuaiiy a SYMLOG coder must enter by hand the following information: (a) the tirne of 

the event (approximated to tirne of a message posting); (b) who is the sender; (c) who is 

the received of the action; (d) a specification of whether the observed behaviour was 

overt or nonverbal; (e) the behaviod code; (fj a comment descnbing the behaviour 

topic (Losada & Markevitch, 1990). 

As stated earlier in this chapter, we will ody focus on the overt behavioural level withiu 

the cyberorganism research; hence, our SYMLOG coding scheme will be simplified to 

use as the following: 

(a) Message MSG-ID associated with DATE & TIME fields 

(b) SENDER U-ID 

(c) RECEIVER R-ID 

(d) 'Verbar 

(e) SYMLOG CODE 



Since the field (d) wïli always be the same as 'Verbal' for aii messages, it cm be omitted. 

Therefore, the rest of the coding fields can be merged into the message table (Table 10). 

The (e) SYMLOG CODE is the predominate behaviour observed in a message posting; It 

is rated using the SYMLOG adjective rating lis? (Bales & Cohen, 1979). The list is 

depicted in Table 12. 



LJ: 

Lw: 

UPF: 

UF: 

UNF: 

UN: 

UNB: 

UB: 

UPB: 

P: 

PF: 

F: 

NF: 

N: 

NB: 

B: 

PB: 

DP: 

DPF: 

DF: 

DNF: 

DN: 

DNB : 

DB : 

DPB : 

D: 

active, dominant, talks a lot 

exuovertad, outgoing, positive 

a purposefd d e x n d c  task leader 

an aSSemve, business-iike manager 

authorita"an, con?dling. disappmving 

domineefing. uwigh-minded. powemil 

provocative, tough-mindcd. powerful 

jokes around, expressive, dramatic 

entertaining, sociable, smiling, warm 

fÏiendly. equaiitarian 

works cooperatively with others 

analytical, task-oriented, problem-solving 

legaüstic, has to be right 

unfiiendly, negative 

irritable, cynicd, won? cooperate 

shows feelings and emotions 

affectionate, Iürable. fun to k with 

looks up to others, appceciative. trustfui 

gentle, willing to accept responsibility 

obedient, works submissively 

self-punishing, works tm hard 

depressed, sad, resendul, rejecting 

aiienated, quits. withdraws 

afhid to try. doubts own ability 

quietly happy just be with others 

Table 12 SYMLOG Adjective Rating List 

After every message has beei rated with a SYMLûG CODE as seen in adjective rating 

lis& we can calculate the raw interaction scores for each member on the k t .  The raw 

interaction scores for each member are the frequencies of incident ('act') with respect to 

U, D, P, N, F, B directions depicted in each r a d  SYMLOG CODE. For example, if a 

message sent by member U-21 had been rated as DN: we then add 1 D and 1 N to Dai 

and N21 counters respectively. Also, there shouId be one entire-group frequency counter 



for each one of the Up D, P, Np F, B directions. Those counters will assist in our 

calcuiations for aggregations of S Y M L D G  interaction scores. 

7.6.3 Aggregating SYMLOG Interaction Scores 

The following aggregating procedure will be discussed in t e m  of P-N dimension, but it 

is designed to apply to other two dimensions as weII (i.e., U-D and F-B). 

Once the raw SYMLOG Interaction Scores have been computed for aU members, we can 

aggregate the SYMLOG coded messages for the entire listserver to obtain the foIiowing: 

pi = number of acts by the im member scored P 

ni = number of acts by the im member scored N 

P = total number of acts by scored P for the entire group 

N = total number of acts scored N for the entire group 

m = number of members 

The f o d a  for transforming the raw scores into aggregated data for plottiag SYMLOG 

Field Diagram can represented as Equation 12 (Baies & Cohen, 1979). The resdting F 

value usually should be within the range of -18 and 18. 



m 
where C(m)= 18 i  

log, (m + 5)+58 

Equation 12 Formula for Caicuiating Field Locatioo 

An Original Field Diagram (Figure 16) drawn fiom the aggregating interaction scores 

wiil fail within our desired limit of 18 in m a .  cases but unfortunately not in d, because 

of the differences in the group size and the fact in some groups the participation is very 

unequal. Hence, one more scaling operation is regularly formed for the purpose of 

plotting the constellation of points on the Original Field Diagram. This step is the 

adjusment of the regular plotting scores by the method of 'Expansion Multiplier' (Bales 

& Cohen, 1979). 

Tt is actually a factor that will e q d  the constellation of points when they are too closely 

clustered to fïll the diagram, but wiii contract the constellation of points when any of 

hem exceeds the scale b i t  of 18. In addition it takes into account of the size of the 

circles one WU use in plotting the U-D position. For this reason, the Expansion Multiplier 

cannot be found until all three dimensions have been computed for ail individual 

members. 

First, we need to plot the original diagram then determine the outermost field circle and 

its Circle Radius. We then calculate the Expansion Multiplier (sign is aiways +) as: 



18 - UD Circle Radius 
= [ ~ x p ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ n ~ u t i ~ l i e r ]  

Original Center Point Location 

(change - sign to +) 

EQnation 13 Expansion Multiplier Formula 

Once the proper Expansion Multiplier is found, it is appiied to the location of a l i  points in 

both P-N and F-B dimensions. The modified points then can be plotted in an Adjusted 

Field Diagram. 

In addition, if chere are more than one coder involved in rating SYMLOG Interaction 

Scores (either for efficiency or reliability reasons), we can aggregate their summary 

scores systematicaiiy. Bales and Cohen's SYMLOG manual (1979) provides two 

methods to calculate estimates for inter-coder agreement and scoring reCiabi& estunate. 

Similarly, Bakeman and Gottman (1986) have introduced simila. statistics (e-g., Cohen's 

kappa) to address observer agreement issues. 

7.6.4 Interpretation of SYMLOG Field Diagram 

The main output from applying the SYMLOG coding procedures is a Group Average 

Field Diagrm which sumrnarized the average group behaviours by eacb member as a 

circIe whose radius conveys the level of dominance. The larger the circle, the more 

dominant the person. Thus, the group relationship can be projected onto a 2 dimensional 

Field Diagram (Figure 16): with the P-N and F-B dimensions as the horizontal and 

vertical axes and the U-D dimension represented by circle size. 

BaIes argues tbis graphical representation of groupdynamics is more powerful than 

numencal information: "the visu1 diagrams seem tu allow [...] observations of group 

processes ami group relatiomhips in a concrete and observable numner anà to speak 

about them much more eusily and directly than they generally can about nranerical &ta1' 

(Bales & Cohen, 1979). 



When the images of members of a social network are located on a Field Diogram, it is 

possible to identify the extent to which the community may be unifieci or polarized. If a 

community is polarized, the theory predicts which individuals may become mediators or 

scapegoats (Hare, 1989). Predictions can ais0 be made about the parts played by 

dominant members, isolates, and individuals who appear to occupy other locations in the 

three dimensional space. 

7.7 Summary 

Special interest communities are associator subsystems situated in an integrated 

architecture for communication, social, and knowledge processes. Mailing List servers 

handle the primary discourse of the special interest communities. This chapter presents 

systematic methodologies for analyzing iistservers 

In order to analyze the social network of a special interest community, we fïrst obtain 

three types of rneasurements h m  list members' interactions: the-series plot, sociogram, 

and SYMLOG field diagram. The chapter introduces an overail coding scheme with key 

fields, such as: who posts to the list, who replies to whom, or which topic thread is 

growing. The codiog scheme is used to produce various coding tables. Many usefd 

descriptive statistics then can be determined h m  the resulting coding tables. 

For content-free analysis, tirne-series pIots can be drawn from the daily message 

fiequency tables. From those basic statistics, sociomatrices, sociograms or directed- 

p p h s  (Wassennan & Faust, 1994) of the list can be determined and M e r  anaiyzed. 

Measurements like indegree, outdegree, &gree centraüty, and degree prestige can be 

caiculated for i den tmg  important or influentid members in the social network of a kt. 

For content analysis, SYMLOG field diagrams (a system for the multiple level 

observation of groups, by Bales & Cohen, 1979) can be plotted a€ter sequential event- 

coding of posted messages. Together sociograms and SYMLOG field diagrams ailow us 

to visu& the group-dynamics of special interest communities. 
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To conclude, this chapter introduces systematic methodologies for analyzing social 

networks and dynamics of speciai interest communities. The next chapter presents ListA, 

a Listserver Analyzer program, for automating coding, tabling, and graphing procedures 

in the anaiysis methodologies. A special interest comrnunity will be selected as a sample 

case for demonstrating the methodologies and the ListA program 



This chapter describes the Lisfi¶: listserver mlysis program. It applies the analysis 

methodologies descn'bed in Chapter 7 and u t h s  the b t A  program to a sample case 

listserver as a demonsûxtion. 

8.1 SofrwBre Tmls for Listservet Anulysis 

For the research purpose of analyzing specid interest communities, 1 had deveIoped some 

software tools CO assist data collection and analysis procedures as described in the Iast 

chapter. 

Various Perl scripts were written to be used for extracthg key data fieIds h m  listserver 

archives and to prepare them for the consiruction of tirne-series plots, sociograms, and 

descriptive statistics. ListAnalyzer ( L ~ S U I ) ~ ,  a web-based program, was designed to uni@ 

these software toois as an interactive package that cm be accessed via the Netscape 

NavigatorTM browser (version 3-0 or Iater). 

These list analyzer tools offer great cross-platform portability. As a result, these 

automation tools dso aüow researchers in remote sites to apply integrated methdologies 

in a systernatic manner. In addition, ListAnalyzerYs utiihation of client-semer partition 

(Shaw & Gaines, 1996) aüows distributeci researchers to cooperate in their list analyses. 

The client-side JavaScript 1.1 enabled browsers (e.g., Netscape NavigatorTM Navigator 3.0 

or Microsoft Intemet ExpIorerm 3.0) can be used for the data encoding anywhere 

researchers have access to the web; and the semer-side Perl CG1 database and analysis 

5 The program cm be accessed via http://ksi.cpsc.ucalgary.ca:8800/cgi-bin/leefistA.pl 



engine can reside in a centralized location for comparative analyses of different Iistservers 

done by various researchers. 

In terms of content-free analysis, ListAnalyzer c m  automaticaUy produce data mes with 

sorted key fields, a tirne-series plot and associated descriptive statistics, a sorted 

sociomaüix, and an interactive sociogiam. Togecher, they can give fast feedback for 

researchers orland list members about a speciai interest community's vitality, social 

strucnire, and Me cycle. From the resulting feedback, we can determine whether or not 

further content analysis of the community is wortfiwhile. in order to analyze socio- 

psychological group dynamics of the community, we can conduct content analysis using 

the SYMLOG methodology. ListA facilitates efficient coding of. observed interaction 

following the SYMLOG formalism and generates Group Average Field Diagrams 

(original and adjusted) once the coding has been completed. 

ListA conceptuaily groups five analysis tools (Table 13) which correspond to procedures 

described in the pmposed systematk methodologies for iistserver anaiysis: 

PREP 

TIME-SERIES 

SOCIOGRAM 

ENCODE SYMLOG 

FIELD DXAGRAM 

preparation of data files 

time-series plot 

dynamic interactive sociogram 

encoding SYMLOG interaction scores 

group average field diagrams (original & adjusted) 

Table 13 Five Ansl ysis Tools ia ListA 

The next section describes operations and user interfaces of the ListA program in detaîis. 



8.3 Descriptions of ListA AlllJysis Tools 

Figure 17 ListA: Listserver Analyzer Initial Screen Shot 

Before using the ListA program, we need to convert a listserver archive fiom tbe U"NIX 

mailbox format into separated HTML, documents via Hypennail (En, 1994). Once the 

conversion step is completed, we then collect those HTML documents into a work 

directory. Afterward, we enter the location of the work directory into the Listserver 
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Work Directory field, then press the CHANGE WORKDIR button at the Ieft side pane 

of the window (Figure 17). 

8 -3.1 PREP: Prepmtion for Data Files 

PREP Version 1.44 

CoiiPpieteReparationfmLiPtAnalycer 

c.1i)ildTIrrt:ThUJrlU~l:lD98 isn 
r 

31: :JonesJ@ur.sdstate.edu: :Jones, John 
13 : : an-ia;r@devi. demon. CO. uk: : animaedevi d 
21: :granilno@fastnet.co.uk: : G  Douglas: : 1 
29: :lanousoj@capital.net: :&mes Mancuso: 
8::garyb@pics.com::Gary P. Blanchard, MP 
17: :incore@ihuq.co.nz: :Jii Legg: : 6 :  : O  
44: :catina@Psyres-StuttgarkDE: :Ana Cat 
12: :BSRAH@TWP.AC.NZ: :Robin Hill: : 5 :  : 5  
1: : raskinj@matrir. neupaltz. edu: : jonat 
23 : : acsfsegarthdeel. rgu. ac . uk: : PIONN 
11: :Magnus. Larsson@itp. lu. se: :Magnus L 
10::LHSJC@LURE.LATROBE.EDU.AU::LEISJC@L 
6: :aei3@lehigh.edu::APECLL E. METZLER: :4 :  : 

Figure 18 L M :  Data Preparation 
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Once we have changed the current work directory to the one that contains the Hypermail 

converted IFLUL messages, we can start the data preparation procedure by pressing the 

PREP button on the controlpanel (at the bottom panel of the window in Figure 18). 

During the PREP phase of program operations, ListA extracts key fieIds fiom HTML 

documents then prepares systematic data files containing ranked User ID List, Subject ID 

List, Message Table, and Sociornatrix Table (Figure 18). Each resulting data 6Ie has its 

corresponding rab-separated-format file dowing it to export to the Microsoft ExceIm 

appiication or other statisticai packages like SDIWGSEQ (Bakeman & Quera, 1995) for 

m e r  analysis. In addition, during this phase, ListA generates a dynamic sociogram 

KiML £île ready for use in the SûCIûûRAM phase. 



8.3.2 TIME SERZES: Tirne-series Plot 

Figure 19 ListA: Tune Series Plot 

After preparing necessary data Gles duxing the PREP phase of the program operations, we 

can obtain a tirne-series plot and other descriptive statistics by pressing the TIME 

SERIES button at the control panel (Figure 19). 
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ListA produces a tirne-series plot of the message traffïc flow h m  the Message TabIe 

prepared earlier. In the right pane of the ListA window (Figure 19), we see the resulting 

the-senes plot, together with statistics, such as: total nurnber of days in the period since 

the first pst;  number of messages during the period; number of actual days with 

postings; and a daiiy message fkequency table (Table I l ) .  



8.3.3 SOCIOGRAM: Dynamic Interactive Sociogram 

F i  20 L M :  Dpnamie Sociogram 

During the P W  phase of the program operations, ListA generates a sorted Sociomatrix 

Data File for the list in the curent work directory. We will see parts of an example 

Sociomatrix Date FiIe generated for our sample listserver later (in Figure 27). The 

resulting sociomatrix allows us to apply social network analyses and a detailed constnict 

sociogram as described as in Chapter 7. In addition, ListA provides researchers a dynumic 
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interactive sociogram as an immediate feedback After pressing the SOaOGRAM 

button in the conm1 pauel, we cm interactively manipulate a dynamic sociogram 

20). 

A dynamic sociogram is a Java appler extended h m  Sun Micro's Graphhyout Java 

Application. The applet d o w s  researchers to move any node in the sociogram around, 

other nodes connected to it then foiiow suit accordingiy (based on a stress-relaxation 

algorithm). The stress level for two nodes are dehed  as the difference between an ideal 

(predefined) arc length between them and the current arc Iength in graphicd Iayouc. Each 

pair of nodes try to reduce their stress level by moving closer. Researchers can then 

rearrange the dynarnic sociogram interactively while nodes float around to minimize 

stresses. 

In addition, a pruning algorithm 1 implernented leaves out memkrs who did not 

contribute to the list. If one member received any reference h m  another member, there 

would be a Iink (arc) between them. The idea is to enable researchers to be abIe to 

visuaüze the social networks in a List quickly. 

Each member node is consisted of 3 fields: ni-User ID; t R(ni}-t~fal number of 

referenced received; and t L(ni)-total nwnber of posts made to the list. For example, a 

node with the label Ul6: r5 p l  (Figure 20) denotes that the iist user n16 has received 5 

publicly cited postings, and has posted 1 message to the list. 

In a dynamic sociogram, we can visuaiize the relative prestige degrees of member nodes 

by noticing the Iengths of arcs connected to them. GraduaUy. a dynamic sociogiram setries 

down into a near stable state (minimum o v e d  stress) in which 'ciiques' within a special 

interest community can be reaciiiy identined. For example, in the pcp96q3 list (Figure 

20), members U20 and Ul6 are the most intluential numbers in their social cliques. 



8.3.4 ENCODE SYMLOG: Rating SYMLOG Interaction Scores 

Figure 21 ListA: SYMLOG Interaction Scores Encoding Pime 

Figure 21 depicts the encoding phase of SYMLDG interaction scores for posts in a kt, 

after pressing the ENCODE SYMLOG button on the control panel. The right pane in the 

window displays a Hypennail generated HTML document presenting a iist posting. 
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LÏstA fïrst loads into memory a set of SYMLOG data nles (each corresponds to one 

posted message) and detennines which messages have not yet k e n  rated. It then mates a 

message queue: an array list containhg pointers to HTML posts to be rated. ListA begins 

by Ioading the first Hypennaii message on the message queue to the right pane for 

Figure 22 Radio Buttons for 

SYMLOG Adjective Rating 

At the top of the left pane, there is a group of 26 radio 

buttons representing SYMLOG Adjective Rating List 

(Table 12). After we have analyzed the message content 

in the right pane, we then select a radio button (Figure 

22) corresponding to a SYMLOG adjective rating. By 

pressing the ENCODE button. ListA records the rated 

interaction score in its temporary database and loads the 

next message in the message queue to the right pane. 

We do not have to foliow the message queue in order, 

sometimes we may want to anaiyze the list sorted by 

author or by subject order, instead of by chronology. 

Because the messages are in Hypermail HTML format, 

we can jump fteely to other messages ttirough 

hyperlinks on each message, ListA aiiows us to load any message (displayed on the right 

pane) for encoding by pressing the <dOAD M S k  button (on the left pane). 

Similarly, we cm enter a desirable index number in the Index for Next-Msg field, then 

press the »NEXT MSG» button. ListA then displays the selected message on the 

right pane for analysis. 

We can aiso examine what we have rated so f a .  by scrolling down the right pane. The 

temporary database associated by the message queue is arranged in rows of triplet: 

(MessageK.ex, Corresponding Entry in the Message Table, SYMLOG Code) 

By pressing the SAVE RESULTS button, we c m  transfer the results fiom the temporary 

database back to the SYMLOG data files with the newly rated SYMLOG cades. Once 
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every message in the list has been anaiyzed and rated, ListA dispiays the following 

advisory message: "ALI Message Have been Rate4 Please Rtm the SYMLOG Field 

Diagram Phase NOW." 

8.3.5 FIELD DIAGRAM: SYMLOG Group Average Field Diagrams 

Caiculaticm Module for SMiILOG Field Diagrams .# 
[calc.l .lJI - 

GOTO DIACRMAS CALCULATICIN 

GET SYELûG DATA 
0000.htm1 [Il F B=O P l  N=O P=0 D=O U=O 
OOOl.hta11 (21 N B=O F=O N = l  P=O D-O U-O 
0002. html [Il DPF B=O F=2 N=O P = l  D = l  U=O 
0003 . html [3] N B=O F=0 N = l  P=O D=O U=O 
0004.html [Z] DB 
0005. h m 1  C l ]  DPB 
OOO6.html CS] PPB 
0007. h m 1  [4] F 
0008. html [11 DPB 
0009. html 121 DN 
00 10. html [SI W B  
0011. atm1 [Z] UPB 
0012. htmi 161 N 
0013.html [2] D 
0014.htmi 171 PB 
0015. atm1 (41 DNF 
0016.html [S I  D 
0017 .h~nl  (71 U 
oaia.aml Cs] N 
00 19. html [ 11 DN 
0020. html [ 11 PF 

Figure 23 ListG: Caicdation of SYMLOG Interactive Scores 
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After we have rated ail messages in the List, we can start the SYMLOG analysis phase by 

pressing the FIELD DIAGRAM button on the control panel. During this phase, ListA 

fkst calculate members' individual SYMLOG interaction scores in 3 dimensions (U-D, P- 

N, F-B). Figure 23 depicts the intermediary process of obtaining raw interaction scores 

for each message ' a d .  

Figure 24 ListA: SYMLOG Field Diagram (with Adjusted Expansion Multiplier) 



Once the calculations have been completed (based on Equation 12 & EQuation 13), we 

cm see two resulting SYMIXXi Group Average Field Diagrams. First is the original 

without adjustment (Figure 16). Second is the one adjusted by applying its Enpansion 

Multiplier factor (Figure 24). 

Group Average Field Diagrams sumrnarize the average p u p  behaviours by each 

member as a circle whose radius conveys the level of dominance. The larger the circle, 

the more dominant the person. Thus the group relationship can be determined with the P- 

N and F-B dimensions as the horizontal and vertical axes and the U-D dimension 

represented by circle size. 

8.4 Sumple Cuse for Lisfserver Analysis 

In the previous section, we have seen how the ListA program can be used to automate 

many procedures in the proposed systematic methodologies for listserver analysis. Iii this 

section, 1 wil. introduce a sample case of special interest community. By analyzing this 

online commuaity using the ListA program, 1 will demonstrate how can we apply the 

methodologies described in Chapter 7. 

The Global Br& special interest community has been created to discuss "the emergence 

of a global brain out of the computer network, which wouldfunction as a rietvous system 

for the human super-organism" (Gbrain, 1996). Its founding character or zygote (i-e., its 

origin meme) is "to promotes al1 theoretical and experimental work that may conm'bute 

to the elaboration of global brain theory, including the practical implementation of 

global brain-like computer systemr, a d  the d imion  of global brain idem towards a 

wider public (e.g., by the organization of conferences, or publication of books, on the 

subject)" (Gbrain, 1996). 

Two main reasons for selecting the global brain (Le., Gbrain) community as our sample 

case for analysis are: (a) its relatively manageable size (17 members to date); and (b) rny 

own personal interest with the subject matter. 1 have been tracking this community since 



its inception to the present day. It is an ideal candidate for demonstrating the Werner 

analysis methodologies in details. 

The cunent analysis fully complies with the suggested American Psychology Association 

( M A )  ethicai guidelines for studying cyberspace cornmunities (Storm King, 1996). 

Internet communities exist with varying degrees of perceived privacy- This factor 

represents the degree to which p u p  members perceive theh messages to be pnvate to 

that group. In our case, the issue of "when is it ethical to study a special interest 

community without the informed consent of its participants?" is mitigated by the factor of 

a low degree of perceived privacy. AU participants on the Gbrain listserver are aware of 

the extreme public nature of their discourse; in fact, they have set up, on the web, a 

rnirro~g Hypermail archive of the list. 

Unlike the previous case analysis for the Conceptual Graph community (Gaines, 1993b; 

Gaines, Chen & Shaw, 1997) in Chapter 7, the identities of members in the Gbrain 

community will be kept confidentid. The reason for anonymity in this case is due to 

possible ethicai issues involving social-psychologicai rating in the SYMLûG 

methodology. Although the Gbrain list is in the public domain as is the Conceptual Graph 

list, the group-dynamic analysis in the SYMLOG methodology requires rating judgment. 

It is best not to risk offending the judged parties. Since the purpose here is to demonstrate 

ListA and the methodologies, anonymity would not effect the patterns of socid network 

structure and group dynamics, which are our main interests. 



8.4- 1 Evolution of the Global Brain Special Interest Community 

Table 14 Posting Frequency per Topicai Thread lpostings > 11 
h 

After converting the Gbrain list into HTML formats by the Hypermail program, we can 

obtain usefui data mes by running the PREP twI in ListA. One usefui statistics table is 

the postingfrequency per topical thread (Table 14) derived fiom the Subject ID data file. 

From this table, we can see which topical threads have captureci the interests of the 

community. In this case, the global brain conference and the life of brain seem to capture 

the members* imagination. 

Sab-LSinc 

Re: global bmin conference 

Re: The Life of Emin 

Re: Super organisms - sane or insane 

Re: Opening up the Gbrain list 

Re: Dreaming of Reaiii  

Re: Wired parodies the evolution of me superorganism ;-) 

cybemetic irnrnortalii 

Re: [Fu& homly feilow global-brainers - are you stiil out 

Re: super-systems. super-systems hmp; co 

Re: self and rnind 

Re: Semantic web vision [fm Sasha Chisimko] 

Re: John Earls on a Super-bain modei of Andean CamnunitieS 

Re: Evaluation ~ubrni~ons to join Gbrain-l 

Re: Opening up the Gbrain list [J. de ROSMY] 

Re: Soperarganisms - sane or insane 

Organimtion of the Global Brain group 

Re: New subscriber: Andy Edrnonds 
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Total No. of Days = 316; No. of Messages = 111; Days with Posthgs = 50 

Table 15 Partial List of Message Frequency Table 

Time Series Plot for t m p / g b r d h T b L  t x t  
12 1 

Figure 25 Time-series Plot for the Global Brain Community 

After the initial data preparation by PREP, we cm gauge the life cycle of the Gbrain 

community and its vitality by running the TIME SERES tool. The resuiting Ume-series 

plot (Figure 25) teiis us the life story of the community. We see that an initial active 

posting pattern in its (a) Initial Birrh phase, follows by relative quietness in the (b) 

Decline Phase, then suddenly around a critical (c) Revival Point, the List has been 

resuscitated into a (d) Revival. 
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The revival point in the tirne-series plot prompts an interesthg venue for further 

investigation. Why did it occur at that specinc period? By studying the Message 

Frequency Table (Table 15), we can see that in the two months following 97/3/28 there 

was no activity in the list The list was almost starved to death. 

We can also compute the autocorrelation statistics (e.g., ACF lag-1 function) for the List. 

There are N d 9  pairs of intervais with the total sum of 1 1 1 messages, thus X= 11 1/49 = 

2.265. From Equation 3, we denve an ACF lag-1 value of -0.0168. The standard error 

(computed from Equation 4) is SE lag-1 ACF = 0.1429. Hence, the critical values for the 

rejection of the nuii hypothesis of zero autocorrelation are e(SE) = k0.2858. Since the 

observed ACF is 4.0168, which is neither greater than +0.2858, nor srnalier than - 
0.2858, it is not significantiy different h m  a zero ACF. Therefore in this case, we fail to 

reject the nul1 ACF hypothesis. 

As stated earlier in Chapter 1, there is a range of stability for each of the numerous 

variables in all living systems. Ordinarily, there is a standard range of rates at which input 

enters a system. if the input rate falls below this range, it constitutes a lack stress. One 

class of stress is the infonnation stresses, induding: information input lack or underload, 

resulting from a dearth of information in the environment or fiom improper function of 

the external sense organs or input tramducers (Miller, 1978). 

Adaptation to change, when the basic aim is to maintain the health and integrity of the 

system, faüs within the maintenance imperative. For instance, the maintenance of the 

steady state of message flow is essentiai for the health and vitality of a Listserver-based 

virtual cornmunity. A vimal community needs to monitor and reguiate the information 

flow arnong its members. It has to adapt to the c b g i n g  patterns of topical interests and 

social behaviours of its members. Message overfïow or underfiow on a list can induce 

information stresses and strains to tbe well-being of the system. 

After a carefül re-examination of the Hypennail Iist archive at the (c) Revival Point, the 

list did, indeed, go through a fundamental change. Before that point, the Gbrain list had 

around 10 members, and the community had a tight bound4r-y subsystem in the sense that 
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one had to be invited to become a member. On 97/5/23, in a topical thread: 'Opening up 

the Gbrain iist', an influentid member of the kt (User 1D: U2) suggested that the 

community should change its policy for admitting members; and its foiiow up responses 

were quite favourabk. The consensus was to adopt a peer-review system (Haniad, 1994; 

Harnad, 1995) for new applicants. 

Consequently, after the aitical revival point (D273-D276), the iist has corne alive again 

through its adaptation to change. Gradually, the list reached its current membership of 17 

participants. 
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8.4.2 Social Networks in the Global Brain Community 

Figure 26 Dynamic Sociogram of the Global Brain Community 

W e  can run the SOCIOGRAM tool in the ListA to get a nrst impression of the Gbrain 

community. The resuiîing dynamic interactive sociogram (Figure 26) shows its active 

social network. From the sociogram we can see that 3 members (Ul, U2, US) have 



formed tight bonds amring them. They clearly are the influentid members in the Gbrain 

social network, since they have higher numbers of arcs iinked to them than others. 

- -~ 

u s :  1 i I 1 i O O O O O O O O O O O O O t U 5  4 
UL6: O O O O O O D O O O  O O O O O O U l U 1 6  3 
U 1 4 :  0 0 0 0 0  O 1 3 0  O 0  O O O O O O U l U l 4  3 
4 2 O O 1 O O O O 0 o o o 0 0 o o o t u 4  3 
U 1 7 :  O O 2 O O O O O O O  0 0 [ 3 O O O O I U 1 7  2 
U 3 r  O O 1 O O O O O O Q O O O O O O O I U 3  2 
w u :  o o o o o  Q O O O O  O O ~ O O O O I U ~ ~  L 
ula: o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o r n i o  r 
1 ~ 1 3 :  o o o o o o o o o o  0 0 o 0 0 0 a t u ~ 3  1 
U ~ S :  ~ ~ o o o o o a o o  o o o o o o o t u i s  1 
U 9 :  O O O O O O a O O O O O O O O o o r u 9  r 
U S :  O O O O O O O C t O O O O O O O O O l U 8  1 

Km rn 4 8 

C i t c d : 1 1 3 8 6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Figure 27 Sorted Social Mstrix of the Global Brain Chmmunîty 

By examinine the sorteci Sociomatrix date file (Figure 27) and the User ID data £de 

(partiaIIy listed in Table lm, we cm study who have contributed the most, in absolute, 

terms to the Gbrain community. 



Table 16 Posting Cited Frequenaes 

in the Global Brain List (Sorted) 

An interesthg observation is that the members with more contributions to the list also 

received higher citing fiequencies. Such a positive correlation could lx, in effect, 

evidence for positive feedback in the community. 



Figure 28 Gbrain Soelogram Based on its Sociomtrir 

Table 17 Degree Indices 



From the Gbnùn wcïomatrix (Fgure 27), we can draw a detailed sociogram6 (Figure 28) 

and compute useful indices, such as: outdegree Pquation 7), indegree (Equation 1), 

degree centrality (Equation 10) and degree prestige (Equation 11). Those computed 

degree indices are listed in Table 17. From Equation 9, we can calculate the density of the 

socid network, the Gbrain has a density of A = 0.0699. 

Based on these indices, we can see that member U2 has the highest degree centrality (C' 

D(112) = -3750). Two rnembers, U2 and US, have the highest degree prestige (P' D(nz) = P' 

D(ns)= -3125). Together with U1, who has the second highest degree prestige (P' du*)= 

.2500), they have the highest degree of influence over others. After carefûi anaiysis of 

their postings, these three members seem to have formulated an invisible college (Crane, 

1972). This subgroup in the Global Brain community has often brought in postings odand 

research frndings h m  other listsewers of related disciplines to the comrnunity. As stated 

in Chapter 2, under the leadership of those members, the subgroups of collaborators 

recruit and socialize new members and try to maintah a sense of cornmitment to the 

research area among memkrs, thus the formation of solidan's, groups (Mullins 1968). 

6 Concept mapping tools (Gaines & Shaw, 1995; Kremer, 1997; Flores-Mendez, 1997) 

are ideal for assisting sociogram construction. 



8.4.3 SYMLOG Dimensions of the Global Brain Cornmunity 

Figure 29 Oripinal Field Diagram of the Global Brain Community 

After we have encoded SYMLOG interaction scores using the ENCODE SYMLOG tool 

in ListA, we an proceed to analyze the social-psychological dynamics of the Gbrain 

community. 

When ListA makes a Group Average Field Diagram after we have pressed the FIELD 

DIAGRAM, many differences in the way particular members 'act' cancel each other, and 

the average location of the image points tend to regress toward the zero point of the 

Diagram. Group Average Field Diagrams, in particular, need to be expanded or 
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contrasted before they c m  be compared optimally to the relative distances among 

member's particular Fields. 

It is possible that some plorting scores h m  the formula will not be containeci within the 

Field Diagram scale limit o f f  18 as in the case member of U1 in Figure 29. If the absolute 

scores go higher than 18, the application of the Expansion Multiplier to the original Field 

Diagram is necessary. 

ExpansionMultipler = O 5 3 5  Tke OIlrermuWr CI - Id: I 

SYELOG Fields 
For Li- gbrain2f 

F 

Figure 30 Adjusted Original F i d  Diagram of the Global Brain Community 

After applying the Expansion Multiplier Factor of 0.535 to Figure 29, we get a resulting 

Adjusted Field Diagram depicted in Figure 30. Member U1 is clearly an outlier in the 

SYMLOG data set. An outlier is an extreme measurement that stands out fiom the rest of 
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the sample. From the adjusted original field diagram and SYMLOG Interaction Scores 

(Table 18). we see that U1 is the most dominant figure in the Gbrain community (CTD = 

18.89). CoincidentaIly, U1 is the founder of the Gbrain Iist 



FB: 16.3%îû16361116 PN: 139817321414819 rr0: -32356 

-- - -- 

FB: -0.849452'71939537 PN: -3.19%9558771842 W 14861655997'7764 

FB: 3.88303853556602 PN: 459610177413889 UD: 4.700436%11246 

FB: 515575017197957 PN: 599552083091854 UD: 4-700436%11246 

FB: 1.4%!46oI9292S48 PN: -263578285721965 UD: O 

FB: 4.109045626761 15 PN: -5.9955208309 1854 UD: 921 169%9242068 

~~ -- - ~ - ~ 

FB: 3.88303853556602 PN: 4.S%lOl73413889 UD: -&700436%11246 

FB: 3.8830385356602 PN: O UD: O 

FB: 3.88303853556602 PN: 45%10177413889 UD- O 

FB: -3.88303853556602 PN: 45%10177413889 m O l 
FB: 1.0132572017913 PN: -6.1 136149792936 1 UD: 9.21 169969242068 

FB: -3.88303853556602 PN: O UD:O 

- - 

FB: 1.97142S4û984253 PN: 5.99552083091854 UD: O 

FB: 3.88303853556602 PN: O 4.700436961 1246 

FB: 1.97142540984253 PN: 459610177413889 UD: O 

-- - 

FB: -45693943537728 PN: -459610177413889 UD O 

Table 18 SYMLOG Interaction Scores 

By examining the total number of messages posted by U1 (36/111= 32.4% of  the list) and 

his Fornard-Backward dimension (FJ3[1] = 16.38 h m  Table 18 and Figure 30), we c m  
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see that U1 (the founder of the list) is indeed the de facto task leader in the community- 

Both T L(nl) = 36 and FD[l] = 16.38 are the highest arnong Ulis peers. In addition, his 

degree prestige D' &) = 2500 is the second highest ranking. M e r  re-examining the 

contents of his messages, U1 has contributed many task-oriented postings to the Iist 

indeed. 

N 

Figure 31 Adjusted Gbrain Field Diagram (with Outlier Removal) 

According to standard statistics practice, removal of an outlier from data set often reveals 

more information about other data points (McClave & Dietrich, 1991). Figure 31 depicts 

the Adjusted Field Diagram after Ui has been removed from the data set We c m  see that 

member U2 is clearly the most dominant member right a&r U1 (üD[2] = 14.86). From 
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the diagram, U2 seems to the central point of among more active members (U7, U12, U6, 

U17, US). From analyses of his messages, U2 tends to act as the defacto socio-emotiond 

leader in the community. His messages often contained emotional lively and charged 

discourses. Since his FB[2]: -0.849 is not the lowest (U17 has the lowest Backward score: 

FB[17] = 4-56), we know he is not the most emotiond member. Nevertheless, U2 is still 

among the only four (U2, U17, U13, U11) out 17 mernbers who exhibit socio-emotional 

direction (Le., with negative FB score). in addition, fkom the social network analysis, he 

has the highest d e p  centrality (C' o(nd = 3750) and degree prestige (P' &)C -3 12.5). 

Therefore, we can conclude that members U2 and U1 are the socio-emotional and the 

task-oriented leaders respectively. 

The importance of coding and analysis of groupdynarnics in order to better understand 

CSCW bas long beea recognized. It has been also acknowledged that using such andysis 

for feedback purposes c m  enhance cooperative behaviours (Losada & Markevitch, 1990). 

Automated analyzers, likes ListA, allow us to meive faster feedback from analyses of 

virtual cooperative interaction in special interest communities. 

This chapter introduces ListA: a Listserver Analysis program and a sample case special 

interest community-the Global Brain Cornmunity-for demonstrations of ListA and the 

systematic methodologies described in Chapter 7. 

ListA consists of 5 analysis tools: (1) PREP: for preparation of data files; (2) TIME 

SERIES: for time-series plot; (3) SOCIOGRAM: for generation of dynamic interactive 

sociogram; (4) ENCODE SYMLOG: for rating SYMLOG interaction scores; (5) FIELD 

DIAGRAM: for group average field diagrams (original & adjusted) 

First, we nin ListA CO prepare data nies for later analyses. ListA then generates a time- 

series plot for us to examine a list's life cycle, and a dynamic interactive sociogram 

enabling us to investigate its social networks. In addition, ListA offers input-facilitation 

of SYMLOG coding schemes in respect to individuai postings. Afier the coding phase 
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has been completed, ListA allows tesearchers interactively to view SYMLOG field 

diagrams for further analysis. 

In the last section of the chapter, the Global Brain special interest cornmunity offers as a 

test case for analyses of its iifé cycIe, evolution, social structure, member contribution, 

centrality, influence, leadership and group dynamics. 



Tracking Reproduction, Migration and Dissemination 

In the last two chapters, we have seen methodologies and techniques for investigating the 

social-technicd dynamics at the level of specid interest communities. In this chapter, our 

focus will be on techniques and methodologies for tracking vehiclelmemetic 

reproduction, migration and dissemination. Here, the focal level of the investigation will 

be the Lnternet community at large. 

"How can we track diffusion processes of software or innovation on the Intemet?" is a 

common question conceniing market researchers and social scientists alike (Hoffman & 

Novak, 1995). Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated through 

cemin channels, over tirne, arnong the members of a social system- It is a special type of 

communication. in that the messages are concemed with new ideas, Le., novel memes 

(Rogers, 1995). 

In the following sections, 1 will discuss techniques and methodologies for tracking 

diffusion processes of s o h a r e  and webpages on the webjnet. CHRONO will be used as a 

sample case to illustrate those techniques and methdologies. The fundamental 

philosophy behind the methodologies in this chapter is that they attempt to use existing, 

public-domain constnicts and tools as much as possible. Furthemore, these 

methodoIogies should be ethical and not to infnnge individual privacy. Thus, they should 

be as least intrusive as possible. 

9.1 Tracking Techniques and Methodulogies 

As stated by Miller (1978), the third imperative of living systems is propagation of the 

sysrem through reproduction a d o r  disseminution. Each gene strives to perpetuate its 



peculiar pattern. The current survival vehicle cannot be maintained forever, but in theory 

the gene or meme cm. Reproduction is the ultimate mechanism for genetic survival. For 

memes, dissemination serves a similar function. The more w i d e s p d  an idea is, the 

more likeiy it will survive. 

Adapting a gene/meme centrïc perspective (Williams, 1966; Dawkins, 1989b), software 

such as CHRONO is analogous to a survival vehicle for a community of memes unifIed 

by its dominant meme for chronological awareness maintenance (other CO-memes are: 

semer-side respomibility and browsing strategy). Organisms struggle thmugh Me in 

order to survive and to pass on their genes through reproduction. Whenever there are 

opportunities, a species can extend its survival chance through migration to new 

temtories (Wilson, 1992). Similady CHRONO can be considered as a particular species 

of chronological awareness maintenance mechanisms. Its purpose, as stated in the ttiird 

imperative of Me, is to propagation the system through reproduction and/or 

dissemination. 

CHRONO reproduces like a flower spore and migrates to different websites in 

cyberspace. Listserver/newsgroups, category indexes, and search engines (e.g., www-ta,  

Yahoo, Alta Vista) are like memetic pollinators in their ability to disseminate the 

'chronological awareness mechanism' merne. Anyone of those services can inject the 

meme into the mind of a susceptible human agent (for example a system administrator); 

she then downloads a copy of CHRONO to ber website and configures the system; thus, 

the process gives birth to another CHRONO mechanism migrated to her website (i.e., a 

new temtory). Once it is established in a new location, another system administrator who 

visits the website may discover CHRONO and fhds it useful, hence the life cycle 

continues. 

CHRONO thus offers an ideal case for conducting an observational experiment for 

tracking software diffusion processes on the net. In addition to introducing tracking 

techniques and methodologies, the foiiowing subsections also describe an observational 

experiment about the diffusion patterns of CHRONO. The experiment commenced on 
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May 13, 1996; and continued till April30,1997. It was designed as an example case to 

demonstrate systematic methodologies for investigation of reproduction, migration and 

dissemination processes in the cyberorganism. 

The foiiowing sections introduce techniques and methodologies such as: homing beacon; 

genealogy tracer, and meta-monitor. First, we need a technique for tracking software 

activities. 



ThuOct 2û 212233 1994Samle ftftobtmf Stde Sheet 
I 

SunSep 4 1633iE 1994mCS LOI ResearchPlan 
SunSep 4 1632:48 1994LiNCS LûI Particiam 
SunStp 4 163234 1994UNCS KI1 C ~ L c ~ s  
Stm Sep 4 163:17 1994 KlI BudPet 
StmSep 4 162253 1994wCS LeW ofintent 
SunSep 4 15:162S 1994Canadi~Mullima&Sbaw 1994 
SunSep 4 13:42-31 1994Mandate of Knowledee Science Instituts 

-- - ----...--- 

'hi~ page was gsnanfad automaticaüy by CHRONO version 131 

Figure 32 Bottom of a CHRONO Generated HTML Index 

Ideaily, we shouid try to use basic constructs available to us on HTTP servers for tracl 

software activities on the web. In ecological field snidies involving long-distance tracl 

of migrating birds, ecologists sometimes utilue radio homing beacoris. attachec 

migrating birds, to tell us where the birds are and how they are doing (GoteK. 1995). 
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Those horning devices should be non-intrusive to the studied subjects as much as 

possible. 

We c m  use a simple technique for achieving a similar effect of tracking software- 

Embedded at the bottom right hand corner of every chronological awareness page is a 

CHRONO GIF Icon @gure 32). Below is its corresponding HIML code (Figure 33) 

generated by ail  issued copies of CHRONO, except in-house copies residing at the 

Knowledge Science Institute (KSI) HTTP server, 

..- 
<HR>cHR>This page was generated automatically by 
cI>CHRONO</I> version 1,31cHR> 
CA hlcef="http://ksi.cpsc.ucalg~.ca:8OO8/cgi-bin/release?eln~ 
cimg src= 

"ht tp : //ksi. cpsc , uca1gary. ca : 8008//CHRONO/qi f /chrono1 . gi f 
align=right hspace=l0 al t= "CHRONO ICONm> 

+=/A> 
To find out more &out cb>CHRONOc/b> and 
obtain its lastest version, click on 
the icon here. <BR> 

... 
Figure 33 HTML Code Fragment of CHRONO page 

When someone checks out a Wht's New page generated by CHRONO on a website 

somewhere, its web server fetches the specified CHRONO GIF image from the KSI web 

semer. Such a fetching action generates an ' H ï T P  hit' and record it in KSI'S H l T P  

access-log and referer-log (both are standard log mes available on the NCSA's web 

semer). 

1 Figure 34 HTTP access-log 1 
I I 
http://sunsite.wits.ac.za/htdocs-&ono.hW -> /CHRONO/qif/chronol.gif 

Figure 35 ETTP referer-log 
I I 

For example, two entries in the access-log (Figure 34) and referer-log (Figure 35) tell us 

that a visitor of the su~~site.wits.ac.~ website checked out a CHRONO generated Wkzt's 

New page named htdoCsSchrono.html on June 25, 1996. This information is useful in 
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compiling usage statistics that teil us iiow well the CHRONO species as a whole is doing- 

In addition, the information gathered does aot violate any user privacy, since it contains 

no knowledge of user identity. 

In short, the technique of embedding a tracking GIF icon in software acts like placing a 

homing beacon for software usage tracking methodology. The GIF shoufd be strategically 

placed (like at the bottom of the page), so that users do not need to wait for its fetching 

pmcess and be able to read the page without inconvenience. 

9.2.1 CHRONO Usage 

CHRONO GIF AcmarCounîs 

Figure 36 CHRONO Usage 

We can use a tracking web site's access-log (e.g., KSI'S) to compile a daily usage graph 

for the tracked software. By using a homing beacon GIF, we can obtain activity counts in 

order to determine the well being of a particular software species. Figure 36 shows daily 
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usage patterns of CHRONO on the Intemet community at large, from May 13, 1996 

througb A p d  30, 1997. From the referer-log, we can count the number of unique website 

pages that have activated the homing beacon. In total, there are at Ieast 137 CHRONO 

pages available on the web (the figure was complied on Apnl30, 1997). 

For our experilnentai purpose, there were oniy three public announcements made about 

CHRONO (%/5/13, 96/08/01, and 96/09/09). They were àesigned to test the 

effectiveness of memetic dissemiaation channels7- From the graph, we see that the 

highest hit rate occurred amund the fîrst day of CHRONO public release (weii above 100 

hits). It £its weU with the navelty effeff-that is, a new idea or novel meme often has the 

highest impact when people encounter it the very fïrst the .  

7 The next section introduces techniques for trachg which channels are more effective. 



Figure 37 CHRONO Release Page 

In addition, to king able to track an organism's whereabouts, it is a good idea to be able 

to trace the genealogy of organisms as a species as they propagate and migrate to other 

regions. Similady, we wodd like to idente what is the beage of a particular copy of 



CHRONO. More precisely we would iike find out where, and how, someone discovered 

CHRONO. 

Fi,oure 37 is a screen shot of CHRONO Release Page, this is where interested parties go 

to find instructions for downloading and setting up a copy of CHRONO. This page is 

generated through the gmealogy tracer script in which it places a unique identifier in the 

H ï T P  referer-log. 

By ciicking at the CHRONO Icon (a hyperlink) as depict in Figure 32, an interested user 

invokes a genealogy tracer CG1 PerI script located at KSI which retunis a customized 

Release Page. In this case, îhe hyperlink specified in the HTML (Figure 33): 

CA bref=~http://ksi,cpsc.ucalgary.ca:8008/cgi-bin/release?elu~ 

returns a Release Page embedded the "el" tracer code. Associated with this customized 

Release Page are h y p e r b  to CHRONO binary and source code which also contain the 

same tracer CO& "el". 

The genealogy tracer technique cm be used in our systematic rnethodology for iracking 

memetic transmission. For example, we can determine where someone had heard or 

learned about CHRONO. Figure 38 depicts partial sections of a Software Release Table 

with tracer codes. 1 have used these codes to track whether visitors discovered CHRONO 

through the www-talk lisuerver, Yahoo, or other channels. 

1996 OS 13 www-talk To: www-talk@w3.org 
ht:p://ksi.cpsc.ucalgary~ca:8OOB/cgi-bin/release?twl 
(page to http://ksi.cpsc~ucalgary.ca:8008/cgi-bin/release?el) 

1996 OS 16 yahoo (1" uy, not indexedl: 
Computers and Internet/Internet/World Wide Web/Seardùng the Web/Search Engiaes 
http://kçi.cpsc.ucalgary~ca:8008/cgi-bin/release?lyh 
1996 06 27 Yahoo: (2nd W .  still not indexedl 
Computers &d ~nternet/Ikernet/~orld Wide Web/Seardùng the Web/Search Engines 
http://~i,cpsc.uca~gary~car8008/cgi-bin/release?2yh 
' A n  Auto~ted 'WRAT's NEW* Chronological Awareness mgine: 

1996 08 O1 www-talk To: ~-tkLk@w3.org 
http://ksi.cpsc~ucalgary.ca:800B/cgi-bin/release?tw2 
(with 2nd general release- /CHRONO/gif/chronoZ.gif) 
(page to http://kçi.cpsc.ucalgary.ca:80O8/cgi-bin/release?e2) 
[access-log 1996 08 01 5:28pml 

1996 09 09 yahoo: (3nd try, worked this time) 
Computers and fnternet/ïnternet/World Wide Web/Searching the Web/Search mgines 
http://ksi.cpsc~ucalgary.ca:800B/cgi-bin/release?3yh 
'CHRONO Automated "WHAT'S NEWœ Chronological Awareness Engine. " 

Figure 38 Tracer Codes for ReIease Limages 



By analyzing the HTP access-log, we can discover when someoae accesses the Release 

Page, dowaloads a copy of CHRONO (either binary or C source), and more importaatly, 

where she learned about CHRONO- For example, Figure 39 is a Release Page entry in 

KSI access-log: 

sunsite-%tu-nsk-su - - [25/Jun/1995:04:32:25 -06001 'GET Icgi-bin/release?twl ~ P f i . 0 '  
200 4071 

Figure 39 Genealogy Tracer of the F i  MWW-Talk Anno~~em4?nt 

The entry tells us tbat someone h m  the sunsite.nstu.nsksu site accessed the Release 

Page on June 25, 1996. With a high degree of certainty, this person probably had Iearned 

about CHRONO h m  the h t  announcement of CHRONO (May 13, 1995) on the www- 

taka Iistserver. 

The genealogy tracer technique can be used in conjunction with the homing beacon 

technique to trace migration patterns, For instance, we c m  use a different CHRONO GIF 

for each genealogy. Ia our CHRONO migration study, îhere are two types of homing 

beacon fkquencies: 

" h t t p : / / k s i . c p s c , u c a l g a r y . c a : 8 0 0 8 / / C ~ o n o l . g i f w  
"http://ksi.cpsc.ucalgary.ca:8008//CHRONO/gif/~hrono2~gif" 

The first one tracks the www-talk Iineage (release codes: t w l  and tw2) and the second 

one tracks the Yahoo Iineage (release code: 3yh). 

The genealogy tracer technique of using a CG1 Release Page for tagging, together with 

the systematic strategy of selective announcement provide us a methodology to 

investigate the effectiveness of different diffusion channels and to analyze the resulting 

pattern of memetic awareness in the cyberorganism 

9.3.1 CHRONO Reproduction and Migration Patterns 

The CHRONO diffusion tracking expriment includes three phases: 

* M - T a l k  c m  be reached via: www-talk@ w3 .org 



1 - 96/05/13: 1'' WWW-Tak announcement (SUN OS release) 

2. 96/Oû/O 1 : 2"* WWW-Talk amouncement (SGI IRIX release) 

3. 96/09/09: 3d Yahoo Registration (successful attempt) 

The fïrst CHRONO release public announcement was made to the www-talk maiiing list, 

an active Iist dedicated to discussion about the web. The release included the genealogy 

code twl. A second announcement in www-talk offered a SGI IRIX binary version of 

CHRONO instead of SUN OS binary, otherwise it was exactly the same as the b t  

announcernent The third release was made through ~ a h o o ~ .  It is a web indexer service, a 

different dissemination channel than listservers Iike www-tak There were also two 

attempts to register CHRONO on the Yahoo website in May and June, UnfortunateIy 

operators at Yahoo inc. did not follow up both times. 

Figure 40 depicts the diffusion pattern of CHRONO through release and downioad 

processes. 

Y&oo search indexer, via http://yahoo.com/ 





charnel, The only unexpected data point was that arouad Iune 15, 1996 with the second 

highest hit rate, As it turned out, there was a secondary dissemination e f k t  during ttiat 

period: someone associated with a SUN OS user group re-postecl the h t  announcement 

to the user group listserver. In remspect, 1 received several email inquiries from four 

users on that lis& about CHRONO. By examining the access-log and referer-log, we can 

see that many SUN sites associated with that list had set up CHRONO mechanisms 

around that time. 

There are other statistics gathered from the log files which track CHRONO reproduction 

and migration patterns, for example: 

There were 7188 instances of people loading images or CG1 scripts h m  extemal 

Pages 

1501 hits to the site came h m  links on extemal pages 

16 came from files on the user's local computer (bookmarks) 

O references came fiorn USENET news articles 

515 came h m  popular web search engines (Yahoo, Lycos, Alta Vista, etc.) 

Yahoo 

Lycos 

WebCrawler 

IafOSCCk 

Altavista 

Table 19 Search Engines and Indexes 

Table 19 depicts incidences of memetic transmission in terms of the 5 popuiar web search 

engines and indexes. 



'CMIûNû/gif/chronol.gif total: 85 Sites 

3133 hcep://ww.~g.org/new/what511w-hanl 
2188 http://cp~.org/new/athat~ne~.h~ 
210 http: //milïkern-com/Waatsnewewhtml 
110 http: //www.cqi.com/-pmurphw/rece~t~hpnl 
107 http://infobot.eag.5~n-c0m:8O/~eSNe~~hrml 

4 7  file:/~ort/home/suasite/chr~~/htd~cs~chrono.html 
41 http://rnafalda/-servinfo/S~ite/chrom/chrono.hanl 
39 http://ww.cpcuq-orgf 
34 http://sunsite.wits,ac~za/htdacs-chroao.html 
34 http: //cpcuq.org/ 
27 http://m.eia.doe-gov/emeu/chro~~/chro~~-html 
22 http://m.eia.doe-gw/-u/chrono/test- 
19 http: / /cpcug. o ~ / u s e r / m ~ h n k ~ / w h a m w ~ h t m l  
17 http://~.cpcug~org/user/mohnke~~fwbafsnew-hd 
13 http://sunsice.wits-ac-za/sunsit~index+html 
12 http: //ma-home/whacsNew-hW 
10 http://haclbOl/all-changes-html 

Table 20 twf and tw2 CHRONO Sites (with Accesses 2 10) 

IC~~O/gif/chronoZ-gif tota2: 52 Sites 

Table 21 3yh CHRONO Sites (with Accesses 2 10) 

Calculations based on log-files from May 13, 1996 till April30, 1997, show there were a 

total of 137 CHRONO pages on the web. TabIe 20 shows a partial iïst of websites to 

where CHRONO mechanisms migrated. There were 85 sites with CHRONO pages of 

t w l  and tw2 limages (i.e., www-&ai.k). Table 21 shows there were 52 CHRONO pages 

of 3yh lineage (Le., Yahoo). Both rables show only sites that had access rates 2 10. 

We can obtain an estimation based on statistics of the actual reproduction and of memetic 

transmission rates. For example, the Yahw channel had about 10% reproduction success 

rate (52515 = 10.09%). This reproduction success rate has been reasonabIy stable. For 

example on Juiy 20, 1997, 1 compiled some foiiow-up measurements (e.g., numbers of 



sites with 3yh Iineages were 60; with twl & tw2 were 100; and Yahoo references were 

660). The rate of  production successes through Yahoo was 60/660 = 9.09%. 

Figure 41 Meta Monitor for the Onranap Search Engine 

Another effective channel for memetic bissemination is the search engine. Search engines 

like Alta Vista, WebCrawler, Lycos and Onramp are some of the more popular resource 



uwareness mechanisms on the web. It wouid be useM to have a meta-level monitor that 

periodicdy sees how well a search engine is doing in picking up sites and disseminate 

their memes. We can use these search engines to determine how many CHRONO enabled 

websites are actually reachable through these search engines' robots. 

The information gathered by a meta monitor can be pegged against the statistics nom the 

referer-log and access-log. From those Iogs we can analyze CHRONO usage, f i d  out 

where each CHRONO sites are, and how many sites there are. The meta monitor provides 

us a way to investigate the effectiveness of a search enghe in web indexing. Because, 

from our experiment many copies of CHRONO have aiready been distributed through out 

the web, and because we know exactly how many copies are out there, we will have a 

good population set for testing a search engine's ability to fiod them. 

Originally, 1 implemented a PerI-script meta monitor which gathers and archives M y  

reports of Alta ~ i s t a ' s ' ~  search results for CHRONO. It was activated on Jdy 27, 19%. 

For a long period, it could only find 6 CHRONO sites. Oiice every few months, the meta 

monitor would break down due to the periodic changes of Alta Vista's output format. By 

November 21, 1997. Alta Vista had changed its output format once again; and it had only 

found 8 CHRONO sites (out of 98 sites). Its future prospect looked dismal (but it was still 

hem than th cos" which picked up only 3 to 6 sites around the same period), so 1 

changed the monitoring focus to 0nramp12 (itself a meta-search engine that gathers 

results from other search engines). 

1 wrote a second meta monitor13 for the Onramp meta-search engine. Since November 24, 

1996, the meta monitor for Onramp has k e n  able to discover around 12 to 35 CHRONO 

sites; The success rate of Onramp fluctuates because it depends on other search engines 

'O Alta Vista search engine, via http:/faitavista.digital.com/ 
11 Lycos search engine, via http:/Aycos.cod 
12 Onramp search engine. via http://search.onramp.neV 
13 Onramp meta monitor archive, in htep://ksi.cpsc.ucalgary.ca:8800/data~hrono/onramp/ 
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for gathering results. For example, on July 20, 1997 41), it found 25 CHRONO 

sites (out of 160 sites = 100+60 lineage sites); and just a day before (July 19), it found 35. 

The meta monitor technique, in conjunction with basehe statistics gathered h m  homing 

beacon and genealogy tracer techniques, provides mearchers with a systematic 

mehodology for measurïng the effectiveness of dissemination channek. The underlying 

concept is similar to ttiat of sample surveying technique (McCIave & Dietrich, 1991), but 

instead of using sample size to estimate the underlying population, we have in this case, 

the underlying population with which to begin. By howing the underlying population of 

a particular data set, we can evaluate the actual performance of dissemination channels. 

The third imperative of living systems is propagation of the system through reproduction 

andor dissemi~tion. Reproduction is the ultimate mechanism for genetic survivai. For 

memes, dissemination serves a similar function. The more widespread an idea is, the 

more likely it will survive. This chapter presents techniques and methodologies for 

tracking vehicle/memetic reproduction, migration and dissemination. The focal level of 

investigation here is with the Intemet community at large. CHRONO offers an ideai case 

for conducting an observational expriment for tracking software difision processes on 

the net. It is used to illustrate the homing beacon, genealogy tracer, and meta-monitor 

techniques and associated methodologies for tracking the diffusion pmcess on the net. 



CHAPTER 10 

Conclusion 

This chapter concludes the dissertation by siimman';rjng and evaiuating key ideas 

developed in the cyberorgaoism fkmework. The evaluation addresses the objectives 

descrîbed in Chapter 1 and demonstrates how these objectives are met by the research 

work. In addition to the evaiuaîion, this chapter describes certain avenues of future 

research based on the current work. 

10.1 Research Aini and Objectives 

The overall aim of the research reported in this dissertation is to develop a model of the 

socio-technical dpamics of the fatemet in supporting cooperative interactions and to 

formulate methodologies and techniques for investigating the model. The focus here is to 

gain a better comprehension of the underlying dynamics involveci when peopIe 

collaborate through networked computing environments. 

As stated in Chapter 1, The overall aim is associated with the foiiowing objectives: 

1. To determine the appropriate form of model for the Internet in supporting virtuaI 

cooperative interaction. 

2. To characterize the processes of cooperative interactions that have evolved on the 

Intemet. 

3. To analyze Miller's living systems theory for its application to the socio-technicd 

cooperation through the Intemet 

4. To defme the socio-technical processes underlying virtual cooperative interaction. 
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5. To analyze the roles of awareness and its technical support in virnral cooperative 

interaction. 

6. To develop methodologies and analysis software for modeling discourse patterns and 

social structure in virtual coopeiative interaction. 

7. To evaluate the methodologies and apply them to a sample virtual community. 

8. To develop techniques and methodologies for itnalyzing diffusion processes in the 

Intemet community at large. 

10.2 Addressing the Objectives 

The research attempts to investigate the intemet h m  a perspective which characterizes it 

as an open, dynamic system of inter-connecred machines, users, and resources. Therefore, 

various key ideas or consmcrs involved in networked computing environments, 

individual cognitive processes, and knowledge creationldissemination processes and 

social systems need to be identified and explorai for their inter-relationships. 

For instance, the constnict-systern leveli-in the living systems theory (Miller, 1978) 

provides an interesting perspective for conceptuaiizing the Intemet. It highlights the 

dynamic interactions among individuals, groups, organizations and communities. From 

this living systems theory perspective, individuals constitute the fundamental level of 

analysis in the overd system. To continue with this line of reasoning: self awareness 

provides a sense of identity, purpose, and consciousness to each individual. m e n  

perceiving al1 levels coiiectively, the notion of self awareness can be extended to different 

hierarchical partitions in the system for the purpose of analyzing the inter-relationship 

between the overall system and its parts in the collective stance (Gaines, 1994b). Hence, 

collective awareness occurs at evexy level above the individual level in the system 

hierarchy (the team, special interest community and the net comrnunity at large levels). In 

order to function as a coherent whole, mechanisrns for maintaining collective awareness 

in the group, orgaaizaîion and community levels wiIl need to exist first. GraduaUy, there 



are some tools and seMces on the Intemet that have emergcd to fill the roles of providing 

awareness maintenance for individuals and groups. 

The dissertation structure atternpts to address the objectives in a linear fashion. M a y  

constnicts like virtual cooperarfve interaction, memetic evolution, and cyberorgunism are 

gradually introduced through out the chaptea. 

10.2.1 Objective 1 

To determine the appropriate fonn of mode1 for the Intemet in supporting virtual 

cooperative interaction. 

Chapter 1 introduces the living system theory (Miller, 1978) as the theoretical 

foundation. The theory was built upon a search for the common properties of all living 

systems. Living systems are concrete, open systems possessing the characteristics of Me. 

Conceptually, Wtud cooperative interaction is involved with the exchange of resources 

between cybernetic living systems as dcpicted in the systems dyad mode[- Living systems, 

as open systems, exhibit interaction pattern with their surmundùig environment and 

other living systems. 

Chapter 2 presents three broad purposes or imperatives of life exhibited by gmes, memes 

and their sutviving vehicles-Le., the host living systems: The h t  is immediate survival 

of the system through maintenance of steady States; the second imperative is 

actrralization of the system 's potential which requires both growth (i.e., incorporation of 

additional elements into system) and the development (Le. elaboration of the system to 

cope with greater complexity in the environment); aiid the third imperative is propagation 

of the system through reproduction d o r  dissemination. The chapter also introduces a 

discussion of general characteristics of ai l  living systems. 

Memes are self-replicating ideas. They share many similar characteristics with genes. The 

essence of memes, as with genes, is information (Le., pattern or structure) that is capable 

of replicating itself. Memes are potentialiy immoaal, although subject to mutation. As 

genes generate various patterns of Life at the cellular, organic, and organisrnic levels; 



memes generate a vanety of culturai patterns among individuais, groups, organizations, 

comrnunities and societies. Memes require survivai machines or vehicles (Dawkins, 

1989b; Huii, 1988) for their maintenance, actuaiization and propagation. The internet as 

the global cyberorganism is their essential survival vehicle in cyberspace- Vutuai 

cmperative interactions are the processes by which they to achieve actualization and 

propagate. 

Chapter 2 aiso States the thesis that the Intemet is an emergent global cyberorganism 

living in cyberspace delineated by Popper's (1972) World 3. The cybernetic, knowledge- 

creative, super-organisa caiied cyberorganism, is an aggregated living system based on 

human-computer symbiosis (Licklider, 1960). The primary purpose of the cyberorganism 

is to ensure the survival and propagation of memes in the cyberspace. 

The cyberorganism framework attempts to mode1 the relationship between the interaction 

of the individuais and their networked computing systems (i.e., human-computer 

interaction), and the interaction of the individuais and their virtual community (Le., 

person-comrnunity interaction). This relationship creates the socio-technical dynamics 

underlying Wtuai cooperative interaction. 

10.2.2 Objective 2 

To churactenze rhe processes of cooperative inzeractiom thar have evolved un the 

Internet. 

Chapter 2 describes the socio-technicai origins and evolution of the Internet by explorhg 

its techuicai origins, its actualization through development and growth, and its 

transformation into a global phenomenon. Memetic mixing and transmission via vehicles 

like gametes and zygotes are essentiai in its rapid development and growth. The chapter 

then examines the origins of virtual cooperative interaction. Scientific ethos, value 

systems, social norms are the deep mots for its motivation and reinforcement processes. 

The chapter concludes with suggestions for empiricai research on net-based cooperative 

interaction. 



10.2.3 Objective 3 

Ta anuiyze Miller's living sysrems theory for ifs application to the socio-technicaZ 

cooperation thruugh the Internet. 

Chapter 2 applies the living systems theory to classïfy the Internet services with a section 

on the physiology of the cykrorganism. In examining the functionality of the living 

system, it is usefd to classify the major components of its subsystems in terms of the 

significant distinctions that determine their relative utilities. A general taxonomy of 

htemet services thus characterizes the major net services in terms of theù utility for 

computer-mediated communication, access to services or search. 

Chapter 3 defkes 20 criticai subsystems, their processes and structures in Miller's theory 

as they manifest themselves in human individuals and the cyberorganism. The ptimary 

structures of living systerns are associated with the critical subsystems, each of which 

performs a function or set of vital processes for them The cyberorganism fiamework 

idenses 20 such critical subsystems, governed by the decider subsystem. AIthough 

functionally distinct, these subsystems stiare components and interact closely. The 

cyberorganism fiamework focuses on key critical subsystems processing information 

involved in maintenance, control and coordination within the cyberorganism. 

10.2.4 Objective 4 

To define the socio-technical processes uhrlying virtual cooperative 

interaction. 

Chapter 4 investigates the decider, timer, netkhannel, associator, and memory subsystems 

in respect to coordination processes in the cyberorganism, 

The decider subsystem is the executive centre that receives data h m  various sources 

throughout the channel and the net, then sen& control information to all parts of its 

system. Feedback processes within a living system are needed to maintain steady states of 

performance (which is the primary imperative of He). Awareness mechisms in a supra- 



living system transmit cmrdination signals among its subsystems or components. They 

constitute the feedback channe1s and regdate the adjusmient processes within the supra- 

system. 

Awareness can be viewed to be coordination signais sent among subsystems. The chapter 

surveys concepts and models in the CSCW research with respect to coordination and 

awareness processes. CoUective intelligence and collective awareness can be considered 

cognitive modeis for the coordination purposes of the decider, timer, associator, and 

memory subsystems. Finaiiy, this chapter examines an integrative architecture for the 

netkhannel, associator, and memory systems in the cyberorganism. 

Chapter 5 presents the five major elements for virtual cooperative interaction in the 

cyberorganism: (i) discourse patterns; (ii) timedimensions; (iii) awareness hierarchy; (iv) 

motivations for cooperative behaviors; and (v) emergence and maintenance of virtual 

cooperative interaction. 

The five elements model describes socio-technical processes in virtual cooperative 

interaction. It encompasses the communication processes and collaborative knowledge 

acquisition activities from closely-coupled teams to those of the very diffuse Intemet 

community at large. It analyzes these activities in t e m  of the punctuated discourse 

processes, breaking down the cycles of action and response involved in a continuous 

temporal dimension. It analyzes them also in terms of awareness by originators of 

recipients and vice versa The temporal dimension and awareness hierarchy enable the 

existing taxonomies and models of CSCW to be extended to encompass a very wide 

range of systems operating in both the short- and long-term and ranging fiom smaii tearns 

to large communities. The model andyzes motivational aspects of virtual cooperative 

interactions. It gives rise to natural structural anaiysis of the activities which ailows the 

types of communities involved to be identified fiom their observed activities. 



10.2.5 Objective 5 

To analyze the roles of awareness and its technical support in virtual couperative 

interaction, 

Chapter 5 develops methodological dimensions for studying and supporting awareness on 

the web. It d e s c n i  CHRONO, an awareness maintenance mechankm for providing a 

feedback channe1 for changes at subsystems or components. The last section uses two key 

dimensions of the methodological framework to classm CHRONO and related 

mechanisms, and to cl- the human factors design issues involved. 

There are four main dimensions of design considerations for awareness maintenance 

artifacrs for web users: 

1. Locus of Respomibility: Server-Si&, Client-Side, or Centralized Dispatcher 

2. Level of Awareness Hierarchy: Team, Special Interest Convnunig, or Interne? 

Cornmunity at Large. 

3. Method of Locating Changes: Browsing vs. Targeting 

4. Complexity of User Interaction: Simplicity vs. Customkation 

The first dimension, the locus of responsibility, differentiates who is responsible for 

mainiaining the record-keeping mechanisms for supporting awareness maintenance. The 

second dimension, the level of awareness hierarchy, d e c t s  the need for maintainhg 

mutual awareness among members existing in various coliaboratïve arrangements, and 

there are three main levels of awareness arrangements which constitute the awareness 

maintenance hierarchy. The third dimension, the method of locating changes, involves 

two different ways of locating documents that have been changed: browsing and 

targeting. Fiaiiy, the fourth dimension, the compZexity of user interaction, denotes 

system usabiLity in terms of simplicity vs. custornization. 

The chapter concludes by presentiag a classification scheme using the first two key 

dimensions of the methodological framework to classify CHRONO and related 

mechanisms, and to cl- the human factors design issues involved 
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List.  consists of 5 anaiysis tools: (1) PREP: preparation of data mes; (2) TIME SERIES: 

Mie-series plot; (3) SOCIûGRAM: generation of dynamic interactive sociogram; (4) 

ENCODE SYMLOG: for rating SYMLOG interaction scores; (5) FiELD DIAGRAM: 

group average field diagrams (original & adjusted). 

In terms of content-fiee analysis, ListAnalyzer can automaticaüy produce data nles with 

sorted key fields, a tirne-series plot and associated descriptive statistics, a sorted 

sociomatrix, and an interactive sociogram. Together, they can give fast feedback for 

researchers orland list members about a special interest community's vitality, social 

structure, and life cycle. From the resulting feedback, researchers can determine whether 

or not the M e r  content analysis of the community is worthwhile. In order to analyze the 

socio-psychological dynamics of the comrnunity, social scientists can use content analysis 

using the SYMLOG methodology. ListA provides efficient coding of observed interaction 

following the SYMLOG formalism and generates Group Average Field Diagrarns 

(original and adjusted) once the coding phase has been completed- 

10.2.7 Objective 7 

To evaluate the methodologies and apply them to a sample virtual comrnunity. 

Chapter 8 chooses the Global Brain special interest community as a test case for analyses 

of its life cycle, evolution, social structure, members' contribution, centrality, innuence, 

leadership and group dynamics. 

The ListA software is used to prepare data files for analyzing the Global Brain list. It 

generates a tirne-series plot for analyzing the list's life cycle, and a dynamic interactive 

sociogram for investigation of its social networks. In addition, ListA offers input- 

facilitation of SYMLOG coding schemes in respect to individual postings. After the 

coding phase has been completed, ListA allows researchers interactively to view 

SYMLOG field diagrams of Global Brain list for fuaher analysis. 
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In essence, the chapter uses the Global Brain List to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

systematic methodologies presented earlier in Chapter 7 and the associated analysis 

software in Chapter 8. 

10.2.8 Objective 8 

Tu deveiop techniques and methodologies for analyang dfision processes in the 

Interner community at large, 

Chapter 9 introduces techniques and methodologies for tracking diffusion processes on 

the net. Reproduction is the ultimate mechanism for genetic survival. For memes, 

dissemination serves a similar function. The more widespread an idea is, the more Iikely 

it wili survive. 

This chapter presents techniques and methodologies for tracking vehicle/memetic 

reproduction, migration and dissemination. The focal level of investigation here is at the 

Intemet community at large. CHRONO offers an ideai case for conducting an 

observational experiment for tracking software diffusion processes on the net. Horning 

beacon, genealogy tracer, and meta-monitor are three techniques for three techniques 

introduced here: 

The homing beacon technique of embedding a tracking GIF icon in software is used 

for software usage tracking methodology. The GIF should be strategically placed 

(e.g,, at the bottom of the page), so that users do not need to wait for its f e t c b g  

process and wiU be able to read the page without inconvenience. 

The genealogy tracer technique of using a CG1 Release Page for tagging, together 

with the systematic strategy of selective announcement, provides us a methodology to 

investigate the effectiveness of different diffusion channels and to d y z e  the 

resulting pattern of memetic awareness in the cyberorganism. 

The meta monitor technique for monitoring dissemination channels, in conjmction 

with baseline statistics gathered kom homing beacon and geneaiogy tracer techniques, 



provides researchers a systematic methodology for measuring the effectiveness of 

dissemination channels- 

These three techniques and thcir associated methodoiogies offer researchers useful tools 

for anaiyLing reproduction, migration and dissemination processes in the global 

cy berorganisrn 

10.3 Future Work 

This section describes potential fbture research directions based upon the cyberorganism 

framework beyond its present scope. 

10.3.1 Analysis and Development of New Net SeMces 

The purpose of the research reported in this dissertation has been to develop a fmer- 

grained concepal mode1 for communication, knowledge and social processes that occur 

in the global cyberorganism. In order to support and improve those processes through 

new and better services, the cyberorganism framework suggests three Ievels of andysis of 

services: 

Message qunlivthe improvement of the multimedia capabilities of the basic 

message channel-there has been continuous improvement fiom simple text to 

typography, images, movies, sounds, animations, simulations, and so on. 

Relationship rnodeling-the incorporation of linkage Monnation preserviag 

discourse relationships-the hypertext links of the original web technology 

introduced this capability and clickable maps extended it-the= is scope for M e r  

extension based on pater  understanding of the d e s  that the links play in enabling 

people to grasp the argument forrns of information on the web. 

Awareness support--the systematic reduction of the time (t.2 and t4 in Figure 11) for 

a potential recipient to becorne aw& of relevant idormation-maaual and automatic 

indexing and various forms of search engines have made massive advances in coping 

with the information overload resdting h m  the growth of the webhowever, there 



is scope for many different tools supporting the various ways in which people manage 

their awareness. 

The key question to ask in developing new awareness support mechanisms is 'khat is the 

starting point for the person seeking information, the existing information that is the basis 

for the search," A support mechanism is then one that takes that existing information and 

uses it to present further information that is likely to be relevant, Such information may 

include relevant concepts, text, existing documents, people, sites, listservers, aewsgroups, 

and so on. The support mechanism may provide links to further examples of ai l  of these 

based on content, categorization or linguistic or logical inference. The outcome of the 

search may be access to a document, but it may also be emaii to a person, a List or a 

newsgroup (Chen & Gaines, 1997~). 

By considering the net as a whole in the cyberorganism framework, in the future 1 will 

attempt to mode1 and track the evolution and ecology of net services as they emerge to fiil 

functiond niches, very much like chronological awareness mechanisms have done so. 

10.3.2 Auto Referrer Mechanisrn 

As noted eariier in the dissertation, one aspect of the web is the asymmetric awareness 

between information resource providers and information resource users. For exampIe, a 

person may maintain a website devoted to literature surveys in population biology. Such a 

specialty website tends to attract other p p I e  who are interested learning about 

population biology. It would be mutualiy beneficial if they could exchange ideas about 

their s h e d  interests. A site visitor has the option to initiate the contact thniugh email 

service. However, the social exchange theory dictates there is a social cost involved in 

establishg explicit contact and exchange. In order to be able to exchange ideas freely, 

there has to be an establishment of a 'relationship' between two parties. 

Some websites have a guest baok and ask visitors to sign it and mite d o m  comrnents 

or/and a hyperiink to their websites. The motivation b e b d  this is that the website 

maintainer may m e  to know about people who have s d a r  interests. However, this 



strategy also requires visitors to take the time and make the effort to sign the guest book- 

Some people will not bother to do sol 

Nevertheless, if a visitor thinks h t  the information resource is worth having his own 

page linked to it, this c e d y  is highiy indicative that he and the information resource 

provider already share similar interests. It would be advantageous for the resource 

provider to be able to have an automatic referrer mechunism (REFERRER) to determine 

which pages have actuaIly linked to her site. She then foilows reverse hyperlinks to those 

web pages. 

The basic infriistnicture for such a resource awareness mechanism has aiready been 

discussed in Chapter 9 (tracking memetic diffusion) and Chapter 6 (CHRONO 

mechanism.) 

Since a refera-log already records the page that refers to any page on a particular 

website, we can set up a cron process very much like that of CHRONO. It periodically 

goes ihrough the refere~log and extracts the http links to particular web pages that a site 

maintainer wants to monitor. 

A H'ïML tag like: 

<meta auto-ref errer* 

c m  be placed in the desired pages which flags REFERRER to compile hyperlink indexes 

for them. REFERRER then automatidly substitutes a specific hyperlink icon to an 

associated index page per desired page: 

Afterwards, people can click on the REFERRER Icon on the tracked pages to jump to 

other websites with simiiar interests. 

The auto referrer mechanism described above is currently under investigation for future 

development. It shares the same spirit as collaborative socialjiltering (Maltz & Ehrlich, 

1995; Shardanand & Maes, 1995) and recommender (Schwartz & Wood, 1993; Resnick 

& Varian, 1997; Resnick, 1997) systems which recommend useful information (e-g., 
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video or music picks) through association mechanisms. They rely on the principle that 

people who share similar interesîs may cooperate virtually, without direct extensional 

awareness of one another. 

10.4 Summary and Conclusion 

The 1990s have seen the emergence of large scale cooperative activities on the Internet 

using e d ,  listservers, newsgroups and the Worid Wide Web. There have aiso been 

developments of systems using some of these technologies to support smaller closely- 

coupled tearns. In terms of the standard time/space taxonomy for CSCW, these uses of 

the hternet are generaliy vimial in space and range h m  highly synchronous to higbly 

asynchronous interactions. However, maay of the major applications of the hternet mise 

new issues that are not adequately addressed by existing models and taxonomies of 

CSCW. 

Smail groups of individuais working together generally have weii-defined roles and 

mutual awareness of d e s ,  ta& and activities. However, on a listserver, a discussion may 

be initiated with only a vague concept of other potential participants but with strong 

expectations that a collaborative activity will result. On the web, material may be 

published with only a vague conception of potential users, yet that material may play an 

essentid role in a collaborative active in some community, possibility not involving the 

originator, and perhaps a community of which the originator is not part. These 

phenomena are common in various collaborative scientific communities conducting 

interdisciplinary research. Those loosely collaborative virtual communities are moving 

their knowledge acquisition processes to the Internet and the web. The net as a global 

cyberorganism can be considered as a large-scale pupware  for supporting speciai 

interest communities (e.g., high-energy physics research community). Large scale 

groupware for virtual communities differs not only in the quantity, but aiso in the quaiity 

of cooperative interaction @mis, Valacich & Nunamaker, 1990). It would be interesting 

to know whether they can be modeled and supported using some extended CSCW 

frameworks. 



The net is a vehicle for discourse in which the goals of individual agents are supported 

through social knowledge processes, and suppoa tool design needs to be based on 

increasingly refied models of those processes. Much of the current research is concerned 

with the empirical studies of discourse processes on the net through analysis of 

information diffusion, iistserver archives, and so on. Tools which develop models of such 

processes are useful for social scientists and CSCW researchers. Making them available 

to the participants, may result in irnproved usage of net resources. 

A major contribution of current research is the development of a new concepnial 

framework for modehg socio-technicd dynamics on the Intemet. This dissertation 

conmbutes to CSCW research by drawing attention to the significance of virtual 

cooperative interaction in computing networks such as the web where social and 

organizational structures are fluid and less defmed. 

The cyberorganism fhmework for virtual cooperative interaction expands the scope of 

groupware research. It provides a conceptual fiamework encompassing al1 forms of 

distributed knowledge creation and dissemination processes fkom teams through special 

interest community to diffuse4 evolving global cyberorganisrn. Modeling and supporthg 

v h a l  cooperative interaction on the Intemet are important new challenges for research 

in cornputer-mediated communication, human-computer interaction and computer- 

supported cooperative work. 

Fially, the dissertation offers investigative techniques and research rnethodologies for 

the studying of social-technical processes. They are valuable in assisting CSCW 

researchers and social scientists for M e r  empirical investigations of the socio-technical 

processes on the Internet. 
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